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ABSTRACT 

This report presents a description of the low-level phonology of a type of 
Parisian French and its computer implementation on the phonological gram
mar tester described by Friedman and Morin. 

The study concentrates mainly on the problem of interaction and adapta
tion between segments in context. The segments are characterized in terms 
of their phonetic features within the framework proposed by Ladefoged in 
Linguistic phonetics and the interactions between segments are described in 
terms of phonological rules in the format for generative phonology described 
by Chomsky and Halle in The sound pattern of English. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This report describes a low-level phonology of French and gives, as 
an appendix, a computer implementation of the corresponding phonological 
grammar. 

Low-level phonology concentrates primarily on the problems of 
interaction and adaptation of segments in context rather than on the 
problems of phonological alternation observed in morphologically related 
words. This distinction is somewhat arbitrary, as the reader will no
tice that, for instance, schwa deletion is related to epenthetic release 
—in.particular, schwa deletion never takes place in the initial syllable 
of a word if this would create a cluster of consonants subject to epen
thetic release, or that we infer the distribution of mid vowels and 
glides in words from the analysis of alternations observed in morpho
logically related words. 

The segments are characterized in terms of their phonetic features 
within the framework proposed by Ladefoged (1967) in Linguistic Phonetics. 
The interactions between segments are described in terms of phonological 
rules in the format for generative phonology described by Chomsky and 
Halle (1968) in The Sound Pattern of English. 

This description of French is based primarily on our own speech, 
which can be characterized as being one type of Parisian French; in 
particular, we observe the complete neutralization between anterior a 
and posterior a, between rounded œ and unrounded 5, and between front 
rounded œ and schwa a, which are distinguished in orthoëpic French. We 
shall explicitly mention any reference to any other types of French. 

In Chapter 1, we describe the set of segments found in French and 
their classification in terms of phonetic features. Chapter 2 introduces 
some of the characteristics of French prosody mentioned in the subsequent 
chapters. Chapter 3 is a taxonomic description of word structure; this 
chapter is meant more as an exposition than as a systematic account of 
the types of consonant clusters found in French. A systematic account is 
of little interest since there appear to be many gaps in the distribution 
of consonant clusters which can only be attributed to historical acci
dents. Some gaps appear to be perfectly acceptable, e.g., the French 
lexicon contains no word ending in skr, although it contains aspre [aspr] 
'asper' and astre [astr] 'star'; in Chapter 8 we show how some historical 
gaps have been recently filled in French. Chapter h is a study of tran
sitions between subsequent segments and more particularly of releases 
between consonants; this allows us to account for the nasalization of 
unreleased stops preceded by a nasalized vowel. Chapter 5 gives a 
description of the adjustments of the vocal tract made in anticipation 
of subsequent motions (rounding, nasalization, voicing, . . . ) . Chapter 6 
gives a description of the vowel system of French and more particularly 
of mid vowel alternations. Chapter 7 gives a description of glide 
formation and of the distribution of glides. In the Appendix, we present 
a computer implementation of this description of French on the phonologi
cal grammar tester described in Friedman & Morin 1971. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INVENTORY OF SEGMENTS AND PHONETIC FEATURES OF FRENCH 

1.1 INVENTORY 

1.1.1 Vowels 

oral vowels:' i y e 0 s œ a o o u 

nasalized vowels : ê à 5 

See Table 1 for a contrastive display of French vowels. 

1.1.2 Consonants 

oral stops: p b t d k g 

nasal stops: m n ji q 

spirants: f v s z J* 3 

liquids : 1 r 

See Table 2 for a contrastive display of French conconants. 

1.1.3 Glides 

3 q w 

See Table 3 for a contrastive display of French glides. 

1.2 PHONETIC FEATURES \ 

We analyze the segments of French in terms of several phonetic 
parameters: (1) the air flow tract, (2) manner of articulation, (3) 
place of articulation, (U) strength, (5) sonority, and (6) syllabicity. 

1.2.1 Air Flow Tract: Oral-Nasal 

During the utterance of a segment, the velum, or soft palate, may be 
either raised or lowered. Once raised, the velum forms a velic closure 
in the upper pharynx, forcing the air flow to pass through the oral tract. 
Once lowered, the velum allows the air to flow through both the oral and 
the nasal tract. We refer to the sounds produced with a lowered velum as 
nasal or nasalized sounds, the others as oval sounds. The nasal sounds 
of French can be consonants: m, n, ji, and q, or vowels: s, a, and 5. 

1.2.2 Manner of Articulation 

We distinguish three levels of stricture to describe the manner of 
articulation: stops3 fricatives, and approximants.l 

*We follow here Ladefoged's terminology and definition (1967:28-36, 
80-83). 
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TABLE 1 

CONTRASTIVE DISPLAY OF FRENCH VOWELS 

[i] [vi] vie 'life' 

[y] [vy] vue 'view' 

[e] [ve] v 'v-shaped* 

[ci] [v0] voeu 'wish' 

[e] [ve] vais 'go' 

[œ] 
[a] [va] va 'goes' 

[o] 

[o] [vo] veau 'calf 

[u] [vu] vous 'you' 

[ë] [ve] vin 'wine' 

[â] [va] vent 'wind' 

[o] [vo] vont 'go' 

[vil] ville 'town' [sil] cil 'eyelid' 

[V01] 

[vel] 

[vœl] 

[val] 

[vol] 

veule 

vêle 

veulent 

valent 

vol 

'weak' 

'to bear (a 

'want' 

'are worth' 
1 flight' 

calf) • [sel] 

[sœl] 

[sal] 

•[spi] 

[sol] 

[sul] 

selle 

seul 

salle 

sol 

saule 

saoule 

'saddle' 

'alone' 

'room' 

'sole' 

'willow' 

'drunk (fern.)' 

uo 
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TABLE 3 

CONTRASTIVE DISPLAY OF FRENCH GLIDES 

[3] [sJs] sciait 'sawed* [sje] sien 'his' 

[q] [sue] suait 'sweated' [sqs] suint 'grease (of wool)' 

[w] [swe] souhait 'wish' [swg] soin 'care' 

Stops correspond to sounds made by the complete closure of two articula
tors in the oral tract. In the production of stops, therefore, the oral 
tract is narrowed to prevent air flow through the mouth. In oral stops, 
the air flow is momentarily completely interrupted: p, b, t, d, k, and 
g. In nasal stops, the air flow is diverted through the nasal tract: m, 
n, jv, and n. 

Fricatives correspond to the sounds made by the narrowing of two articu
lators so as to produce a turbulent airstream; the obstruction of the 
two articulators for fricatives is narrower than the obstruction cor
responding to glides. The class of sounds includes the spirants f, v, 
s, z, J", and 3 and the liquids r and 1. 

Approximants correspond to sounds made by the approximation of two 
articulators without producing a turbulent airstream. This class of 
sounds includes the glides j, q, and w and the vowels. The relations 
between vowels must be, in turn, characterized in terms of their audi
tory height, which has the four values high: i, y, and u, mid-high: 
e, 0, and o, mid-low: e, s, ce, o, and 5, and low: a and a. 

1.2.3 Place of : Articulation 

We distinguish three main types of segments according to the type 
of mobile articulators involved in the production of sounds: labial 
sounds, when the mobile articulators are either the lower lip or both 
lips, lingual sounds when the mobile articulator is the tongue, and 
labial-lingual sounds which are simultaneously labial and lingual. 

1.2.3-1 Labial sounds. In labial sounds, the two articulators 
are either both lips: p and b or the lower lip and the lower edge of 
the upper front teeth: f and v. 

1.2.3-2 Lingual sounds. Lingual sounds are either dental, when 
the two articulators are the tip of the tongue and the back of the upper 
front teeth: t, d, s, z, and 1, or nondental. The exact place of ar
ticulation of nondental sounds depends on the sound itself. The articu
lation of the stops k and g can be either palatal or velar depending on 
the nature of the following segment. The articulation of the spirants / 
and 3 is prepalatal. The articulation of j is palatal. The articulation 
of r may be dental3 velar* or uvular, depending on the dialect of French; 
in my .speech it varies between velar and uvular. 

5 



The exact point of articulation of nondental lingual segments is 
not contrastive, except for glides and vowels where palatal (front) and 
velar ("back.) approximants.are contrastive and also in some dialects, .in
cluding mine, -the palatal"and'velar nasals ji and-n. 

1.2.3.3 Labial-lingual. The glides q, w and the vowels y, 0, os, 
o, o, and u are simultaneously labial and lingual. All are nondental 
and contrast with respect to their articulation: q, y, 0, and œ are 
palatal, w, u, o, and o velar. 

1.2.^ Strength 

Prevocalic spirants and oral stops contrast with respect to 
voicing. It can be observed that strength, rather than voicing, is a 
distinctive feature for spirants and oral stops: tense p, t, k, f, s, 
and J" are voiceless in prevocalic position and lax b, d, g, v, z, and 
3 voiced in prevocalic position. In nonprevocalic position this is 
not always the case. 

1.2.5 Sonority 

Sonorant sounds are the sounds for which spontaneous voicing is 
possible: they are the nasals m, n, n, and q, the liquids 1 and r and 
all the approximants. Nonsonorant sounds are referred to as obstruents. 

1.2.6 Syllabicity 

Syllabic sounds are the segments constituting syllabic peaks. All' 
vowels are syllabic. 

1.2.7 L a t e r a l i t y 

In many dialects, the two liquids 1 and r can be distinguished as 
being, respectively, dental and nondental; in some dialects, however, 
both are dental and therefore, we must use another characteristic to 
distinguish the two liquids, namely, laterality, 1 being lateral and r 
nonlateral in all dialects. 

1.3 CLASSIFICATION 

Table h is a classification of the sounds found in my speech. 

l.U MULTI-VALUED PHONEMIC REPRESENTATION 

We characterize a segment by the value of its phonetic parameters. 
When a phonetic parameter takes only two values, we assign the values + 
and - to these two values; for instance, the phonetic parameter nasal 
takes only two values; thus an oral segment is specified as [-nasal] 
and a nasal segment as [+nasal]. When a phonetic parameter takes sev
eral values, we assign integer values to the characteristic positions 
of this parameter; for instance, the phonetic parameter stricture is 
assigned the values 1, 2, and 3 for stops, fricatives, and approximants, 
respectively.1 

6 



These values appear in Table 5-

1Cf. Ladefoged 1967:67-88. 

TABLE h 

CLASSIFICATION OF THE SOUNDS OF FRENCH 

lingual 
labial 

1 dental 2 prepalatal 3 palatal U velar 

1 Stop 

' oral 

nasal 

tense p 

lax b 

(sonorant) m 

t 

d 

n 

k 

g 

13 

2 Fricative 

obstruent tense f 

l ax v 

sonorant l a t e r a l 

non- l a t e r a l 

s 

z 

1 

3 

3 Approximant 

non-syllabic q w 

syllabic high y u 

mid-high 0 o 

mid-low ce o 

lov 

3 V. 

i y 

e 0 

e os (ê) 

w 

u 

o 

o (5) 

a (a) 

7 

r 

J» 



TABLE 5 

MULTI-VALUED PHONEMIC COMPOSITION OF FRENCH SEGMENTS 

i y u e 0 o e œ o a ë 5 â j i j w r l p b m f v t d n s z J 3 j i k g i 3 

s y l l a b i c 

Bonorant 

l a b i a l 

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + - - - - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

+ + + + + + + + + + +:+ + + + + + + - - + - - - - + - - - - + - - + 

- + + - + + - + + - + - + + + + + + + + + 

l a b i a l s t r i c t u r e 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 

l i n g u a l 3 3 1 * 3 3 1 * 3 3 1 * 3 h 3 3 ^ 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 k k k 

l i n g u a l s t r i c t u r e 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 

t e n s e " + - + - + - + - + - + — 

n a s a l _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ + + + _ _ + ^ - - + + - - + 

l a t e r a l - + 

h igh + + + + + + 

mid - - - + + + + + + - + + -

00 



CHAPTER 2 

STRESS AND INTONATION 

2.1 UNEMPRATIC STRESS 

For the study of stress distribution in French, a sentence may be 
analyzed as a sequence, of phrases, each phrase being in turn analyzed as 
a sequence of atonic and tonic words. 

(1) S - (Ph)n • 

Ph - (At)n(Ton)m 

At -+• preposition, article, atonic clitic 

Ton •+• noun, adjective, verb, adverb, tonic clitic1 

For instance, the sentence Pierre regarde un gros matou angora 'Peter 
looks at a big angora torn cat' is divided into three phrases Pierre, 
regarde, and un gros matou angora: 

(2) [[[Pierre]Ton]ph[[regarde]Ton]ph 

[[un]At [gros]Ton [matou]Ton [ a n g o r a ] ^ ] ^ 

The primary stress falls on the last syllable of each phrase, and the 
secondary stress, on the last syllable of each tonic -word, unless it 
already has a primary stress2: 

(3) Pierre regarde un gros matou angora 

However, a syllable with a secondary stress immediately before another 
stressed syllable (primary or secondary stress) is deaccentuated: 

(U) Pierre regarde un gros matou noir 
'Peter looks at a big black torn cat' 

Deaccentuation also takes place when there is an intervening schwa between 
two consecutive syllables: 

(5) Pierre regarde la grosse fenêtre noire 
'Peter looks at the big black window' 

Monosyllabic tonic words, therefore, always cause the deaccentuation of a 
previous tonic word belonging to the same phrase and can be referred to 

1This analysis is tentative: it is likely that the expression le chat de 
Pierre should be analyzed as a single phrase, in which case the expression 
for Ph could be ((At)n(Ton)m)P. 
2We use x for primary stress and ' for secondary stress. 

9 



10 

as deaccentuating words. A de-accentuating word followed by another de-
accentuating word "belonging to the same phrase, in turn loses its stress1: 

(6) Pierre regarde le gros chat noir 
• . 'Peter looks at the "big "black cat ' 

2.2 INTONATION IN SIMPLE DECLARATIVE SENTENCES 

If we distinguish four levels of pitch in-a sentence: 1, 2, 3, and 
k (level 1 corresponding to the lowest pitch and level k to the highest.), 
the distribution of pitch level in a simple declarative sentence is de
termined by the stress pattern of the sentence:' 

(a) A syllable with a primary stress receives either a pitch level 1 or 
h; level 1 when it is in the last phrase of the sentence, level k 
otherwise. 

(b) A syllable with a secondary stress receives a pitch level 3. 

(c) A nonstressed syllable receives either a pitch level 2 or 3. (We 
shall always represent them with pitch level 2 in our description.) 

For example, the distribution of pitch levels in sentence (3) is as 
follows : 

£• 2 ̂  2 3, 2 3, 2 2 ̂  
(T) Pierre regarde un gros matou angora 

A deaccentuated syllable keeps its pitch level 3, unless it is followed 
by a syllable with pitch level 1, in which case it may optionally either 
keep its pitch level 3, or decrease it to 2: 

2 3 ^ 2 2 4" 2 ^ 
(8) La table ronde a été volee 

"The round table has been stolen' 
!? 2 Jt 2 3 2 ^ . 

(9) a. Pierre regarde la table ronde 
If 2 I* 2 2 2 ' l : 

b. Pierre regarde la table ronde 
'Peter looks at the round table' 

2.3 EMPHATIC STRESS 

A tsnic word may receive an emphatic stress, in addition to the word 
stress discussed above, on its first syllable if it begins with a conso-

1This analysis of stress placement is basically Grammont's (195^:105-11). 
Grammont does not distinguish secondary stress from primary stress, but 
makes a similar distinction showing that only certain stressed syllables 
may be deaccentuated: 'la desaccentuation ne s'accomplit que si-le mo
nosyllabe et le mot qui le précède font partie du même élément rythmique1 

( 195^ :.108). We shall see that we need to distinguish the two types of 
stress for intonation as well. 
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nant, or on either the first or the second syllable if it "begins with a 
vowel: 

(10) a. Quelle canaille 'What a crook' 

b. C'est incroyable 'It's unbelievable' 

c. C'est incroyable " 

The pitch level in a syllable with emphatic stress is 1 in sentence-final 
position, or h in all other places. 

2 h y . 
(il) a. Quelle canaille 'What a crook' 

2 i 
b. Quel pore 'What a pig' 
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A. La table ronde a été volée 
The round table has been stolen 

B. La table ronde rouge a été volée 
The red round table has been stolen 

C. La jeune fille désespérée est venue me voir 
The sad young girl came to see me 

Figure 1. Intonation contour in simple declarative sentences. 



CHAPTER 3 

DISTRIBUTION OF SPEECH SOUNDS IN WORDS 

In this chapter we make an inventory of the sequences of segments 
which may occur in words.* 

3.1 WORDS WITHOUT VOWELS 

There are a few interjections which do not contain any vowels: 

(l) [pft] shows indifference or spitefulness 

[?m] shows unwillingness or doubt 

[kss] incites to fight 

[pst] gets the attention of someone 

[J*.ft] incites silence 

[(p)ss] in college slang, indicates disapproval 

[(b)zz] in college slang, indicates approval 

[tsts] or [tsts]2 indicates skepticism, perplexity or disapproval 

[ff] or [§§] indicates apprehension 

The fact that some sounds are found only in interjections, ingressive 
ts, f and $, or bilabial $, and that some of these interjections have 
alternate pronunciations with a vowel when they are used within sentences, 
e.g., pfut [pfyt] for [pft], chut [/yt] for [J7t] and hum [?œm] for [?m], 
indicates that interjections form an autonomous system within the language 
and does not commit us to include them in our analysis. 

3.2 EXTENSIONS 

We observe three distinct types of consonant clusters depending upon 
whether they are in initial, intervocalic or final position in a word. 
We observe more particularly (a) that sonorants may be followed by 
another consonant only in intervocalic and final position, as if they 
were part of the vocalic nucleus rather than part of the consonantal 
nucleus; and (b) that liquids may be found after any nonsonorant conso
nant, in which case they appear as extensions of nonsonorant consonants. 
We shall analyze the distribution of segments in terms of possible 
extensions. 

1Due to historical development s, not all sequences of sounds which are 
now possible can be found in the French lexicon. In Chapter 8 we show 
how new words have been recently introduced which fill some of the 
historical gaps. 
2The arrow indicates ingressive air stream. 

-¥• 
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Ik 

(2) a. eau 

aile 

air 

âme 

âne 

Elme 

arme 

urne 

hymne 

hurle 

ail 

[o] 

[el] 

[sr] 

[am] 

[an] 

[elm] 

[arm] 

[yrn] 

[imn] 

[yri] 

[aj] 

'water' 

'wing ' 

'soul' 

'donkey' 

(proper name) 

'weapon' 

'"ballot box' 

'hymn' 

'yells' 

'garlic' 

The restrictions on "vocalic extension appear to "be that 

(a) clusters of three or more sonorants 
(b) clusters of two identical sonorants 
(c) clusters consisting of a nasal stop followed by a liquid ":~ ?. 
(d) thocluster [lr] 
(é) the cluster [nm] 
(f) the cluster [In] 

are not allowed as extensions of vowels. The strength of these con
straints goes from strong to weak, the last constraint being weak enough 
to allow such borrowings as Lincoln [linkoln], in spite of the articula-
tory difficulty in pronouncing the two homorganic sonorants In. Only 
extensions which contain one sonorant, as in (2a), appear frequently be
fore word-final consonants; extensions which contain a-liquid followed 
by a nasal, as in (2b), appear only in a few borrowed names, e.g. Arnt 
[arnt]; extensions which contain a glide, two nasals or two liquids, as 
in (2c), may appear before another consonant only intervocalically, e.g., 
feuilleter [fœjte] 'to browse' or parlera [parlra] 'will speak'. 

3.2.2 Consonantal Extensions 

Oral stops and spirants may always be followed by a liquid in ini
tial, intervocalic, and final positions (cf. Tables 7 to 11; note, 
however, the absence of word-final sr, zr, Jr, and $r clusters). Sono
rants, on the other hand, are never followed by liquids in word-initial 
position. In sentences, reductions may bring together an initial sono
rant followed "by a liquid; in this case, it appears that the initial 
sonorant acquires some vocalic property, thus behaving more properly as 
a vowel than as a consonant. 

(3) le regarde pas'. [lrœgardpa] 'don't look at him.'1 

reluque moi ça! [rlykmwasa] 'look at that!' 

me répond pas! [mrepopa] 'don't answer me!' 

ne répond pas! [nrepopa] 'don't answer!' 



TABLE 6 - VOCALIC EXTENSIONS 

0 [r] [1] [n, m] clusters 

0 [Pa] Pas 'step' [par] part 'share' [pal] pale 'blade' [pan] panne [parm] Parme. (town) 
'breakdown' [karn] carne 'meat' 

[palm] palme 'palm' 
[pam] pâme [pari] parle 'speak' 
"(he) swoons' [imn] hymne 'hymn' 

[paj] paille 'straw1 

—f [if] if 'yew* [serf] serf 'serf [golf] golf 'golf 

--s [as] as 'ace' [urs] ours 'bear' [vais] valse [bins] binse [boerns] Burns (name) 
'waltz' 'mess' 

[brams] Brahms (name) 

-- sk 

— k 

—br 

— t 

— St 

—ts 

—kr 

[kask] casque 

[bâk] banque 
'bank' 

[5br] ombre 
'shadow' 

[5t] honte 
1 shame' 

'helmet' [vplsk] Volsk [minsk] Minsk (town) 
(town) [omsk] Omsk (town) 

[bark] barque [talk] talc 'talcum' 
'boat' 

[arbr] arbre 'tree' 

[pert] perte [alt] halte [sprint] sprint [arnt] Arnt (name) 
'loss' 'stop' 'sprint' 

[est] est 'east' [verst] verste 'verst' [ernst] Ernst (name) 

[erzats] ersat 
'ersatz' 

[sykr] sucre ' 

;z [kwarts] quartz [selts] Selts (place) N 

'quartz' 

sugar [sepylkr] sépulcre 'vault' 



TABLE T - EXTENSIONS OF [p] 

0 

[f] 

N 

[S] 

[r] 

[1ï 

[m] 

[n] 

0 

[Pa] 
[apa] 

[aP] 

[pfyt] 
[oberkapf] 

[psom] 
[rapsodi] 

[3ips] 

[Pjit] 

[prij 
[âpre] 
[apr] 

[pla] 
[kôple] 
[âpl] 

[kapmâ] 

[pn0] 
[ipnoz] 

pas 
appât 
happe 

pfut 
Oberkampf 

psaume 
rapsodie 
gypse 

Pchitt 

prix 
apprêt 
âpre 

plat 
complet 
ample 

campement 

pneu 
hypnose 

'step1 

'"bait1 
1 snaps' 

(interj.) 
(street in 

'psalm' 
'rhapsody' 
'gypsum' 

(trademark) 

'price' 
'finish' 
'rough' 

•dish' 
'suit' 
'vast' 

'camping' 

'tire' 
'hypnosis' 

[s] 

[spat] 
[aspe] 
[asp] 

Paris) 

[sprat] 
[espri] 
[aspr] 

[splâdid] 
[esplanad] 
[aspl] 

[dispne] 

spath 
aspect 
aspe 

sprat 
esprit 
aspre 

splendide 
esplanade 
asple 

dyspnée 

'spar' 
'aspect * 
'winder for 

'brisling' 
•spirit' 
'asper' 

'splendid' 
'parade' 
'winder for 

1 dy spnoea ' 

[J] 

[Jpil] 
[ojpo] 
silk' 

[Jprut] 

silk' 

schpile 
hochepot 

schproute 

'nice' 
'stew' 

'noise' H 



TABLE 8 - EXTENSIONS OF [ t ] 

[a] [/] 

[ta] 
[eta] 
[at] 

tas 
état 
hâte 

'hump' 
'state' 
'hurry' 

[sta3] 
[osto] 
[est] 

stage 
hosto 
est 

'stage' 
'hospital' 
1 east * 

[/timi] 
[aj"te] 
[ka/t] 

chtimi 
acheter 
each"te 

•weakling' 
'to buy' 
'(he) seals..' 

[ f ] 

[s] [tsar] tsar 'tsar' 
[kwarts0] quartzeux 'quartz-like' 
[erzats] ersatz 'ersatz' 

[/] [tfek] tchèque 'Czech' 
[put/ist] putschiste 'putschist' 
[putj] putsch 'putsch' 

[r] [tru] trou 'hole' [stri] strie 'stria' 
[atre] attrait 'attraction' [astral] astral 'stellar' 
[atr] âtre 'fireplace' [astr] astre 'star' 

[Jtras] schtrasse 'administration' 
[fu/tra] fouchtra (interj.) 

. [fijtr] fichtre (interj.) 

[1] [tlapsi] thlapsi 
[atlas] atlas 
[pejotl] peyotl 

'pennycress' 
'atlas' 
'peyote' 

[m] [tmez] tmèse 'tmesis' 
[atmosfer] atmosphère 'atmosphere' 
[ritm] rythme 'rhythm' 

[n] [etnik] ethnique 'ethnic' 

-5 



TABLE 9 - EXTENSIONS OF [k] 

0 

[f] 

[r] 

[n] 

[s] [J] 

[ka] 
[ëka] 
[bàk] 

cas 
inca 
banque 

'case' 
•Inca' 
'bank' 

[ski] 
[kaskad] 
[kask] 

ski 
cascade 
casque 

'ski' 
'waterfall' 
'helmet' 

[s] [kseres] Xeres 
[taksi] taxi 
[aks] axe 

'sherry' 
'taxi' 
'axle' 

[;] [bakfi/] bakchich 'tip' 

[kry] 
[akry] 
[âkr] 

cru 
accru 
encre 

'raw' 
•increased* 
'ink' 

[skrib] 
[ëskri] 

scribe 
inscrit 

'scribe' 
• enrolled' 

S» 

[1] [klu] clou 'nail' [skleroz] sclérose 'sclerosis' 
[aklo] enclos 'paddock' [esklav] esclave 'slave' 
[okl] oncle 'uncle' [myskl] muscle 'muscle' 

[m] [kmer] Khmer 
[snekma] SNECMA 
[drakm] drachme 

(name) 
(acron.) 
'drachma' 

[knut] 
[akne] 

knout 
acné 

'knout 



TABLE 10 - EXTENSIONS OF [ f ] 

[s] m 
[fo] 
[âfâ] 
[if] 

faux 
enfant 
if 

'false' 
•child' 
•yew' 

[sfer] 
[asfalt] 

sphère 
asphalte 

'sphere' 
'bitumen' 

[Jf0] 
[a.ffe] 

cheveu 
achevé 

'hair' 
•finished' 

[ f ] 

[s] [fsif] FSIF (acron.) 
[aefse] AFC (acron.) 

IS] 

[ r ] [ f re ] f r a i s 
[afro] affront 
[ofr] offre 

[1 ] 

[m] 

' f r e sh ' 
' i n s u l t ' 
' o f f e r ' 

[ s f r a 3 i s t i k ] sphragis t ique ' s p h r a g i s t i c ' 

H 
VO 

I, > I [flo] flot 'wave' 
[âfle] enfler 'to swell" 
[sufl] souffle 'breeze' 

[n] [fnef] FNEF (acron.) 
[afnor] AFNOR (acron.) 



TABLE 11 - EXTENSIONS OF [s] AND [J*] 

0 

[f] 

[s] 

[si] 
[asi] 
[as] 

[sfer] 
[asfait] 

scie 
assis 
as 

sphère 
asphalte 

'saw' 
'seated' 
'ace' 

1 sphere' 
'bitumen' 

[X] 

17*1 
[àja] 
[aj] 

ism 
[ajfe] 

chat 
achat 
hache 

cheveu 
achevé 

'cat' 
'purchase' 
' axe ' 

'hair' 
'finished' 

[sl 

[J] 

[r] 

[1] 

[A] 

[n] 

[srom] 
[kasrol] 

[slip] 
[desle] 

[smala] 
[trâsmi] 
[ asm] 

[snob] 
[masne] 

SROM 
casserole 

slip 
déceler 

smala 
transmis 
asthme 

snob 
Massenet 

(acron.) 
'saucepan' 

'underpant' 
'to reveal* 

'big family' 
'transmitted' 
'asthma' 

'snob' 
(proper noun) 

[Jrapnel] 

[a/ra] 

[lias] 
[eJ15] 

[Jma] 
[kojmar] 

[Jnok] 
[piXnct] 

schrapnel 
hachera 

schlass 
échelon 

Chma 
cauchemar 

schnoque 
pichenette 

'schrapnel' 
'will chop' 

'knife' 
'steps' 

(geogr. name) 
'nightmare' . 

'schnook' 
'tap' 

o 



TABLE 12 - SEQUENCES OF EXTENSIONS 

[P,b] [t,d] [k,g] [f,v] 

[P,b] [apt] apte 
•apt* 
[apstœnir] 
abstenir 'abstain1 

[pskent] pschent 
'pschent' 
[/apska] chapska 
'shapska' 

[t,d] [ad3dar] Adjdar 
(place) 

[irkutsk] Irkutsk [dvor3ak] Dvorjak 
(place) (name) 

[k,g] [eksprime] exprimé [ktonjë] chtonien 
'expressed' 'chthonian' 
[ekbatan] Ecbatane [aktif] actif 
(place) 'active' 

[akt] acte 
'act' 
[dekstr] dextre 
'dexter' 
[ekstrem] extrême 
'extreme1 

H 

[f,v] [ftalein] phtaléine [brestlitofsk] 
'phtalein' Brest-Litowsk 
[aft0] aphteux (place) 
'aphthous' 
[aft] aphte 
'aphtha' 
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3.2.2.1 Release extension. We shall say that an oral stop or a 
spirant has a liquid release when it is followed by a liquid. The only 
constraint on liquid releases is that the dental liquid 1 cannot follow 
the dental stops t and d; this restriction, however, is being weakened 
by the recent introduction of words such as thlapsi [tlapsi] 'penny-
cress' and peyotl [pejotl] 'peyote'. 

We observe that all segments which can take a liquid release can 
also take a nasal release, i.e., be followed by a nasal stop, and that 
oral stops may take a fricative release, i.e., be followed by a frica
tive, although releases in f_ appear very limited. 

3.2.2.2 Onset extensions. Oral stops may be preceded by s or X, 
except when they have a fricative or a nasal release. This restriction 
is not very strong, however, in intervocalic position, as shown by the 
word dyspnée [dispne] 'dyspnœa' and the pronunciation Krouchtchev 
[kruj"tj"ef] for normal [krutjef]. 

3.3 WORD STRUCTURE 
• * 

We can define a word as a vocalic nucleus, optionally followed by 
any number of nucleic extensions. 

3.3.1 vocalic Nucleus 

A vocalic nucleus is a vowel extension optionally preceded by (a) 
a single consonant or (b) one or two nonsonorant extensions, and op
tionally followed by one or two nonsonorant extensions: 

(*0 eau 

pot 

pro 

paume 

psaume 

round 

pschent 

dextre 

[o] 
[POj 

[pro] 

[pom] 

[psom] 

[rund] 

[pskent] 

[dekstr] 

'water' 

'pot' 

'professional' 

'palm' 

'psalm' 

'round (sport) 

'pschent' 

'dexter' 

3.3.2 Nucleic Extension 

A nucleic extension is a vowel extension optionally preceded by a 
single consonant and optionally followed by one or two nonsonorant 
extensions. 

(5) (dextr)al [(dekstr)al] 'dextral' 

(parle)ra [(parl)ra] 'will speak' 

3.3-3 Geminates 
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The above word structure allows geminates in most positions, and in 
particular wrongly allows geminates in final position since geminates in 
French, appear only prevocalically. They appear intervocalically as a 
result of derivation: 

(6) honnêteté [onette] 'honesty' 

extrêmement [ekstremma] 'extremely' 

or as a result of emphatic stress: 

(7) inimaginable! [innima3inabl] 'unthinkable!' 

incroyable! [ëkkrwajabl] 'unbelievableI' 

They appear initially after contraction or as the result of emphatic 
stress. 

(8) [ppa] for [papa] 'father' 

[mmâ] for [mama] 'mother' 

(9) menteur! [mmatœr] 'liar!' 

crapule! [kkràpyl] 'crook1' 

Initial geminates may also appear in sentence-initial position after 
schwa deletion: 

(10) te tracasse pas [ttrakaspa] 'don't worry' 

me marche pas (sur les pieds) [mmarjpa] 'don't step (on my feet)' 

3.3.^ Glides 

The definition of word structure does not allow a glide to follow 
another consonant in a nucleus. We shall see later that all glides 
appearing after a consonant in a word must be analyzed as underlying 
vowels. 



CHAPTER k 

SEQUENTIAL ADJUSTMENTS OF SPEECH SOUNDS 

In this chapter we study phenomena occurring at the junction "between 
two segments, or between a pause and a segment. 

k.l VOWELS 

U.l.l Onset of Initial Vowels 

Initial unstressed vowels have an even beginning as in the following 
sentences : 

(1) un garçon est venu 'a boy came' 

André est venu 'Andre came1 

Initial stressed vowels have a stopped beginning,1 which is often charac
terized by an initial glottal stop: 

(2) un de plus [?edplys] 'one more' 

Yves est venu [?lvsvny] 'Yves came' 

et Pierre et Paul sont venus [?epjer'?epol sovny] 'both Peter and 
Paul came' 

it. 1.2 Onset of Prevocalic Vowels 

The transition between an unaccentuated vowel and a following vowel 
is characterized by a pitch modulation at the junction,2 which sometimes 
leads to a creaky voice quality: 

(3) (le park) zoologique [zoolo3ik] 'the zoo' 

ma Panhard [mapâar] 'my Panhard (car make)' 

A stressed vowel preceded by another stressed vowel has a stopped be
ginning3 : 

['k) et un de plus [?è?gdplys] 'and one more' 

Tu as vu Anne [tyavy?an] 'you saw Ann1 

U.1.3 Offset of Vowels Followed by a Sonorant or a Spirant 

The transition between a vowel and a following sonorant or spirant 
is done without interruption. 

*As defined in Heffner ±96k:l66 
2Cf. Grammont 1?51+:136. 
3Also observed by Cohen 1962.. 

21+ 
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k.l.k Offset of Vowels Followed by an Oral Stop 

There is an interruption of the air flow at the transition "between 
an oral vowel and a following oral.stop leading to a momentary silence 
when the stop is voiceless. When the vowel is nasalized, however, the 
velum remains lowered during part of the occlusion of the stop, thus tem
porarily directing the air flow through the nasal tract- The air flow 
stops for a very short period of time just before the release of the 
stop. This produces some nasal off-glide between a nasalized vowel and 
a subsequent stop. This phenomenon is easily observed when the nasalized 
vowel is long, e.g. in final position. 

(5) elle est grande [elegrand] 'she is tall' 

elle en a trente [slâhatrânt] 'she has thirty of them' 

This off-glide is to be distinguished from the nasal consonants found in 
the speech of southern France.1 In southern speech, a full nasal conso
nant, rather than an off-glide, appears after every nasalized vowel, e.g. 
grande [grand] 'tall', danse [dans] 'dance,', pain [pen] 'bread'; in some 
forms of southern speech, nasalized vowels may appear without a following 
nasal stop in word-final position, e.g. pain [pe], 

I+.I.5. Offset of Final Vowels 

Final vowels normally have even releases, except in a few marginal 
cases when they have breathed or stopped releases. Breathed releases are 
observed in sentence-final vowels when the pitch becomes very low.2 

(6) il est déjà parti [ileds3apartih] 'he already left' 

Stopped releases are observed in some interjection-like expressions, 
e.g. oui [wi?] 'yes1, non [no?] 'no' (in the so-called 'ton cassant', or 
chopped speech), alio [alo7] (used at the beginning of a telephone con
versation). The final stop in these words is realized as a glottal stop, 
a bilabial unreleased stop, or both simultaneously; it is, however, 
recognized neither as p nor as b. 

4.2 CONSONANT RELEASE 

As a general rule a final consonant preceded by a segment with a 
lower level of stricture3 is followed by a schwa-like unrounded short 
vowel, which is voiceless when the consonant is voiceless, and whispered 
when the consonant is voiced: 

(7) sac [sak°] 'bag' vague [vag°] 'wave' 

bouche [bu/°] 'mouth' rouge [ru3°] 'red' 

1See, for instance, the transcription in Delattre 194-9. 
20bserved by Nyrop 1902:54. 
3In the multivalued system, this means that the integer representing the 
stricture is greater, cf. Section 1.4. 
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, We say that a consonant is released when it is followed "by a segment 
with a lower level of stricture. According to this definition, the 
schwa-like unrounded short vowel appearing after final prevocalic con
sonants is a release. On the other hand, in the word abdiquer [abdike] 
'to abdicate', the segment d has the same stricture as b; in this case 
b is; said to be unreleased. 

(8) abdiquer [ab^dike] 

1+.2.1 Vocalic Release 

Vocalic release corresponds to the case of consonants followed by 
vowels in the same word. 

(9) bas [ba] 'stocking' 

chat [/a] 'cat' 

In some forms of Parisian French,1 vocalic release of tense stops is not 
possible before the high vowels, i, e, y,.0, o, and u: an epenthetic 
aspirated release always appears after a tense stop followed by a high 
vowel. This epenthetic aspirated release is stronger before front vowels. 

(10) pis [phi] 'worse' 

petit [pcethi] 'small' 

h.2.2 Fricative Releases 

Oral stops may be followed by a fricative, and sibilants by a liquid 
in all positions. Final fricatives following an-oral stop do not have a 
release, which they do have when they follow a vowel: 

(il) gare [gar0] 'station' 

cadre [kadr1 ] 'frame' 

quatre [katf ] 'four' 

(12) vache [va/°] 'cow' 

match [mat/1 ] 'match (sport)' 

bridge [brids"1 ] 'bridge (card game)' 

Final fricative releases are voiceless after voiceless stops, and whis
pered after voiced stops.2 

(13) cadre [kadf ] 'frame' 

quatre [katrn ] 'four' 

1 Observed by Fischer-Jczirgensen 1969:65. 
2Fouche 1959:xx and Nyrop 1902:3U,U* do not distinguish between voiceless 
and whispered liquids. 
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Prevocalic fricative releases are voiced after voiced consonants and 
voiceless after voiceless consonants, with one exception, however, in my 
speech: prevocalic 1 preceded by p or f is voiced. 

(Ik) cadran [kadrâ] 'dial' 

quatrain [katre] 'quatrain* 

plat [pla] 'dish' 

U.2.3 Glide Release 

Glide release has most of the same characteristics as fricative 
release, the main difference "being that, with the exception of the nasal 
consonant ji, final consonants cannot have a glide release; for these 
consonants, glide release appears only prevocalically. 

k.2.k Release of Palatal and Velar Uasals 

The underlying nasal consonant n has two allophones: the palatal ji 
before palatal glides1 and the dental n in all other positions. 

(15) (je) manie [tnani] '(I) handle' 

(nous) manions [majijo] '(we) handle' 

This is a simple assimilation of n to a following yod. All phonetic ji's, 
however, cannot always "be analyzed in this manner because some may occur 
without a following yod. 

(16) a. (je me) magne [m^n ] '(i) hurry1 

b. (nous nous) magnons [majijo] '(we) hurry' 

c. (je me) magnerai [majire]2 '(i) shall hurry' 

In the paradigm (l6) ji is followed by a yod only in prevocalic and final 
positions. Sentence (l6c) has another variant (17) with œ between ji and 
r, showing that the presence of a vowel is the conditioning factor for 
the release of ji into j in this paradigm. 

(17) (je me) magnerai [majijœre] '(i) shall hurry' 

We analyze the nasal consonant ji appearing in (l6) as representing an 
underlying segment ji which takes a yod release in prevocalic and final 
positions.3 

•̂Also observed by Bauche 1929:50. 
2In this phonetic representation we do not distinguish between ji and n. 
We shall see later that ji in magnerai is more properly described as 
velar 13. 

3Heffner 196U:l82 also offers this explanation. It appears that in some 
dialects of French ji does not have a yod-release before a vowel; thus 
the contrast between gagnons [gajio] '(we) earn' and dénions [dejij5] 
'(we) deny' (I have observed this particular distinction in some forms 
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(l8) j\-yod release 

0 -*• i / P-
V 

Gloser observation of ji shows that it has two allophones depending on its 
release. It is realized as palatal ji when it has a palatal release, e.g. 
(19), and as velar 13 when it has a velar release, e.g. (20), or has no 
release, e.g. (21), 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(je) baigne 

baignade 

baignoire 

(je) baignerai 

gagne-pain 

peigne-cul 

[bçn3] 

[benjad] 

[beqwar] 

[bcgre] 

[ganpè] 

[penky] 

•(I) bathe' 

'bathe' 

'bathtub' 

'(I) shall bathe' 

'means of living' 

'vile person' 

We also find occurrences of velar 13 in final position of some English 
(or pseudo-English) borrowings, e.g. (22). 

(22) marketing 

footing 

dring 

[markstin"' ] 

[futi tf ] 

[dritf ] 

'marketing' 

'jogging' 

'ring of a doorbell' 

"In these words velar tj is unreleased, this being one exception to 
the general rule stating that postvocalic consonants are released in 
final position. We may account for the distribution of ji and q by 
analyzing them, respectively, as released and non-released allophones 
of the same underlying segment: (a) ji with a palatal release before 
vowels, (b) q before r and w, (c) unreleased n before stops, and (d) 
either ji or q in final position where both release and nonrelease are 
possible.1 

k.2.5 Glottalic Release 

A word-final tense oral stop followed by a stressed vowel becomes 
ejective. 

(23) a. le petit ange [lœpœtitas] 'the little angel' 

b. la petite anse .[làpœtit'âs] 'the little handle' 

of Franco-Canadian). The yod-release of ji has also been observed by 
Bauche 1929:^9 who distinguishes jij before a vowel (spelling gny in 
grognyer 'to growl') from .ji before the glide w (spelling gn-n in 
peign-noir 'bathrobe'). 

lrThe ability of nonrelease of final consonants appears to be new in 
French, most consonants being strongly released in final position. A 
statistical study by Deyhime 1967:63 shows that 38% of Parisians and 
overall 10% of Frenchmen do not distinguish [ji] and [n] in final position. 
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In sentence (23a) t phonetically belongs to the word t&3 and has a vocalic 
release; in sentence (22b) t phonetically belongs to the word pcetit and 
has a glottalie release.1 

k.2.6 Epenthetic Release 

An epenthetic release may appear between two consecutive stops, for 
instance, between k and t in the word acte [ak°t°] 'act'. Epenthetic 
releases are schwa-like short voiceless or whispered vowels similar to 
releases of final consonants. We now describe the contexts in which we 
find epenthetic releases.2 

k.2.6.1 Given a cluster of two .consecutive^ stops in postvocalic 
position, epenthetic release can occur only when the first of these stops 
is tense. There cannot be any release when the first stop is nasal or 
lax. 

(2k) cimetierre [simtjsr] 'graveyard' 

hanneton [anto] 'May-locust'. 

manequin [mankë] 'model' 

(25) vodka [vodka] 'vodka' 

abdiquer [abdike] 'to abdicate' 

Brandebourg [brâdbur] 'Brandenburg' 

Bagdad [bagdad] 'Baghdad' 

flegme [flegm] 'phlegm' 

It appears that there can be an epenthetic release only when the first 
stop is k and when it is preceded by a stressed vowel (word stress or 
emphatic stress): 

(26) a. exact [egzàk°t] 

drachme [drak°m] 

aqueduc [ak°dyk] 

b. arctique [àrk°tlk] 

infarctus [êfàrk°tys] 

(27) apt [àp^t] 

rythme [rit1 m] 

'exact' 

'drachma' 

'aqueduct' 

'arctic-' 

'infarct' 

•apt' 

'rhythm' 

k.2.6.2 When two consecutive stops are in word-initial position, 
epenthetic release may appear only when the first stop is oral. When 

•̂Observed by Druand 1936:21+0-1. 
2Damourette and Pichon 1911-1927:172-6 indicate that epenthetic release 
is not always phonetically determined in the high class French of their 
period, where epenthetic release may help distinguish haquenée [ak°ne] 
^hackney' from acné [ak'ne] 'acne'. 
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the first stop is nasal, ve never observe any epenthetic release. The 
examples of French words with initial postconsonantal nasal stops are 
very limited (28); we observe the same phenomenon in the pronunciation 
by French speakers of foreign proper names (29): 

(28) 

(29) 

mnémonique 

Mbadane 

N'Djolé 

N'Kongsamba 

[mnemonik] 

[mbadan] 

[nd3ole] 

[nkogsiba] 

'mnemonic' 

Epenthetic release takes place after word-initial velars k and g. 

(29) Khmer 

gmelina 

knout 

gnou 

chtonien 

[k°mer] 

[g°mœlina] 

[k°nut] 

[g°nu] 

[k°tonjs] 

'Khmer' 

'gmelina* 

'knoutr/ 

'gnu' 

'chthonian' 

It appears optionally in the groups tm, pt, pn (30) and never in the 
groups dm, dn (31). 

(30) 

(31) 

tmèse 

Ptolémée 

pneu 

Dmitri 

demain 

Dniestre 

[tmez] 

[ptoleme] 

[pn0] 

[dmitri] 

[dms] 

[dnjsstr] 

'tmesis' 

'Ptolemy' 

'tire' 

(proper name) 

'tomorrow' 

(geographic name) 

^•2.7 Nasal Weakening of Oral Stops2 

We observed the existence of nasal off-glides after nasalized 
vowels followed by a stop which last until the release of the stop. If 
the stop following a nasalized vowel is not released, the stop becomes 
acoustically undistinguishable from its corresponding nasal. 

(32) a. somptueux /s5ptq0/ 

b. symptôme /ssptom/ 

c. Brandebourg /bradbur/ 

> [s5mtq0] 'sumptuous' 

> [s emtora] 'sympt om' 

> [brânbur] 'Brandenburg* 

1The'pronunciation of stop-initial words must be understood as the 
citation form. In context, most of the words are preceded by an article. 

2Some forms of this phenomenon have been previously reported, cf. Nyrop 
1902:123 and Schwartz 1930. 
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For instance, the pronunciation of the consonants in (32a) and in (33) 
is identical. 

(33) sans me tuer [sâmtqe] 'without killing myself 

This phenomenon of nasal weakening does not apply uniformally to lax and 
tense oral stops. 

^.2.7-1 Both lax and tense unreleased stops undergo nasal weakening 
when they are followed by an oral stop and when this oral stop belongs to 
the same word, as in (3*0, is preceded by an unstressed vowel as in (35), 
or both as in (36). 

(3*0 prompte1 /prSpt/ > [promt] 'fast' 

exempte1 t /sgzâpt/ > [egzâmt] 'exempt' 

(35) un petit peu /s+pti+p0/ > [smtip0] 'a little bit' 

trente-trois /trât+trwa/ > [trântrwa] 'thirty-three' 

(36) symptôme /sëptom/ > [sëmtdm] 'symptom' 

onctueux /5ktq0/ > [5qtq0] 'unctuous' 

A stop does not undergo nasal weakening when it is released and particu
larly when it is followed by an epenthetic release: 

(.37) distincte [distsk°t] 'distinct' 

onctueux [5k°tq0] 'unctuous' 

In (38a) t is weakened to n since trente is unstressed; in (38b) and 
(38c) t has a glottalic release because the preceding syllable is 
stressed and, therefore, retains its oral character. 

(38) a. trente-quatre /trlt+katr/ [trànkatr] 'thirty-four' 

b. trente câpres /trât+kapr/ [trât'kapr] 'thirty capers' 

c. trente 'quatres' /tràt+katr/ [trât'katr] 'thirty "fours'" 

The same difference is observed between (39b) where d is not glottalized, 
since it is lax, and (39a) where t is glottalized. 

(39) a« ils ne vendent pas /il+nœ+vâd+pa/ > [ilnœvânpa] 'they don't 
sell' 

b. il ne vente pas /il+nœ+vât+pa/ > [ilnœvât'pa] 'there is 
no wind' 

k.2.7.2 The restriction that released stops do not undergo nasal 
weakening must be relaxed, as it appears that nasal weakening optionally 
takes place before s and z under the same conditions as above: 

*In some speech the p is not pronounced: prompte [prot], exempte 
[sgzât]. 
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k.2.1.3 Lax, "but not tense, oral stops undergo nasal weakening when 
they are followed by a nasal stop, and optionally in final position. 

Note that when an. oral stop is weakened in final position, the corres
ponding nasal is unreleased, this being the second exception (together 
with the velar nasal n in English borrowings) to the general rule stating 
that postvocalic consonants are released in final position. 

The weakening of word-final lax oral stops takes place not only in 
sentence-final position, but also before other words, including vowel-
initial words: 

(k6) une grande femme [yngrâdfam] or [yngrânfam] 'a tall woman' 

une longue soirée [ynlôgsware] or [ynlonsware] 'a long evening' 

une grande amie [yngrâdami] or [yngrânami] 'a close friend' 

(Uo) un psychiatre /ë+psikjatr/ > [ëmsikjatr] 
or [ëpsikjatr] 'a psychiatrist' 

un tzigane /ë+dzigan/ > [ënzigan] 
or [ëdzigan] 'a gypsy' 

trente-cinq /trlt+sëk/ > [trâhsëk] 
or [tratsëk] 'thirty-five' 

assumption /asôpsjB/ > [asomsjo] 
or [asôpsjo] 'assumption' 

sanction /sâksj5/ > [sânsjô] 
or [saksjô] ' 'punishment' 

(Ul) enjambement /â^âb+mà/ > [a3ammâ] 'sleeping over' 

campement [kâpma] 'camp' 

commandement /komàd+mâ/ > [komànmâ] 'command' 

lentement [latmâ] 'slowly' 

longuement /15g+mà/ > [loqmà] 'lengthy' 

manquement [makmâ] 'lack' 

(i+2) on demande? /5+dmâd/ > [Snmad] 'shall we ask?' 

on te mande /5+t+mâd/ > [Stmâd] 'they call you' 

un gnou /ë+gnu/ > [ënnu] 'a gnu' 

un knout /e+knut/ > [ëknut] 'a knout' 

(̂ 3) trente-neuf [trâtnœf], *[trânnœf] 'thirty-nine' 

il tombe [iltob] or [iltônT ] 'he falls' 

tout le monde [tulmod] or [tulmon1 ] 'everybody' 

il se fringue [isfrèg] or [isfrëq1 ] 'he is getting dressed' 
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Note the contrast between (Ufa) and (h-To) -where the position of the 
boundary determines the phonetic form of the sentence: 

(kj) a. un grand drame /s+grâ+dram/ > [ggrâdram], *[iigrahrant] 
'a great drama' 

b. une grande rame /yn+grâd+ram/ > [yngrâdram], [yngrlnram] 
'a big oar' 



CHAPTER 5 

SIMULTANEOUS ADJUSTMENT OF SPEECH SOUNDS 

5.1 LINGUAL ASSIMILATION 

5.1.1 Before Approximant 

5.1.1.1 During the utterance of labial stops and fricatives (p, b, 
m, f, v), the tongue and pharynx, which do not participate in the produc
tion of these sounds, anticipate the articulation of the following approx
imant,1 thus causing labial stops and fricatives to be palatalized before 
palatal approximants and velarized before velar approximants. 

(l) [+ labial] -*• [a lingual] / 
3 stricture 
a lingual 

This lingual assimilation cannot be represented as (l), where segments 
are characterized by a single stricture, since the characteristics of p 
in [pu] pou 'lice' would include the characteristics of k. Obviously the 
lingual stricture in p of pou is not the stricture of the stop k but 
rather the stricture of the approximant u. In other words, we must dis
tinguish two strictures in a segment: the lingual stricture and the 
labial stricture. This distinction allows the representation of lingual 
assimilation to be: 

(-2) lingual assimilation of labial obstruents 

[a labial stricture] 

where a = 1 or 2 

g lingual 
3 lingual stricture / 

6 lingual 
3 lingual stricture 

Before initial J",, the labial stricture of the lax consonant v may be de
creased and become the stricture of an approximant; simultaneously, the 
lingual stricture acquired by v through lingual assimilation is the stric
ture of an approximant; as expected, v is realized as a labial-lingual 
nonsyllabic approximant. More specifically, v is realized as the glide 
q before a palatal vowel and as the glide w before a velar vowel. 

(3) cheville [/œvij, Jf-ij, J*uij] 'peg' 

cheveux [Jœv0, J"f0, J"q0] 'hair' 

chevet [J*œvs, J*fe, Jqs] 'bed-side' 

cheval [Jœval, Jfal, J*qal] 'horse (sing.)' 

chevaux [j*œvo, J*fo, Jwo] 'horse (plur.)' 

*Cf. Grammont 195^:77-8, 8l, 85. 

3>* 
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In the words of (3), the schwa may optionally be deleted; when this 
happens v immediately follows J", which causes its relaxation. 

(k) v-relaxation 

v•--*•• [3 labial stricture] / J* 

5.1.1.2 A similar phenomenon is observed during the utterance of 
the back stops k, g, which are respectively palatalized and velarized 
before palatal and velar vowels: 

(5) lingual assimilation of velars 

•* [a lingual] / __ 1 lingual stricture 
h lingual 

a lingual 
3 lingual stricture 

5-1.2 Between r's 

In final clusters rpr, rbr, e.g. in the words (6a), the velar 
stricture of r is maintained throughout the utterance of p or b: 

(6) a. arbre [arbr] 'tree* 

marbre [marbr] 'marble* 

pourbre [purpr] 'purple' 

b. ordre [ordr] 'order' 

perdre [perdr] 'to lose' 

tartre [tartr] 'tartar' 

In final clusters rtr, rdr, however, the velar stricture of r is inter
rupted during the utterance of t and d,1 e.g. (6b). 

(7) r-adherence 

[1 labial stricture] 
2 lingual stricture 
k lingual 

r r# 

5.2 ROUNDING 

In this section we analyze the rounding of both vowels and conso
nants, as these two phenomena are interdependent. 

5.2.1 Rounding as Independent from Labiality 

All labial vowels are rounded: [y u 0 o œ o], and it appears that 
rounding for vowels is concomitant with labiality. The two features, 
however, must be kept apart because rounding assimilation of consonants 

1The final clusters rfr, rvr, rgr, rkr and the clusters of the type ICI, 
where C is any consonant, are lacking in French. This is only a his
torical accident, as there does not appear to be any restriction against 
such clusters. 
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to a following vowel takes place with "both labial and lingual consonants; 
e.g. the consonant p in pou [pu] 'lice' is both labial and rounded, the 
consonant p in pas [pa] 'step' is both labial and unrounded. 

5.2.2 Two Types of Rounding 

There are two types of rounding: (a) a vertical rounding for velar 
approximants and (b) a horizontal rounding for palatal approximants.* In 
velar approximants the lips move vertically towards each other causing 
the corners of the lips to be in contact and leaving a narrow slit in the 
center; the protrusion of the lips for vertical rounding is negligible. 
In palatal approximants, on the other hand, the'lips are closed from the 
corners toward the center until a small oval gap is left in the center; 
horizontal rounding is accompanied by strong protrusion of the lips. The 
protrusion of thé lips in palatal labial vowels is responsible for their 
auditory backness.2 This difference between the two types of rounding is 
best observed when they are preceded by labio-dentals as in the words (8) 
or between i's, as in (9)• 

(8) a. fou [fu] 

b. fut [fy] 

'mad' 

'barrel' 

enfouir [âfwir] 'to bury' 

(s')enfuir [afyàr] 'to escape' 

In words (8a) labio-dental contact is made between the upper part of 
the lower lip against the lower part of the front teeth; in words (8b) 
the lips protrude, thus requiring a labio-dental contact between the in
ner lower part of the lower lip and the front teeth. 

(a) [fW] (b) [f*] 

Figure 2. Articulation of rounded labio-dentals. 

*Cf. Heffner's definition for vertical and horizontal rounding (196U:98) 
Ladefoged's terminology (1967:38) is 'lip compression' for vertical 
rounding and 'lip rounding' for horizontal rounding. 

2Delattre 19̂ -8 shows that the second formants of y and unrounded s are 
nearly identical. 
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(9) kiwi [kiwi] 'kiwi' 

qu'il lui (a dit) [kiqi (jadi)] 'that he said to him' 

5-2.3 Anticipatory Rounding 

5.2.3-1 In word-initial position, all leading stops and fricatives 
have the same rounding as the following approximant. In example (10) t, 
r, and s are rounded. 

(10) tu [ty] 'yon' 

tuile [tqil] 'slate' 

trou [tru] 'hole' 

structure [stryktyr] 'structure' 

(11) rounding of labial sounds 

[a labial stricture] -*• ; [3 round] / #Cp Cn 

where a = 1 or 2 

3 lingual stricture 
3 round 

(12) labialization of lingual sounds 

[a lingual stricture] •* 8 round 
h labial stricture 

#Cn C 

/ 

3 lingual stricture 
3 round 

where a = 1 or 2 

5.2.3.2 In final position, stops and fricatives preceded by a 
rounded vowel are rounded except during their release, when they become 
unrounded: 

(13) lune [lyn] 'moon' 

ruse [ryz] 'trick' 

5.2.3.3 Within words, rounding appears to be characteristic of the 
syllable: syllable-initial consonants behave like word-initial conso
nants, syllable-final consonants, like word-final consonants. 

(lM excuse [ek.skyz] 'excuse' 

exclus [ek.skly] 'excluded' 

(15) escroc [es.kro] 'crook' 

Esculape [es.kylap] 'Aesculapius' 

In (lU) s is rounded because it belongs to the second, rounded syllable, 
whereas in (15) s is not rounded because it belongs to the first, non-
rounded syllable. 

5.2.k.k In anticipatory rounding of stops and fricatives, the 
rounding is vertical if the following vowel is velar, and horizontal if 
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(IT) vowel rounding after J and 3 

3 lingual stricture 
- labial 

1 round 
k labial stricture / ; 

The rounding induced by J" and 3 does not characterize the whole syllable 
but affects only the adjacent segments, e.g. in the word échine [ej*in] 
'spine' the consonant n is not rounded. Consonants following word-initial 
J" and 3 are rounded: 

(18) chemin [Jmg] 'path' 

schlass [J"!as] 'knife' 

je vais bien [3vebjs] 'I'm fine' 

5.3 SYLLABICITY 

5.3.1 Vowels are normally syllabic. In some environments, high and 
mid-high vowels may become nonsyllabic, e.g. souriez [surie] or [surje] 
'smile', casoar [kazoar] or [kazwar] 'cassowary'. We study this problem 
in more detail in Chapter 7-

5.3.2 Sonorants are normally nonsyllabic. They become syllabic 
when they are in initial position and followed by a nonsyllabic sound: 

(19) ne lui dit pas [nlu.idipa] 'don't tell him' 

reluque moi ça [rlykmwasa] 'look at that' 

le fumier [lfymje] 'the dirty pig' 

1Grammont 195k:j6-7 shows the importance of protrusion of the lips in the 
articulation of these two segments. 

the following vowel is palatal, as expressed by rules (ll) and (12). 
There is, however, one exception to this rule, namely, when the initial 
consonant is the prepalatal J or 3, in which case the rounding is always 
horizontal. A closer examination shows that rounding in the prepalatals 
X and 3 is not due to assimilation, but appears in all positions. It is 
always vertical and accompanied by protrusion of the lips.1 In all the 
following examples J and 3 are rounded with protrusion of the lips. (in 
(l6) the corresponding s's and z's are all unrounded.) 

(l6) Pchitt [p/it] (trademark of psi [psi] 'psi' 
a pop drink) 

chat [Ja] 'cat' ça ' [sa] 'this' 

chemin [Jms] 'way' semaine [smsn] 'week' 

schlass [Jlas] 'knife' cela [sla] 'this' 

cage [ka3] 'cage' case [kaz] 'box' 

The vowels following J" and 3 become rounded but'without neutralizing the 
opposition between labial and nonlabial palatal vowels, cf. the contrast 
between assis [asi] 'seated' and hachis [aj"i] 'hash' or between jus [jy] 
'juice' and gît [3!] 'lays'. 
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The syllabicity is best noticed in exclamations, where the schwa in 
the initial article le is deleted and the next vowel is stressed. In some 
cases, the onset of vocalic [1] is acoustically close to schwa. 

(20) le fumier [lfymje] or [celfymje] 'the dirty pig' 

Unlike nonvocalic initial consonants which anticipate the rounding 
of the next vowel, e.g. s in [sfymje] 'that dirty pig', syllabic sonorants 
tend not to anticipate the rounding of the next vowel, e.g. 1 in [lfymje]. 
There also".is some contrast between vocalic and nonvocalic sonoranis be
fore a glide as shown in (21). 

(21) l'ouate [lwat] le watt [lwat] 

l'ouie [lwi] le ouistiti [lwistiti] 

l'iode [ljod] le yod [ljod] 

5.U FRICATIVTZATION OF PALATAL GLIDES 

5.1+.1 Palatal glides may optionally* become fricative before tense 
stops and fricatives. 

' • ' . - • 
(22) piailleur [pjajœr] 'squealer' 

tiens [tj^] 'so' (expressing surprise)' 

et puis [epui] 'so what' 

tuile. [ttjil] 'tilë' 

kiosque [kiosk] 'newsstand' 

Fricativization is more easily observed when the vowel following a 
palatal glide has an emphatic stress. 

(23) fricativization 

5.1+.2 Two consecutive yods become fricative. 

(2H) caillions [kajjo] '(we) clot' 

5.̂ +.3 Before a consonant, j is also fricative. 

('25') feuilleter [fœjte] 'to browse' 

bouilloire [bujwar] 'boiler' 

5.V.J+ We previously observed that labial sounds are palatalized 
before palatal approximants, i.e. the tongue anticipates the position of 
the next approximant. The lingual stricture in those cases remains the 
lingual stricture of the approximant. The dental n is palatalized as ji 

3 lingual _,. ro i • 1 t " t 1 / + * e n s e 

3 lingual stricture V a stricture — 
where a = 1 or 2 
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before yod,1 and not infrequently "before u> Compare for instance the 
two allophones of n in (26). 

(26) a. (je) manie [mani] v ' (I) handle' 

(nous) manions [manjô] '(we) handle' 

b. (je) continue [kotiny] '(i) continue' 

(nous) continuons [kotintio] '(we) continue' 

(27) palatalization of n 

n •*• [3 lingual] / _ 3 lingual stricture 
3 lingual 

5.5 NASALIZATION 

Stops and vowels are the only segments for which nasality is con-
trastive. Liquids and glides may become nasalized when they are in 
contact with nasal segments; sibilants, however, appear to be oral in 
all contexts. 

5.5.1 Assimilation of Stops 

In phrase-initial position, unreleased stops which precede a nasal 
stop may be nasalized.2 

(28) demain [dmë] or [nmë] 'tomorrow' 

demi [dmi] or [nmi] 'half 

Dniestre [dnjestr] or [nnjestr] (geographical name) 

The reverse phenomenon, i.e. denasalization of phrase-initial nasal stops 
preceding an oral consonant is very rare and seems limited to the word 
(29)3; in all other cases (30) phrase-initial nasal stops remain nasal. 

(29) monsieur [msj0] or [psj0j 'sir' 

(30) me salit pas [msalipa] 'don't dirty me' 

ne parle pas [nparlpa] 'don't speak' 

5.5.2 . Assimilation of Liquid and Glide 

Liquids and glides are nasalized When they are between two nasal 
segments: 

(31) branlant [brâïâ] 'shaking' 

en rang [àrâ] 'in ranks' 

Gauche 1929:50 observes that "n devient gn avant ier. Ex.: pagnier." 
20bserved by Nyrop 1902:123. 
3Observed by Nyrop 1902:28. 
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(32) ne rentre pas [nrâtrœpa] 'do not go in' 

ne l'ennuie pas [nïâhqipa] 'don't bother him' 

mien [mje] . 'mine' 

moins [mwë] 

nuance [nqâs] 'hue' 

5.6 TMSE-LAX OPPOSITION 

5.6..I Tense-lax Contrast 

The opposition between tense and lax obstruents may be manifested by-
voicing, lengthening of the obstruent, and lengthening of the preceding 
vowel. Before an approximant or in sentence-final position, tense ob- • 
struents are voiceless and lax obstruents are voiced. 

(33) taupe [top] 'mole' 
O" O 

daube [dob] 'slew' . 

Vowels preceding tense obstruents are shorter than before the correspond
ing lax obstruents.1 

(3k) bee 

bêche 

[bek] 
v O 

[be M 

'beak' 

'spade' 

bègue [be:g] 

beige [be 13] 

'stutter * 

'beige' 

Finally, in a given context, tense obstruents are longer than lax obstru
ents.2 As a rule, therefore, tense and lax obstruents are respectively 
voiceless and voiced, except before another obstruent, where they tend to 
assimilate to the next obstruent with respect to voicing. 

5.6.2 Voicing Assimilation .'"... 

We saw previously that glide and liquid releases assimilate to a 
preceding obstruent with respect to voicing (except, perhaps, 1 after p). 
This appears to be also true of postconsonantal nasals: 

lCt. Delattre 1939b and Delattre 19U1. 
2Cf. Thorsen 1966:73-5- In his experiments, Thorsen was looking for a 
context-independent cue for tenseness, but found (a) that lax and tense 
obstruents are shorter before lax obstruents than before tense obstru
ents, and (b) that obstruent length was not a context-independent cue 
for tenseness. His experiments, however, show that in a given context, 
obstruent length is directly related to tenseness. In an experiment 
which I conducted, I found that discrimination between lax and tense 
obstruents in prevocalic and postvocalic positions is maintained in 
whispered speech, although the discrimination was slightly less accur
ate for word-initial prevocalic stops, as in bière [bjer] 'beer', 
pierre [pjer] 'stone'. 
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(35) gnou [gnu] 'gnu' 

acné [akne] 'acne' 
o o 

segment [segmâ] 'segment' 

asthme [asm] 'asthma' 
o o 

flegme [flegm] 'phlegm' 
Hovever, a nasal stop is voiced when it is preceded "by an epenthetic 
release: 

(36) knout [k°nut] 'knout' 

acné [ak°ne] 'acne' 

In all other positions, sonorants are voiced. 

Prevocalic obstruents assimilate to a following obstruent with 
respect to voicing, while maintaining the làx-tense opposition. 

• * 
(3?) Lax obstruents before tense,obstruents 

/p,b/ ça ne se développe pas [sansœdevloppa] 'it does not grow' 
o O 

ça ne l'englobe pas [sanlâglobpa] 'it does not inclu 
it * /t,d/ ça ne s'évite pas [sansevitpa] 'it's unavoidable' 

0 0 

ça ne s'évide pas [sansevidpa] 'it cannot be 
unrolled' 

/k,g/ il ne la brique pas [inlabrikpa] 'he does not clean 
it' 

il ne la brigue pas [inlabrigpa] 'he does not maneuver 
to get it' 

/f,v/ il ne suife pas [insqifpa] 'it does not grease' 
O'O 

i l s ne suivent pas [insuàvpa] ' they don ' t follow' 
o O 

/s,z/ il ne le visse pas [inlœvispa] 'he does not screw 
if 

il ne le vise pas [inlœvizpa] 'he does not aim 
at it ' 

/J",3/ il ne le bouche pas [inlœbujpa] 'he does not clog it' 
o o 

il ne le bouge pas [inlœbu^pa] 'he does not move at 
*° it' 

(38) Tense obstruents before lax obstruents (replace ne...pas by bien in 
the previous example) 

ça se développe bien [sasdevlopbjê] 'it grows well' 
V v 

ça l'englobe bien [salâglobbjs] 'it includes it well' 

This assimilation, however, does not take place when the obstruent 
is followed by an epenthetic release: 
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(39) anecdote [anskdot] or [anek°dot] 'anecdote' 

Initial obstruents followed by another obstruent behave like prevocalic 
obstruents, with the exception of spirants. Tense spirants may remain 
voiceless in initial position: 

(ko) te joue pas de moi [t3upadmwa] 'don't trick me' 

ce garçon [sgarso] or [sgarso] 'that boy' 

Lax spirants before tense obstruents become tense in initial position: 

(̂ l) .je faibli [3œfebli], [Jfebli] 'I am becoming weak' 
o o 

5.6.3 Lax-tense Assimilation 

Within a word, the assimilation between two obstruents is often not 
limited to voicing alone, but also optionally extends to tenseness or 
laxness: 

(U2) le second [lœsgo], [lœzgô] 'the second' 

Sganarelle [sganarsl], [sganarel], [zganarel] (proper name) 

absent [absl], [apsâ] 'absent' 
OO OO 

obtus [obty], [opty] 'obtuse' 
0 0 0 0 

jeton [3t5], [Tt5] 'mark' 
so 00 

Within a word, the assimilation of two consecutive spirantsjis..nat : 
always regressive, as is the case when the two spirant's belong to dif
ferent words, e.g. (̂ -5), but is regressive in the group f z, e.g. (U6a), 
progressive in the group Jv, e.g. (U6b), and either in the' group S3, 
e.g. (U6c). 

(1+5) je sais bien [3œsebjë], [Jsebjë], [XJst,3^] '* know' 

je cherche [z&SzzS]i [J/srX] 'I s™ looking1 
OO 

j e f a i b l i [ s œ f s b l i ] , [J"febli] ' I am becoming weak' 
OO 

une tache verte [yntajvert] 'a green spot' 
(U6) a. faisez le [fœzel0], [fzel0], [vzel0] 'do it' 

O v w w 

b. achevez le [a/œvel0], [ajfel0] 'finish it' 
O O 

.-.."• c. disjoint /dis3ws/ > [diz3wë], [disj"we] 'disjoint' 

Example (U6) indicates that weak spirants f and v assimilate to strong 
spirants s, z, J", and 3. When both spirants are strong, the assimilation 
may take place in either direction. 



CHAPTER 6 

VOWEL SYSTEM 

6.1. ACADEMIC FRENCH 

6.1.1 Inventory of Vowels 

Academic French distinguishes twelve oral and four nasalized vowels. 

Classification1 

Oral vowels 

high 
high mid 
low mid 
low 

Nasalized vowels 

low mid 
low 

front 
unrounded 

i 
e 
s 
a . 

Ë 

front 
rounded 

y 
0 
OB 

* 
3 

œ 

hack 
rounded 

u 
o 
o 
a 

5 
S 

Table 13 shows examples of these vowels. 

The acoustic contrast between high mid and low mid vowels with the 
same place of articulation is stronger in the last syllable of a word, is 
less marked in the penult, and still less marked in the other syllables 
(Fouche 1959:63-^, Warnant 1968:xvi), high mid vowels becoming less high 
and low mid vowels becoming less low. As we shall see later, there is a 
distinctive contrast between high mid and low mid vowels only in the last 
syllable and, in the case of o - o, in the penult as well. 

6.1.2 Contrast in Final Syllables 

In word-final syllables, the contrast between e and e, between o and 
o, between 0 and ce, and between œ and a depends on the nature of the syllable. 

Contrast between e and s 

The vowels e and s contrast only in open syllables. Only s appears 

^his classification has been proposed by Hall 19^8. In Chapters 6 and T, 
we shall use the terms 'front' and 'back' for vowels instead of 'palatal' 
and 'velar', respectively, in conformance with traditional descriptions; 
for the same reasons we shall use interchangeably the features 'labial' 
and 'rounded' for vowels. 

2 Even in open syllables the distribution of e and e appears to be idiolec-
tal. In Southern speech, s does not appear in final open syllables. In 
Northern speech, the distribution of e and e varies with the speaker: 

kk 



/i/ 

/e/ 

A/ 

/a/ 

/2/ 

/y/ 

/0/ 

/œ/ 

/e/ 

/s/' 
M 

/o/ 

/o/ 

/ Q / 

/5/ 

/a/ 

vie 

V 

vais 

va 

vin 

vue 

voeu 

vous 

vos 

vont 

vent 

[vi] 

[ve] 

[ve] 

[va] 

[vs] 

[vy] 

[V0] 

[vu] 

[vo] 

[vo] 

[va] 

'life' 

'v-shaped' 

'go (1st pers. 
present)' 
'go (3rd pers. 
present)* 
'wine' 

'view' 

'wish' 

'you' 

'your (pi.)' 

'go (3rd pers. 
present)' 
'wind' 

brie 

sg. 

sg. 

pi. 

braies 

bras 

brin 

brue 

brun 

brou 

broc 

[bri] 

[bre] 

[bra] 

[brë] 

[bry] 

[brœ] 

[bru] 

[bro] 

'Brie cheese! lie [li] 

'breeches' 

' arm ' 

'bit' 

'daughter-in-
law' 

'brown' 

'husk' 
• . » 
'pitcher' 

-

lé 

lait 

là 

lin | 

lu 

leu 

le 

loue 

lot 

las 

long | 

lent 

le] 

le] 

la] 

12] 

iy] 

; i0] 

ié] ' 

lu] 

: io] 

la] 

15] 

la] 

•dregs' 

'width' 

'milk' 

'there' 

'flax' 

'read (past part.)' 

(Rumanian unit) 

' it ' 

'rent (3rd pers. sg. 
present)' 
•prize' 

. 

'tired' 

'long' 

'slow' 

4r-

TABLE 13: CONTRASTIVE DISPLAY OF ACADEMIC FRENCH VOWELS 



TABLE 13 (Concluded) 

/i/ 

M 

/a/ 

/Ê/ 

/ y / 

/0/ 

/œ/ 

/a/ 

/œ/ 

/u/ 

/o/ 

/o/ 

/a/ 

/3/ 

/a/ 

ville [vil] 'town' 

valent [val] 'are worth' 

veule [v0l] 'weak' 

veulent [vœl] 'want (3rd pers. 
pi. present)' 

vol [vol] 'flight' 

cil [sil] 'eyelid' cillait [sile] 'blinked (3rd pers. 
sg. imperfect)' 

selle [sel] 'saddle' scellait [sele] 'closed (3rd pers. 
sg. imperfect)' 

salait [sale] 'salted (3rd pers. 
sg. imperfect)' 

seul [sceli] 'alone' seulet [sœle] 'lonely' 

celait [sale] 'hid (3rd pers. sg. 
imperfect)' 

saoule [sul] 'drunk saoulait [suie] 'got drunk (3rd pers. 
(fern.)' sg. imperfect)' 

saule [sol] 'willow' saulaie [sole] 'willow park' 

sole [sol] 'sole' 

•p-
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in closed syllables: 

(2) a. dé [de] 'dice' 

dais [de] 'canopy' 

b. fête [fst] 'feast* 

Contrast between 0 and ce, and between o and o 

The contrast between 0 and œ and between o and o is limited to 
closed syllables without postvocalic r. Only the high vowels 0 and o 
appear in final position. Only the low vowels œ and o appear before r: 

(3) a. saule [sol] 'willow' 

sole [sol] 'sole' 

b. noyau [nwajo] 'kernel* 

c. porte [port] 'door' 
« 

The vowels o and o do not contrast in a word-final syllable ending 
in jr, where only o appears, or in a word-final syllable ending in z, 
where only o appears: 

(1+) cogne [kqn] 'cop' rose [roz] 'rose' 

This lack of contrast appears to be an accidental gap, as o may appear 
before the other nasal consonants n and m, and o before the other sib
ilants s, J*, and 3: 

(5) /p/ taupe [top] 'mole' top [top] 'tone' 

/b/ aube [ob] 'dawn' globe [glob] 'globe' 

/t/ côte [kot] 'slope' cote [kot] 'measure' 

"... les Français divergent dans la repartition qu'ils font des 
différents phonemes de leur langue. Pour gai, les uns disent [ge], les 
autres [ge]. Tel prononce [ke] pour quai qui dit [ge] pour gai, ou in-
ersement [ke] et [ge]. Est et et sont prononcés par certains de façon 
identique, [e] chez les uns, [e] chez les autres. Mais beaucoup dis
tinguent les deux mots et disent, les uns [e], [e], les autres [e], [e] 
... Dans ces conditions, il paraît bien difficile de dresser pour le 
français un système phonologique unique. Ceux qui se sont jusqu'à ce 
jour attachés à ce problème, que leur préoccupations aient été explicite
ment phonologiques et scientifiques, ou simplement descriptives avec des 
arrières pensées normatives, ont eu tendance à établir leurs propres 
habitudes phoniques comme base de leur description." Martinet 19̂ -9: 
30-31. 

This is not a case of free variation, each speaker having a 
definite and stable distribution in word-final position. 
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/k/ rauque [rok] 'coarse' 

/g/ baugue [bog] 

/m/ paume [pom] 'palm' 

/n/ cône 

/n/ 

/f/ sauf 

/v/ fauve 

[kon] ' cone' 

roc [rok] 

vogue [vog] 

pomme [pom] 

conne [kon] 

cogne [koji] 

[sof] 'safe' étoffe [etof] 

[fov] 'wild beast' ove [ov] 

/s / fausse [fos] 'false (fem.)' fosse, [fos] 

/z / rose [roz] 'rose' 

/JV gauche [go/] 'left' coche [ko/] 

/3/ Jauge [303] 'gauge' loge [I03] 

'rock' 

'fashion' 

'apple' 

•silly (fem.)' 

'cop' 

'cloth' 

'ovolo' 

'pit' 

'coach' 

*lodge' 

Before a cluster consonant + liquid, the contrast betveen o and o is 
limited to the clusters tr and fr; but again, this appears to be an 
accidental gap: 

(6) / p / 

/*>/. 

/ t / 

A/ 

/g/ 

/f/ 

/v/ 

propre 

s inople 

sobre 

noble 

notre 

ocre 

socle 

ogre 

offre 

girofle 

_ 

[propr] 

[sinopl] 

[sobr] 

[nobl] 

[notr] 

[okr] 

[sokl] 

[ogr] 

[ofr] 

[3irofl] 

'proper' 

'sinople' 

'sober' 

'noble' 

'our' 

'ochre' 

'pedestal' 

'ogre' 

'offer' 

'clove' 

^___ 

nôtre 

gauffre 

pauvre 

[notr] 

[gofr] 

[povr] 

'ours' 

'waffle' 

'poor' 

The vowels ce and 0 contrast only before n and 1 in word-final 
syllables; the lack of contrast appears to be accidental: 

(7) /b/ club [klceb] 'club' 

/t/ — • — meute [m0t] 'pack' 

/d/ — - leude [10d] 

/k/ Pentateuque [pstat0k] 'Pentateuch' 

/m/ neume [n0m] 'neume' 

/n/ jeune [30^] 'young' jeûne [30n] 'fasting' 

/f/ oeuf [œf] 'egg' •-

/ v / preuve [prcév] ' p r o o f —— 
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/s/ 

/z/ 

/3/ 

/V 

/y 

""" ' •' 

veulent 

œil 

[vœl] 

[œj] 

loess 

plieuse 

Maubeuge 

'want veule 
(3rd pers. 
pi. present)' 
'eye* 

'[I**] 

[plijjzJz] 

[mob03] 

[v0l] 

'loess' 

'folder' 

(town) 

'weak' 

The vowels ce and 0 do not contrast before consonant + liquid clus
ters except before the cluster gl; this appears to be an accidental gap: 

(8) /p/ peuple [pœpl] 'people' 

/b/ meuble [mœbl] 'furniture' 

/t/ 

/g/ aveugle [avœgl] 'blind' 

/v/ oeuvre [œvr] 'creation' 

Contrast between -ce and a 

feutre [f0tr] 'felt' 

meugle [m0gl] 'to mow (3rd 
pers sg. present)' 

There is no contrast between œ and a in word-final syllables. The 
vowel a appears in open syllables, the vowel œ in closed syllables: 

(9) a. donne-moi-le [donmwala] 'give it to me' 

b. donne-moi l'oeuf [donmwalœf] 'give me the egg' 

6.1.3 Contrast in Honfinal Syllables 

.In nonfinal syllables, it is always possible to find examples of 
minimal contrast for any pair of vowels. 

6.2 COLLOQUIAL FRENCH 

In the previous section we made an inventory of vowels recognized 
in Academic French; from now on, we shall describe the vowel system of 
colloquial French, and more particularly of my speech. 

6.2.1 

Some of the contrasts found in Academic French are not found in 
my speech; namely the contrast between a and a; between œ and s, and 
between œ and-.a.* The following examples show complete assimilation 
of these pairs:' 

*Hesitations between œ and z and between a and a have already been ob
served by Nyrop 1902:76,79; Grammont as early as 191^ analyzes a as 
being phonetically œ (195^:115). Pleasants 1956 describes a series of 
experiments conducted in 1939 showing that a and œ are acoustically 
different; she does not show, however, that a and œ can be distinguished 
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(10) a - a 

il est là [ilela] 'he is here' (Acad, [a]) 

il est las [ilela] 'he is tired' (Acad, [a]) 

ë - œ ' 

(un) brin [bre] 'a little "bit' (Acad. [s]) 

(un) brun [bre] 'a dark haired person' (Acad, [œ]) 

œ - a 

(je compte) le relire [lcerlir] 'I intend to read it again' 
(Acad, [a]) 

(je compte) leur lire [lcerlir] 'I intend to read it to them' 
(Acad, [œ]) 

when in the same context, as for instance in the citation forms abreu
vait [abrœvs] and brevet [brave] or seulet [scale] and celait [sale]. 
In her experiments, Pleasants first taught her subjects to distinguish 
between 0, ce and a in isolation: 

'Quest-Con Ai. 
On a prononcé d'abord les sons isolés [a], [0], [œ] [pronounced 

by whom?, since it never occurs in French in this position]. Puis nous 
avons posé au sujet les questions suivantes: 

a) Entendez-vous toujours la même voyelle? 

Réponse Ai. 
..... deux sujets, B et F [out of a total of eight], ont hésité 

beaucoup plus longtemps; ils nous ont demandé de répéter les trois 
sons plusieurs fois. Ils ont alors reconnu trois voyelles différentes.' 
Pleasants 1956:28 (Expressions between square brackets are mine.) 

After which, her subjects distinguished between the a of ne and the 
œ of neuf, which are not in the same context: 

'Question Bi. 
La question était posée par écrit de la façon suivante: a) Pro

noncez-vous l'e de ne conmie la voyelle de noeud ou comme celle de neuf? 
ou autrement?' Pleasants 1956:32 

They cannot always distinguish, however, between such expressions as 
je ne vaux rien [3anvorjë] and jeune vaurien [3<Bnvorjs] , or le rôt 
[laro] and leur eau [lœro], in spite of the cues given by the word 
boundaries : 

'Quest-ion A3. 

Réponse A3. 
. . . à part deux sujets, A et B qui n'ont pas distingué entre je 

ne vaux rien et jeune vaurien, et deux sujets également, B et E qui 
n'ont pas entendu de différence entre le rôt et leur eau.' Pleasants 
1956:32 
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Classification 

Oral vowels 

high 

high mid: 

lov mid 

low 

Nasalized vowels 

low mid... 

low 

front 
unrounded 

i 

e 

s 

a 

s 

front 
rounded 

y 

0 

œ 

back 
rounded 

u 

o 

O 

3 

"1 

6.2.2 Contrast in Syllable Final Position 

The contrasts observed for Academic French between e and s, between 
0 and œ, and between o and o are also found in colloquial French. On 
the other hand, a and œ, which were in complementary distribution, are 
now indistinguishable. 

The constraints which govern the presence of e in closed syllables 
and of o in open syllables can be interpreted as morpheme structure 
constraints of the kind: 

(11) 

(12) 

+front 
-Hnid 
-round 

-> [+low] / ___ Ci# 

+back 
+mid 

-* [-low] / # 

6.2.3 Contrast in Nonfinal Syllables 

In nonfinal syllables, it is always possible to find examples of 
minimal contrast for any pair of vowels. 

6.3 ALLOPHONIC DISTRIBUTION OF LENGTH 

Vowel duration is not contrastive in my speech; it is always de
termined by the phonological context and depends on (l) whether or not 
the vowel is stressed, (2) the nature of the following consonant, and 
(3) the nature of the vowel itself. 

6.3.1 Only stressed vowels may be long. Emphatically stressed 
vowels are always long. We shall analyze here only the length of 
nonemphatically stressed vowels, i.e. vowels in the last syllable. 

6.3.2 Word-final vowels are always short: 
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(13) vie [vi], v [ve], vais [ve], va [va], vin [vë], vue [vy], veut 
[v0], le [loe], vous [vu], vos [vo], vont [v5] , vent [va] 

The length of a preconsonantal vowel is a function of the consonant or 
cluster of consonants following it and varies on a continuum. De-
lettre's studies (1966:111-9) show that, as a rule, 

1. vowels are shorter before a voiced consonant than the corresponding 
voiceless consonant: 

bègue [beg] 'stutterer1 

beige [023] . 'beige' 

bee [bek] 'beak' 

bêche [be/] 'spade' 

2. vowels are shorter before a stop than the corresponding continuant: 

grèbe [greb] 'grebe' grève [grev] 'strike' 

3. for a given stop C and a liquid L, vowels are shorter before LC 
than before L, and shorter before C than before CL: 

cèpe [sep] ' 'esculent botelus' 

cèdre [sedr] 'cedar' 

serpe [serp] 'sickle' 

cède [sed] 'gives (3rd 
N pers. sg. 

present)' 

The [e] in serpe is shorter than the [e] in cèpe. 

The [e] in cède is shorter than the [e] in cèdre. 

However, linguists traditionally, and rather consistently, divide this 
continuum into two classes. They distinguish a class of lengthening 
consonants or clusters of consonants, r, z, 3, v, and vr, before which 
vowels are considerably longer than before other consonants or clusters 
of consonants1: 

(1*0 serre [se:r] 

seize [se:z] 

siège [sje:3] 

sève [se:v] 

'greenhouse' 

'sixteen' 

'seat' 

' sap ' 

Sèvres [se:vr] (town) 

1Nyrop 1902:86-92 describes the lengthening consonants as the 'spirantes 
sonores' z, 3, v, j and r; Damourette & Pichon 1927:185 list r, 3, z, 
v and vr-, Grammont 195^:12 lists r, z, 3 and v; Fouché 1959:xxxvii-
xlii lists r, 3, z, v and vr; Warnant 1968 indicates vowel lengthening 
before r, 3, z, v and vr. ïïyrop & Passy 1929:62-3 also include j among 
lengthening consonants. In my speech, e before j is perceptually 
short.. 
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(15) cèpe [sep] 'esculent "boletus* 

selle [sel] 'saddle' 

sème [sem] 'sows (3rd pers. sg. present)' 

saine [sen] 'healthy (fem.)' 

sept [set] 'seven' 

sèche [ seJ* ] ' dry ( fem. ) ' 

cesse [ses] 'stops (3rd pers. sg. present)' 

seille [sej] 'bucket' 

This class of lengthening consonants consists of (l) the liquid r and (2) 
the class of lax continuants optionally followed by r (the clusters zr 
and 3r do not appear in word-final position). 

(16) 

[+syllabic] [+long] / 

r 

2 stricture 
+lax 
-sonorant 

(r) # 

6.3-3 In a given environment the length of the vowel may depend 
upon the vowel itself: 

6.3.3.2 The high mid vowels o and 0 are always long in closed final 
syllables: 

(21) haut [o] 'high (masc.)' 

haute [o:t] 'high (fern.)' 

autre [o:tr] 'other' 

hauteur [otœ:r] 'height' 

meute [m0:t] 'pack' 

(17) cote [kot] 'measure' conte [k5:t] 'tale' 

côte [ko:t] 'hill' 

ode [od] 'ode' onde [5 id] 'wave' 

Aude [o:d] (river) 

6.3.3.1 Nasalized vowels are always long in closed final syllables: 

(19) mont [m5] 'mount' 

monte [m5:t] 'climbs (3rd pers. sg. present)' 

montre [m5:tr] 'watch' 

monture [motyrr] 'horse* 

(20) | 2S? i e | - t+i««] ' -c>* 
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(22) +syllabic 
+mid 
+high 

[+long] / __Cx# 

Therefore, the pairs o, 0 and o, œ contrast not only with respect to 
height, hut in final syllables also with respect to length. 

(23) sotte [sot] 'idiot (fem.)' saute [so:t] 'jump' 

jeune [3<Bn] 'young' jeûne [30:n] 'fasting' 

It is exactly before lengthening consonants that the opposition between 
o and o and between 0 and œ is least marked; o, 0 never appear before 
final r, nor do o, ce- appear before final z. 

(2k) Meuse [m0:z] (river) meurt [mœ:r] 'dies (3rd pers. sg. 
present)' 

pose [po:z] 'poise' port [po:r] 'harbor' 

6k ALLOPHONTC VARIATIONS OF o 

6.k.l Description of Centralization of o 

The pronunciation of o in words such as soviétique [sovjetik] may 
vary from the back rounded vowel o to the central rounded œ.* Note that 
o and schwa are still distinguishable: (a) o unlike schwa is not de-
letable, even when centralized, (b) o can take the two pronunciations 
D or ce, schwa can only be œ. 

(25) semaille /ssmaj/ > [sœmaj] or [smaj] 'sowing' 

sommeil /somej/ > [somej] or [scemej], *[smej] 'tiredness' 

(26) grogner /grojie/ > [grojije] or [grœjije] 'to growl' 

grenier /grsnie/ > [grcejije] , not *[grojije] 'attic' 

We account for this phenomenon by postulating an optional rule which 
optionally centralizes /o/. 

(27) o-centralization 

o •*• œ 

S.k.2 Phonological Environment of o-Centralization 

"^This was observed as early as 1507, when Vaugelas 1507:^25 complained 
about the "vicious" pronunciation quemancer for commencer 'to begin'. 
Also Martinet 1958 and Lindgren 1968:19-21. It seems limited to Nor
thern speech; I have also observed it in some forms of Franco-Canadian 
speech. Note also the alternative spellings for proper nouns, 
'Maurice' and 'Meurisse'. 
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6.h.2.1 o-centralization does not take place when o is preceded 
"by velar k, g: 

(28) . coffre [kofr] 

commissaire [komiser] 

gomme [gam] 

(se)gominer [gamine] 

*[kcefr] 'trunk' 

*[kœmiser] 'police chief 

*[gœm] 

* [ goonine ] 

'eraser1 

'to grease one's hair' 

Native speaker reaction to the pronunciation [kœfr] or [gœm] for coffre 
or gomme is that the k and the g are "had", hut .not the œ itself. The 
hack stops are velar k, g hefore hack vowels hut become medio-palatal c, 
i hefore ce and front vowels. It appears then that it is the side effect 
of centralization of o which makes it impossible after k and g.^ 

6.4.2.2 o-centralization does not take place when o is stressed 
and precedes the liquid /r/: 

[soer] 'sister' 

[peer] 'fright' 

[mcer] 'die (imp. ) ' 

[œr] 'hour' 

6.4.2.3 When /o/ is unstressed and precedes the liquid /r/, it may 
or may not he centralized, depending on the speaker. This appears to be 
completely idiolectal.2 However, verbs ending in ore or orize, which 
have historical variants ending in œr, generally undergo o-centraliza
tion. This appears to be an analogical regularization of historically 
related roots : 

(30) meilleur [msjœr] 'better* améliorer [ameljore] or [ameljœre] 
'to improve' 

détériorer [deterjore] or [deterjeere] 'to ruin' 

In the conjugation of verbs (30) o does not centralize in final syllables: 

sort 

port 

mort 

or 

[ s or] 

[por] 

[mor] 

[or] 

*[sœr] 

*[pœr] 

*[mœr] 

*[œr] 

'go out' 

'harbor' 

'death' 

'gold* 

soeur 

peur 

meurt 

heure 

(32) vapeur [vapœr] 'steam' vaporiser [vapœrize] 
'to vaporize1 

extérieur [sksterjœr] 'exterior' extérioriser [eksterjœrize] 
'to exteriorize' 

terreur [tsrœr] 'terror' terroriser [terœrize] 
'to terrorize' 

•'•It i s p o s s i b l e , though, t h a t o -cen t r a l i za t ion does occur a f t e r velar, 
consonants, but t h a t these ve lar consonants do not p a l a t a l i z e ; more 
research i s required t o s e t t l e the question. 

2 I have observed changes in speakers ' reac t ion t o c e n t r a l i z a t i o n ; forms 
which were recognized f i r s t as not undergoing o - c e n t r a l i z a t i o n eventu
a l l y became acceptable with an œ. 

(29) 

(31) j'améliore [3ameljor] *[3ameljœr] 'I improve' 

j'détériore [3œdeterjor] *[3œdeterjœr] 'I ruin' 
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In the other cases o may or may not centralize: 

(33) (a) temporiser [tâporize] 

(h) 

(c) 

(a) 

(e) 

(f) 

autoriser 

horrifier 

perforer 

déplorer 

explorer 

[otorize] 

[orifjej 

[perfore] 

[deplore] 

'to temporize' 

'to authorize' 

'to horrify' 

'to perforate' 

'to deplore' 

[sksplore] 'to explore' 

(g) commémorer [komemore] 'to commemorate' 

(h) ignorer [injore] 

(i) honorer [onore] 

(j) incorporer [Skorpore] 

(k) dévorer [dévore] 

'to ignore' 

'to honor' 

'to incorporate' 

'to devour' 

In my idiolect the vowels o appearing in the words (a) to (h) can all he 
centralized, hut not the vowels o in words (i) to.'(k). However.,' I have 
observed idiolects where only (c, f, i) and (j) could he centralized. 

6.it.3 Vowel Harmony Interactions . 

Because of vowel harmony, a schwa is optionally realized as o when 
it closely precedes an o, as in (3*0: 

(3*0 menotte [itiœnot] , [monot] or [mœnœt] 

grelotter [grœiote], [grolote] or [grœloete] 

belote [bœlot], [bolot] or [bœlœt] 

•handcuffs' 

'to shiver' 

(card game) 

In these words the academic pronunciation with [ce] - [o] is the least 
natural, and the .pronunciation with both [œ] - [œ] the most common. 

6.5 ALLOPHONIC VARIATIONS .'OF. a 

In the previous classifications of vowels for colloquial French, 
a has been classified as a front vowel. It appears that a is actually 
unmarked for frontness, and depending on its phonological environment, 
can be either front or back. We have not found any acoustic description 
of this phenomenon; some phonological phenomena, although marginal, 
corroborate this analysis. 

6.5-1 Deconsonantalization of v after J 

Deconsonantalization of v after J is observed in many dialects of 
French.1 In my speech, v immediately following a J" after deletion of 

observed in Paris by Bauche 1929:51, who cites the pronunciations 
[/aval, J.fal, .fqal] and [Jwal] for cheval 'horse' and [Jsvo, Jfo, Jqo] 
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schwa is devoieed; when it is in a word-init.ial syllable-, .it..may "become 
a glide (q, w) instead. This phenomenon is described in Section 5-1.1. 

(35) cheville [/œvij, /fij, Jqij] 

cheveux [J"œv0, J*f0, J"q0] 

chevet [/œve, Jfe, Jqe] 

cheval [Jœval, J*fal, J"qal] 

chevaux [/cevo, Jfo, Jwo] 

'peg' 

'hair' 

'bedside' 

'horse (sg.)' 

'horses (pi.)1 

In cheval, a behaves like a front vowel. 'The list (35) of words in 
which we observe deconsonantalization of v is nearly exhaustive; decon-
sonantalization does not allow us to find other environments where a is 
frontal. 

6.5-2 Allophones of Labial Velars 

The phenomenon we describe now is also very marginal and restricted 
to recent Latin borrowings. The velar consonants k, g may be followed 
by either front or back rounded glides q, w independently of the phono
logical context: 

(36) gouine [gwin] 'lesbian' 

aiguille [egqij] 'needle' 

couine [kwin] 'squeaks (3rd. pers. sg. present)' 

cuit [kqi] 'cooked' 

However, there are some alternations between gq and gw and between kq 
and kw: gq and kq appear before front vowels, gw and kw before back 
vowels. This suggests that the pairs gq, gw and kq, kw are each allo
phones of some rounded velars gw and kw which assimilate to a following 
vowel with respect to frontness.1 

(37) linguiste 

lingual 

linguaux 

linguatule 

[lëgqist] 

[lëgqal] 

[lêgwo] 

[lëgwatyl] 

quinquagénaire [kqskwa3£ner] 

quinquennal [kqëkqenal] 

'linguist' 

'lingual' 

'lingual (pi.)' 

(worm) 

'quinquagenarian' 

'quinquennial' 

and [/wo] for chevaux 'horses'. Note also the pronunciation [3wal] in 
some Franco-Canadian dialects for cheval. (The name Joual [gwal] has 
been adopted to designate these dialects.) 

1The alternation found in lingual [lëgqal], linguaux [lêgwo] is not 
usually recorded in dictionaries: Robert 1968:996 and Warnant 1968: 
236 give [lëgwal, lêgwo], whereas Juilland 1965:203, 2CA, 263 gives 
lingual [lëgwal], linguaux [lêgwo], sublingual [syblëgqal], sublinguaux 
[syblëgqo]. 
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This distribution is found in all other late Latin "borrowings: 

(38) équilatère [ekqilater] 'equilateral' 

équation [ekwasjo] 'equation1 

quatuor [kwatqor] 'quatuor' 

quidam [kqidam] 'a certain individual' 

quota [kwota] 'quota' 

adéquat [adekwa] 'adequate' 

In these examples, a before a final 1 behaves like a front vowel, and in 
all other positions (i.e. here in open syllables), like a back vowel. 

6.6 MID-VOWELS: GENERALITIES 

6.6.1 In the three groups of mid-vowels, front unrounded e and s, 
front rounded 0 and œ, and back rounded o and o, the low mid-vowels and 
the high mid-vowels contrast in word-final syllables: v [ve], vais [vs] ; 
veule [v01], veulent [vœl]; saule [sol], sole [sol]. The contrast in 
other positions is less marked (l) because the phonetic contrast between 
high and low mid-vowels is less important: both series of vowels are 
short, high mid-vowels are less highland low mid-vowels less low; and 
(2) because there are many free variations between low mid-vowels and 
their corresponding high mid-vowels, as shown in (39). 

(39) élevé [elve, elve] 'raised' 

potiron [potiro, potiro] 'squash' 

peut-être [p0tetr, pcetstr] 'perhaps' 

There appear to be many factors governing the height of mid-vowels, 
among which are vowel harmony and openness of syllables. Vowel harmony 
makes vowels agree in height with a following vowel. Mid-vowels tend 
to be low in closed syllables and high in open syllables. The analysis 
is further complicated by the fact that the distribution between high 
and low mid-vowels is not the same for the three groups of mid-vowels. 
One generalization seems to apply to all mid-vowels: only low mid-vowels 
may appear before a final or preconsonantal r: 

(̂ 0) /s/ altère [alter] 'modifies (3rd pers. sg. present)' 

altérera [alterra] 'will modify (3rd pers. sg. future)' 

altérer [altère, altère] 'to modify' 

/œ/ heurt [œr] 'clash' 

heurter [œrte] 'to hurt' 

heureux [0r0, œr0] 'happy' 

/o/ dort [dor] 'sleeps (3rd pers. sg. present)' 

dormez [dorme] 'sleep (2nd pers. pi. present)' 

auréole [oreol, oreol] 'aureole' 
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This constraint can be represented as the following morpheme structure 
rule: 

(Ul) +syllabic 
+mid 

[+low] / _ r | C - 3 y l l a M c ] j 

6.6.2 However, many alternations between low mid-vowel s and their 
corresponding high mid-vowels found in morphologically related words or 
in abbreviations cannot be accounted for by morpheme structure condi
tions valid for all three pairs of mid-vowels ; cf. the morphological 
variations in (k2) or the abbreviations of (U3): 

(1+2) sot [so] 'silly (masc.)' sotte [sot] 'silly (fern.)' 

veut [v0] 'wants (3rd pers. veulent [vœl] 'want (3rd pers. 
sg. present)' pi. present)' 

aime [em] 'loves (3rd pers. aimait [ems] 'loved (3rd pers. 
sg. present)' sg. imperfect)' 

aimer [erne] 'to love 

(̂ 3) pro [pro] abbreviation for professionel [profssjonsl] 
'professional' 

prof [prof] .abbreviation for professeur [profssœr] 'professor' 

6.7 MID UNROUNDED FRONT VOWELS 

6.7.1 Mid Unrounded Front Vowels in Word-Final Syllables 

Alternations between e and e are found in the morphologically re
lated masculine and feminine forms of nouns and adjectives such as (hk): 

(kh) fermier [fermje] 'farmer fermière [fermjer] 'farmer 
(masc.)' (fern.)' 

premier [prœmje] 'first première [prœmjer] 'first 
(masc. ) *•.••• (fern. ) ' 

This alternation concerns only nouns and adjectives which end in e in 
the masculine and er in the feminine; this alternation, therefore, can 
be accounted for by the morpheme structure constraints (Ul) or (ll). 
All other feminine-masculine pairs which involve a change in the open
ness of the final syllable, however, occur without alternation of the 
vowel; the low mid-vowel e appears in both forms: 

(U5) laid [Is] 'ugly (masc.)' laide [led] 'ugly (fern.)' 

niais [nje] 'naive (masc.)' niaise [njsz] 'naive ( fern.'•)'*' 

prêt [pre] 'ready (masc.)1 prête [prêt] 'ready (fern.)' 

In a syntactical expression, the assignment of height is independent of 
the following words: 

(h6) le premier rappelé /la+prsmie+rapsle/ 'the first recalled 
^ r, . , -, (masc. ) ' 
> [lcsprcsngeraple] 
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la première appelée /la+prsmier+apsle/ 'the first called- (fern.)' 

> [laprœmjeraple] 

Note that in the case of liaison, the r following the masculine adjec
tive "behaves as if it "belongs to the following word1 : 

(1+7) le premier rappelé 

le premier appelé 

(U8) le premier rang 

le premier âne 

la première âme 

[lœprœmj eraple] 

[lœprœmj eraple] 

[lœprœmjera] 

[lœprœmjeran] 

[laprœmjeram] 

'the first recalled (rnasc.)' 

'the first called (rnasc.)' 

'the first row' 

'the first donkey' 

'the first soul' 

6.7.2 Mid Unrounded Front Vowel in Non-Word-Final Position 

Except before preconsonantal r, where only [e] may appear, the mid-
vowels e and e can always alternate in deliberate speech. 

(1+9) essence [esls, esâs] 'gasoline' 

naissance [nesâs, nssâs] '"birth' 

pessimiste [pesimist, pesimist] 'pessimist' 

maigrir [megrir, megrir] 'to lose weight1 

élever [elve, elve] 'to raise' 

In normal speech, however, e and s tend to distribute according to some 
laws which are not fully understood. They interact continuously and often 
neutralize each other. We may distinguish the following influences: 

6.7-2.1 Hiatus. Before another vowel, the mid unrounded front vowel 
is realized as e: 

6.7.2.2 Formative boundary. If a word can he analyzed as a de
rived word, the mid unrounded front vowel tends to be realized as the 
mid-vowel appearing in the nonderived form: 

*In other idiolects, however, r may behave as if it were part of the mas
culine adjective: premier appelé [prœmjeraple], premier âne [prœmjeran]. 

(50) préau [preo] 'courtyard' 

océan [oseâ] 'ocean' 

auréole [oreol] 'aureole' 

mea-culpa [meakylpa] 'confession' 

réunion [reynjS] 'reunion' 

méandre [meadr] 'meander' 

paysan [peiza] 'countryman' 

créer [kree] 'to create1 

créait [kree] 'created (3rd pers. sg. imperfect)' 
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(51) bonnet [bone] 

papier [papje] 

'cap' 

'paper' 

bonneterie [bonetri] 'hosiery' 

papeterie [papetri] 'stationery' 

The prefixes ré-, pré- and dé- tend to remain [re], [pre] and [de] in 
all positions: 

(52) répartir [repartir] 

prédestiner [predestine] 

déterminer [determine] 

'to distribute' 

'to predestine' 

'to determine' 

6.7.2.3 Openness of the syllable. In open syllables, unrounded 
front mid-vowels tend to appear, as high, and in closed syllables as low. 
However, the openness of nonfinal syllables is not necessarily fixed 
(Delattre 1966:139-72): 

(53) exiger [e-gzi3e, eg-zi3e] 

espérer [e-spere, es-pere] 

médecin [me-dsë, med-sè] 

'to require' 

'to hope' 

'doctor' 

The syllabic cut in some cases is definite; for instance, in an inter
vocalic cluster of consonants ending with a nasal, the cut takes place 
just before the nasal, thus creating a closed syllable; in these cases, 
the preceding vowel is e: 

(5*0 Edmond [edmo] (name) 

Etna [etna] (mountain) 

ethnologie [etnolo3i] 'ethnology' 

vêtement [vetml] 'clothes' 

segment [segmâ] 'segment' 

technique [teknik] 'technical' 

This case can be represented as : 

(55) 

(56) maniéré [manjere, manjere] 

altéré [altère, altère] 

'mannered' 

'altered' 

..•;"' 6.7.2.5 Vowel harmony. Vowels tend to agree in height with a fol
lowing vowel. This is particularly true for vowels in open syllables: 

(57) /e/ before high vowels •. 

aigri [egri] 'embittered' 

+mid , -, , . 

+front * [+1o„] / , ._C l ; s i f " 
-round 

6.7.2.U Influence of a following pvevooalio r . Before a prevocalii 
r , the unrounded mid-vowel tends t o be low. 
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aimer [erne] 

têtu [tety] 

haineux [en0] 

fait-tout [fétu] 

traineau [treno] 

/e/ "before low vowels 

récolte 

aimait 

bénévole 

pénal 

essence 

béton 

[rekplt] 

[eme] 

[bsnevol] 

[pénal] 

[esas] 

[betôj 

'to love' 

'stubborn' 

'full of hatred' 

'cooker' 

'sleigh' 

'crop' 

'loved (3rd pers. s-g. imperfect)' 

'benevolent' 

'penal' 

'gasoline' 

'concrete' 

This can be represented as: 

(58) +mid 
+front 
-round 

[ alow] / [-syllabic] 
+syllabic 
alow 

The exact- mechanism of vowel harmony is complex; the effect of vowel 
harmony minimizes the variation between low and high vowels in a word: 

(59) espérer fes pere] 'to hope' 

désespérer [dezespere, dezes pere, *de|zes pere] 'to despair' 

6.8 MID ROUNDED BACK VOWELS 

6.8.1 Mid Rounded Back Vowels in Word-Final Syllables 

Alternations between o and o are found in morphologically related 
masculine and feminine forms and also in morphologically related nominal 
and verbal forms : 

(60) /p/ salaud [salo] 'bastard (masc.)' 

/t/ sot [so] 'idiot (masc.)' 

/k/ escroc [eskro] 'swindler' 

saloppe [salop] 
'bastard ( fern. ) ' 

sotte [sot] 
•idiot (fern.)' 

escroque [eskrok] 
'swindles (3rd pers.)' 

There are other cases where o appears in both forms: 

(6l) /t/ haut E°] 'high (masc. ) haute [ot] 
'high (fern.)1 

/d/ courtaud [kurto] 'shortie (masc.)' courtaude [kurtod] 
'shortie (fern.)' 

/s/ faux [fo] 'false (masc.)' fausse [fos] 
'falsifies (3rd pers.) 
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The paradigms of sot, sotte and of haut, haute show that the distribu
tion of o and o cannot he predicted from the phonological environment. 
The high mid-vowel o in haut must he specified as [-low] since it re
mains nonlow in all of its forms (here "the feminine form); the mid hack 
vowel in sot, on the other hand, may he left unspecified for height, the 
form sot [so] with the high mid-vowel o being a consequence of the mor
pheme structure condition (12), provided that we posit a rule lowering 
all mid hack vowels unmarked for height in final closed syllables : 

(62) +hack 
+syllabic 
+mid 

[+low] / Ci# 

Note that some words contain a mid hack vowel which can optionally he 
low or high in closed final syllables. This suggests a change of the 
back vowel from a marked to an unmarked status. 

(63) nigaud [nigo] 'dummy (masc.)' nigaude [nigod] 'id. (fern.)' 
nigotte [nigot] 

costaud [kosto] 'strong (masc.)' côstaude [kostod] 'id. (fern.)1 

tuyau [tuàjo] 'advice' 

noyau [nwajo] 'stone (of 
fruit)' 

costote1. [kostot] 
tuyaute2 [tqijot] 'advises (3rd 

[tqijotj pers. sg.)' 
noyaute [nwajot] 'controls (3rd 

[nwajot] pers. sg. ) ' 

In syntactical expressions with a liaison, o remains o. 

(6k) trop grand [trogrâ] 'too big' 

trop important [tropsportl] 'too important' 

6.8.2 0 - 0 Alternation in Non-Word-Final Syllables 

The vowels o and o contrast in penultimate position: 

(65) papauté [papote] 'papacy' 

ôter [ote] 'to remove' 

rosit [rozi] 'becomes pink' 

caution [kosjo] 'bail' 

frauder [frode] 'to defraud' 

frôler [frole] 'to graze' 

papoter [papote] 'to chat' 

hotter [ate] 'to transport' 

sosie [sozi] 'double' 

lotion [losjo] 'lotion' 

broder [brode] 'to embroid' 

pétroler [pétrole] 'to cover 
with petrol' 

•'•Alternation already noted in Bauche 1929:210. 
2Robert 1968 gives noyauter [nwajote], tuyauter [tqijote], poireauter 
[pwarote, pwarote]; Warnant 1968 gives noyauter [nwajote], tuyauter 
[tyjote]; Juilland 1965 gives tuyauter [tqijote], poireauter 
[pwarote]. 

3In some idiolects, the p of trop before a vowel behaves as if it were 
part of trop rather than part of the following noun: trop petit 
[tropti], trop important [tropsportl]. 
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In other positions, however, the distribution of o, o is similar to 
the distribution of e, e. In particular, o and o can always alternate 
in deliberate speech. In normal speech, however, they tend to distribute 
according to the following influences: 

: Formative boundaries 

Prefixes ending in o remain high: 

{66) co-occupant [kookypâ] 'co-occupant' 

co-équipier [koekipje] 'workmate'. 

pro-soviétique [prosovjetik] 'pro-soviet' 

When a prefix ending in o ceases to be recognized as a prefix, its 
last vowel may be lowered. If this lowering creates a cluster oo, it 
reduces to o: 

(67) coopération [kooperasjo] or [koperasjo] 'cooperation' 

coop [koop] or [kop] 'cooperative store' 

coordonnée [koordone] or [kordone] 'co-ordinate' 

Openness of the syllable 

(68) ausculter [os-kylte] or [o-skylte] 'to examine' 

austrogot [os-trogo] or [o-strogo] (mild swear word) 

augmenter [og-mate] 'to increase' 

octogénaire [ok-to3ener] 'octogenarian' 

Influence of a following prevocalic r 

(69) auriculaire [orikyler, orikyler] 'little finger' 

horizon [orizo, orizo] 'horizon' 

Vowel harmony 

(70) opérer [opère] 'to operate' opérait [opère] 'operated' 

tolérer [tolère] 'to tolerate' tolérait [tolère] 'tolerated' 

Vowel harmony does not take place between an o in the penultimate sylla
ble and the vowel in the last syllable as in the words (71), unless the 
vowel in the last syllable is o, as in (72). 

(71) donner [done] 'to give' 

stopper [stope] 'to stop' 

clocher [kloj"e] 'steeple' 

noter [note] 'to note' 
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(72) [o] cocotte [kokot, *kokot] 

cochonne [ ko/ on, *ko j* on ] 

[o] coco [koko, kpko] 

mémoriaux [memorjo, memorjo] 

poteau [poto, poto] 

costaud [kosto, kosto] 

rococo [rokoko, rokoko, 
rokoko, *rokoko] 

*henf 

'dirty (fern.)' 

'memorial (pi.) 

'pole' 

'strong' 

'rococo' 

The fact that [rokoko] is not a possible pronunciation shows that vowel 
harmony tends to minimize the variations low high in a word: [rokp_[ko~, 
rp_fkoko, rokoko, *ro [kojko]. 

6.9 MID ROUNDED FRONT VOWELS 

We can define four classes of rounded front vowels according to 
their patterns of alternations, either in "morphologically related words 
or in free variations. 

6.9-1 The Marked Mid-Vowel 0 

The marked mid-vowel 0 has no variant and is realized as 0 in all 
environments. 

(73) ameute [aiti0t] 'stirs up' ameuter 

creuse [kr0z] 'digs' 

neutre [n0tr] 'neuter' 

bleu [bl0] '"blue' 

[am0te] 'to stir up' 

creuser [kr0ze] 'to dig' 

neutralité [n0tralite] 'neutrality' 

bleuté [bl0te] 

bleuet 

'covered 
with blue' 

[bl0e] 'corn-flower' 

(Note, however, that in nonfinal, nonpenultimate position 0 may become 
ce: neutralité [nœtralite] . ) 

6-9-2 The Unmarked Mid-Vowel œ 

The unmarked mid-vowel œ is optionally realized as 0 or œ in all 
positions,1 except in final syllables where it is realized as œ if the 
syllable is closed and as 0 if the syllable is open: 

(7*+) veuve [vœv] 'widow' veuvage [v0va3, vœva3] 'widowhood' 

beurre [bœr] 'butter' beurrer [b0re, bœre] 'to butter' 

cueille [kœj] 'picks up' cueillir [k0jir, kcejir] 'to pick up' 

1Grammont 195^:.50 accounts for the alternation through vowel harmony. 
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+front 
+mid 
+round 

•*•-•. [+low] / Ci# 

b. final position 

* [-low] / # 
+front 
+mid 
+round 

6.9.3 The. Mid-Vowel ce Alternating with o 

We saw that in this case œ must be analyzed as an allophone of o. 
The vowel ce, the allophonic variant of o, does not normally alternate 
with 0, except in the words (76). 

(76) améliorer [ameljore, ameljore, 'to improve' 
ameljcere, amelj0re] 

détériorer [deterjore, deterjore, 'to deteriorate' 
deterjœre, deterj0re] 

6.9-1* Schwa 

Schwa is realized as œ in all positions, except in final open 
syllables where it is optionally realized as œ or 0: 

(77) brebis 

retour 

prem1 

(78) donne-moi-ïe 

pre1 

[brœbi] 'ewe' 

[rœ'tur] 'ret turn' 

[prœm] 'first' 

[donmwalce, donmwal0] 'give it to me' 

[prœ, pr0] 'first' 

1Pre [prce] and prem [prœm] may be .abbreviations :of :premier[prcemje] and are 
used by schoolchildren in their games to decide who will play first ; 
prem may be a dialectal reflex of Latin prima. 

cueillette [k0jet, kcejet] 'picking up' 

boeuf [bœf] 'ox' boeufs [b0] 'oxen' 

veulent [voel] 'want veut [v0] 'wants (3rd 
(3rd pers. pi.)' pers. sg.)' 

pleut [pl0] 'rains' pleuvoir [pl0vwar, plœvwar] -'to rain' 

peuplier [p0plije, poeplije] 'poplar' 

heureux [0r0, oer0] 'happy' 

eustache [0staj*, cesta/] 'knife' 

rhe marked mid-vowel 0 is marked [+high] and does not participate in any 
variation. The unmarked mid-vowel œ is assigned its height by the 
following rules: 

(75') Assignment of height for œ 

a, final syllable before consonants -
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This vowel is also characterized "by its possible deletion in given 
environments, as in the word retour [rcBtur, rtur]. 

VoaaLio harmony with o. We saw previously that a schwa may har
monize with o. 

(79) menotte [mœnot, monot, mcenœt] (also [mnot, mnœt]) 'handcuffs' 

Voealio harmony with 0. A schwa may also harmonize with a follow
ing 0: 

(8l) demeurer [dœmœre, d0m0re] 'to stay' 

repeupler [rœpœple, r0p0ple] 'to repopulate' 

refleurir [rœflœrir, r0fl0rir] 'to re-blossom' 

monsieur [mœsj0, m0sj0] 'sir' 
(also [msj0]) 



CHAPTER f 

GLIDE FORMATION 

T.l PHONETIC DISTRIBUTION OF GLIDES 

7.1-1 Prevocalic Glides 

There are three glides in French: j, w, and q. They appear pre-
vocalically in all positions: (a) initially, (b) intervocalically, and 
(c) after consonants. 

(1) 

w 

a. 

b. 

c. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

à. 

b. 

c. 

iode [j°3] 'iodine1 

cahier [kaje] 'notebook' 

rien [rjs] 'nothing' 

ptyaline [ptjalin] 'ptyaline' 

ouate [wat] 'cotton' 

cahoua [kawa] 'coffee'1 

fouet •. [fws] 'whip' 

square [skwar] 'public garden' 

huile [qil] 'oil' 

cacahuète'; [kâkaqst] 'peanut' 

nuit [nqi] 'night' 

Stuart [stqar] (proper name) 

7.1.2 Constraints on Prevocalic Glides 

Prevocalic glides do not appear after some segments or clusters of 
segments, viz., (a) after initial or postconsonantal glides and (b) after 
a cluster consonant + liquid, except if they belong to one of the com
binations wa, we, or qi. 

(2) cloître 

trois 

groin 

truie 

pluie 

[klwatr] 

[trwa] 

[grwè] 

[trqi] 

[Pltli] 

'cloister' 

'three' 

'snout' 

'sov' 

'rain' 

Constraint 1: There are no two consecutive glides either initially or 
po st c on s onant ally. 

Constraint 2: A glide cannot follow a cluster consonant + liquid unless 
it belongs to one of the combinations wa, wë, or qi. 

1Borrowed from Arabic, 
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T.1.3 Preconsonantal and Final Glides 

With the exception of j, glides do not occur in preconsonantal or 
final position.1 

(3) ail [aj] 'garlic' 

feuilleter [fœjte] 'to browse' 

boy-scout [bojskut] 'naive person' 

bouilloire [bujwar] 'kettle' 

The corresponding constraints are: 

Constraint 3: Ho glide, except j, can be final, precede a consonant, or 
precede another glide. 

Constraint k: Glides never appear between two consonants or initially 
before a consonant. 

7.2 CONTRASTIVE ANALYSIS 

The three glides j w q and the three vowels i u y have corresponding 
points of articulation, which suggests that they may be respective allo-
phonic variants. Traditional phonemic analysis contrasts the minimal and 
near minimal pairs (U), showing that j w q and i u y are contrastive, and 
therefore cannot be analyzed as systematic variants of one another. 

(»f). 

In the next paragraphs, we shall show that the contrast between i u y and 
j w q shown in (k) does not necessarily preclude the analysis of some 
glides as variants of their corresponding high vowel. In fact we show 
that the contrast is limited to (a) i and j in final and preconsonantal 
position, and (b) to i u y and j w q in intervocalic position. Examples 
(Ua) show that i and j contrast in final and preconsonantal position; 
examples (5) show that i u and j w contrast intervocalically. 

^The borrowed form outsider is pronounced [autsaider]; pronunciations 
such as [awtsajder] described in Warnant 1968 or Robert 1967 appear to 
be artificial. 

ail [aj] 'garlic' 

paye [pej] 'wages' 

boy-scout [bojskut] 'naive 
person1 

trois [trwa] 'three' 

cloître [klwatr] 'cloister' 

truite [trqit] 'trout' 

Marianne [marjan] (girl's 
name) 

vanille-la [vanijla] 'cover it 
with vanilla' 

haï [ai] 'hatred' 

pays [P£i] 'country' 

égoiste [egoist] 'egotist' 

troua [trua] 'pierced' 

cloua [klua] 'nailed' 

truisme [tryism] 'truism' 

Marie-Anne [marian] (girl's 
name) 

annih i la [ a n i i l a ] ' ann ih i 
l a t e d ' 
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(5) a. interviewer [etervjue] 'to interview' 

Siouah [sjuaj (proper name) 

0. chouyat [J°uja] 'small amount'1 

kiwi [kiwi] 'kiwi' 

The glides j w cannot be variants of i u in both series of words (5a) 
and (5b). To account for the words of (5a) we must postulate that if 
a series of two consecutive high vowels precedes a vowel, the first high 
vowel becomes a glide; to account for the words of (5b) the opposite 
convention is necessary, viz., the second high vowel becomes a glide. 
We shall show that we must postulate underlying glides in the words (5b), 
that the opposition exhibited in (Ub) corresponds to an underlying o for 
the glides w appearing in trois and cloître, and that the opposition in 
(Uc) corresponds to a difference in morpheme distribution. 

7.3 MORPHOLOGICAL VARIANTS: i u y BEFORE FORMATIVE BOUNDARIES 

7.3.1 The alternation between the glj.des j w q and the correspond
ing high vowels is exhibited in many derived forms in which a high front 
vowel precedes the formative boundary: • 

(6) i j je scie [3œsi] 'I saw' je sciais [3<Bsje] 'I sawed' 

je ski [3<sski] 'I ski' je skiais [3ceskje] 'I skied' 

u w je loue [3pelu] 'I rent' je louais [3œlws] 'I rented' 

je secoue [3œsku] 'I shake' je secouais [3<Bskwe] 'I shook' 

y n je sue [3©sy] 'I sweat' je suais [3<Bsqe] 'I sweated' 

- Examples (6) show that a formative-final high vowel is realized as 
a glide when followed by another vowel. This phenomenon can be repre
sented, as (7), where 

(7) [+high] -+ [-syllabic] / __+[+syllabic] 

7.3.2 Formulation (7) is consistent with constraint (l) according 
to which glide formation cannot occur when the high vowel is followed 
by another glide : 

(8) i nous sciions [nusijo] 'we sawed' 

nous skiions [nuskijo] 'we skied' 

u nous louions [nulujo] 'we rented' 

nous secouions [nuskujo] 'we shook' 

y nous suions [nusyjo] 'we sweated' 

Formulation (7) is also consistent with constraint (3), since it assures 
that glide formation does not take place when the high vowel precedes a 

1Borrowed from Arabic. 

http://glj.de
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consonant. It is actually more general than constraint (3) since it 
does not allow derived j to appear before any consonant. 

(9) i je scierai [3ûesirs] 'I shall sav' 

je skierai [3œskirs] 'I shall ski' 

u je louerai [3celureJ 'I shall rent' 

je secouerai [3œskurs] 'I shall shake' 

y je suerai [3œsyre] 'I shall sweat* 

7.3.3 The rule (7) of glide formation must be further constrained 
so it does not apply to high vowels preceded by either another glide in 
initial position or preceded by a consonant (constraint l), as in (ll), 
or the sequence consonant + liquid (constraint 2), as in (12). 

(10) Formativê -final;, glide;formation 

[+highj .-»• [-syllabic] '•/'. X ,+ [+syllabic] 

Where X is not a glide (except postvocalic j) 
and X is not a cluster consonant + liquid. 

(11) i j'essuie [3ssu.i] 
'I wipe' 

u j'interviewe [3stervju] 
'I interview' 

j'essuyais [3£sqijs] 
'I wiped' 
j'interviewais [3ëtervjus]* 
'I interviewed' 

'This formulation accounts for i u y remaining vocalic in the following 
examples : 

(12) 

u 

Note first the appearance of an off-glide j between i and the following 
vowel when i does not convert to j. This phenomenon is restricted to i. 
We shall study it in more detail later.2 We shall posit a rule (13) for 
intervocalic yod which takes place after glide formation: 

lrThere is also another spelling pronunciation of this verb [3stervjuv, 
3£tsrvjuvsj; both pronunciations are described in Warnant I968. 

2In particular we shall see that it does not apply to groups of two 
consecutive i's, e.g. annihila [aniila]. 

i 

y 

j e t r i e [3cetri] ' I so r t 1 j e t r i a i s [3œtr i je ] ' I 
sor ted ' 

je plie [3œpli] 'I fold' je pliais [3œplijs] 'I 
folded' 

je trou [303tru] 'I drive je trouais [3œtrus] 'I drove 
a hole' a hole' 

je clou [3œklu] 'I nail je clouais [3œklue] 'I nailed 
down' down' 

j'obstrue [3obstry] 'I ob- j'obstruais [3obstrys] 'I ob
struct' structed' 

j'englue [3agly] 'I cover j'engluais [3âglyeJ 'I covered 
with glue' with glue' 
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(13) 0 5 / 

The conditions of application of rule (10) are stronger than constraint 
(2), which allows the combinations wâ, WE, and qi to appear after a 
eonsonant-liquid cluster; in particular (10) prevents the formation of 
a glide w after a oonsonant-liquid cluster, even when the following 
vowel is a. Actually there is never an alternation "between u and w 
when u is preceded by a consonant-liquid cluster: 

{ih) il troua [trua, *trwa] 'he pierced a hole' (passe simple) 

il cloua [klua, *klwa] 'he nailed' (passe simple) 

This indicates that u does not go to w even when this conversion would 
result in a permissible phonetic cluster, i.e. that the formation of 
clusters CRwa and CRqi, where C is any consonant and R any liquid, is 
independent of the rule (10) of glide formation. In particular the for
mation of q in the following words (l6) must be accounted for by another 
rule such as (15), which transforms yi into qi in all positions (this 
rule does not affect other clusters y-vowel as shown in example 12). 

(15) Labial attraction 

y "*" [-syllabic] / i 

(16) incongru [ekogry] 'incon- incongruité [ëkogrqite] 
gruous' 'incongruity' 

superflu [syperfly] 'super- superfluité [syperflqite] 
fluous' 'superfluity' 

7.V THE SUFFIXES #ism, #ist, and #esk. 

Rule (15), postulated in the previous section, predicts that there 
is no phonetic cluster yi, since this cluster always becomes qi. Words 
such as truisme [tryism] show that this is not the case. All suffixes 
do not behave identically with respect to glide formation. Most suf
fixes like ite, yr, verbal suffixes, etc. , behave as we have shown pre
viously. A small class of suffixes, however, such as fism, #ist, and 
#£sk do not allow the formation of glides. Compare (17) and (l8): 

Some words ending in ist or ism must be analyzed as derived words because 
of their phonetic form even though the corresponding stem does not exist 
in isolation. This is the case for such words as altruisme [altryism] 
'altruism' or truisme [tryism] 'truism'. We must analyze the ending ism 
as the suffix #ism to account for the syllabicity of y in these words: 

assiduité [asidqite] 'assiduity' 

sciure [sjyr] 'sawing' 

revuiste [rœvyist] 'reviewer' 

hindouisme [ëduism] 'Hinduism' 

ubuesque [ybyesk] 'character
istic of Ubu1 

(17) assidu [asidy] 'assiduous' 

je scie [3<Bsi] 'I saw' 

(18) revue [rœvy] . 'review' 

hindou [sdu] 'Hindu' 

Ubu [yby] (proper noun) 
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(19) truisme /try+#ism/ > [tryism] 

altruisme /altry+#ism/ > [altryism] 

The analysis of the tvo words truisme and altruisme as derived words with 
the suffix #ism is further justified by the fact that they share the gen
eral semantic properties of words having the suffix #ism. The words 
casuiste [kazqist] 'casuist' and ubiquiste [ybikqist] 'ubiquitarian', on 
the other hand, cannot have a derivation such as (20a), which gives wrong 
phonetic forms- They can be analyzed as nonderived words. However, an 
analysis such as (20b) appears to be more adequate, as it accounts for 
the fact that casuiste and ubiquiste share the general properties of 
words having the suffix #ist. 

(20) a. *casuiste /kazy+#ist/ > [kazyist] 

*ubiquiste /ybiky+#ist/ > [ybikyist] 

b. casuiste /kazyi+#ist/ > /kazyi+#st/ > [kazqist] 

ubiquiste /ybikyi+#ist/ > /ybikyi+#st/ > [ybikqist] 

The deletion of the i in the suffix #ist after another vowel i which we 
must posit in the derivation (20b) is independently required to account 
for the derivation of words such as (21). 

(21) ironie [ironi] 'irony' ironiste [ironist] 'ironist' 

Marie [mari] 'Mary' mariste [rnarist] 'Marist' 

Note that the word altruisme must have an alternate decomposition 
/altryi+#ism/ to account for another possible pronunciation [altrqism]. 

7-5 INTERVOCALIC YOD1 

In this section we show that the introduction of intervocalic yod 
is independent of the phenomenon of glide formation. 

7.5.1 If intervocalic yod were part of the phenomenon of glide 
formation, we would also expect an intervocalic w and q between u and y 
in the words described in (ll) and (12), which is never the case, 

7.5.2 The rule of glide formation is relatively optional (so-called 
optional diaeresis); the examples (6) have alternate pronunciations in 
which i u y remain syllabic, in which case an intervocalic yod appears 
between i and the following• vowel ; no intervocalic w or q appears in the 
same position:. ..-. 

1It may be the case that there are dialects without intervocalic glides. 
I have never observed such dialects personally. Warnant 1968 and Littré 
196l describe dialects where intervocalic yod appears only between the 
cluster qi and a following vowel, as in essuyer [esqije] 'to wipe' but 
not before the cluster oonsonant-liquïd'"+ i: trier [trie] 'to sort', 
plier [plie] 'to fold'. Their description must be taken with caution 
since their dictionaries are prescriptive rather than descriptive. 
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(22) 

7-5.3 An intervocalic yod appears in songs -where a schwa is pro
nounced and follows a final i. For instance: • 

(23) a. Allons enfants de la Patrie 
al5 zâf â dœ la patrijœ 

. b. Contre nous de la tyrannie 
kotrœ nu dœ l'a tiranijœ 

Pronunciation (23b) is not a case of diaeresis, since [tiranjœ] is not a 
legitimate phonetic form for tyrannie: it is a case where an orthograph
ic schwa is pronounced, which creates the environment for the automatic 
insertion of an intervocalic yod. 

7.5.^ In the dialects with intervocalic yod there are no clusters 
iv in any position within a noncompound word except when the second vowel 
is another i, e.g. annihiler [aniile] 'to annihilate'. We shall show in 
section 7.6.3 that words such as Marie-Anne [marian] must be analyzed as 
compound words. 

7.6 DOMAIN OF APPLICATION OF GLIDE FOEMATIOH-

7.6.I Suffixes 

It appears that the final vowels of all items ending in i u y be
come, glides when they are followed by a vowel-initial suffix, with the 
exception of the suffixes -isme, -iste, -esque. We give here a few 
examples of such suffixes : 

(2U) Verbal endings 

je scie [3œsi] M saw' 

nous scions [nusjo] 'we saw' 

vous sciez [vusje] 'you saw' 

je sciais [3<BSJS] 'I sawed' 

(25) Verbal suffixes 

abl sciable [sjabl] 'that can be sawed' 

remuable [rœnvqabl] 'movable' 

a3 sciage [sja3J 'sawing' 

tatouage [tatwag] 'tattooing' 

remuage [rcemqa3] 'moving' 

i je sciais [3œsije] 'I sawed' 

je skiais [3œskije] 'I skied' 

u je louais [jœlusj 'I rented' 

je secouais [3œskus] 'I shook' 

y je suais [3œsye] 'I sweated' 

je transmuais [3<Btrasmye] 'I transmuted' 
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Glide formation, on the other hand, does not take place between the 
different phrases of a sentence: 

1 Exception - joliet [solije] and joliette [3olijet], from joli [30H] 
'nice'; however La Joliette [la3oljet] (name of a town). 

œr scieur [sjœr] 'sawer' 

tueur [tqœr] 'killer' 

j oueur [3wœr] 'piayer' 

as liasse [ljas] ' "bundle' 

as méfiance [mefjâs] 'mistrust' 

(26) Noun suffixes 

al génial [senjal] 'ingenious' 

colonial [kolonjal] 'colonial' 

0 hernieux [ernj0] 'hernial' 

furieux [fyrj0] 'furious' 

si ruelle [rqsl] 'small street' 

et1 statuette [statist] 'statuette' 

Henriette [ârjet] (girl's name) < Henri [ari] 

Juliette [3yljet] (girl's name) < Julie [3yli] 

7.6.2 Phrases 

(27) a. Henri est arrivé [âristarive] 'Henry arrived' 

h. j'ai lu un roman [^slysroml] 'I read a novel' 

c. je le dédie à sa [3œlœdediasa 'I dedicate it to his 
mémoire memwar] memory' 

d. Dis merci au [dimersiomcesj0] 'say thank you to the 
Monsieur gentleman' 

e. je me demande bien [3mœdmadbjs 'I wonder whether he has 
si on 1*a prévenu siollaprevny] been warned' 

f. je me demande bien [3mœdmâbjë u 'I wonder where Peter is' 
où est Pierre s PJŝ :] 

g. où est ce que c'est? [usskœss] 'Where is it?' 

h. un garçon ou une [sgarsô u 'a boy or a girl' 

fille? ynfij] 

i. un mari aimable [smarismabl] 'a nice husband' 

j. il est si en retard [ilssiàrtar] 'he is so late' 

k. il est si aimable [ilssismabl] 'he is so nice' 
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These examples show that glide formation does not take place between the 
subject and the following verb (a), the verb and its object (b, c), be
tween objects (d), between a subordinating conjunction and the following 
word in the clause (e, f, g), between conjoined noun phrases (h), be
tween a noun and its adjective (i), or between an adverb and the expres
sion following it (j, k). Glide formation and intervocalic yod, however, 
appear within a verbal group, i.e. a verb directly preceded or followed 
by its complements and subject, if they are pronouns: 

(28) a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g-

Pierre y est arrivé 

Henri y est arrivé 

j'y arriverai jamais 

•y a rien 

montes-y-en deux 

je lui offre1 

offre-lui-en deux1 

[pjerjetarive] 

[ârijstarive] . 

[3Jarivrs3ams] 

[jarjs] 

[m5tzjld0] 

[3œlu;ijofr] 

[ofrœluljâd0] 

'Peter managed to do it1 

'Henry managed to do it' 

'I'11 never do it' 

'there is nothing' 

'take up two? 

'I give it to him' 

'give him two' 

These examples show that a sentence must be subdivided into smaller 
units, phonological islands, so to speak, within which glide formation 
can take place and between which glide formation is impossible. So far 
we have observed that islands may be (a) verbal groups and (b) derived 
words, but they do not contain full noun-phrases or verb-phrases. 

7.6.3 Compound -.Words 

Each word in a compound' word is an island for glide formation, 
as shown by the following examples: 

(29) Compounded by juxtaposition 

scie-égoïne [siegoin] 'handsaw' 

gris-ardoise [griardwaz] 'slate grey' 

gourou assistant [guruasistl] 'assistant guru' 

statue anniversaire [statyaniverser] 'anniversary statue' 

morue amandière [moryamâdjer] 'cod with almonds' 

(30) Compounded with preposition 

mardi en huit [mardiâqit] 'a week from Tuesday' 

riz au lait [riole] 'rice cooked with milk' 

chou au beurre [Juobœr] 'puffs with butter' 

It is a cultural feature of contemporary French that any feminine first 
name can be compounded with the name Marie to create a new first name: 

1In some speech I have observed, intervocalic yod does not appear.after 
lui.. 
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When the prefix loses its character, that is, when the word with a prefix 
comes to be analyzed as a single word, we observe, first, introduction of 
an intervocalic glide, and eventually, complete glide formation. For in
stance, in the words (3*0 the pronunciation (3^b)-is now the most common 
one, with an older pronunciation (3̂ +a) and a tendency to pronounce as in 
(3Uc). 

(3M 
a. 

b. 

c. 

demi-heure 

[dœmiœr] 

[dœmijœr] 

[dœmjcer] 

'half-hour' bioxide 'dioxide' 

[bioksid] 

[bijoksid] 

[bjoksid] 

7.7 MORPHOLOGICAL VARIANTS: i u y AFTER FORMATIVE BOUNDARIES 

In Section 7.3 we observed how the high vowel at the end of a forma
tive becomes nonsyllabic if it is followed by a vowel. In this section 

(31) Marie-Anne [marian] 

Marie-Odile [mariodil] 

Marie-Angèle [mariljel] 

Marie-Hélène [marielen] 

In the same way, foreign names with hyphens are interpreted as compound . 
words, and therefore glide formation between the components is prevented: 

(32) Cnou-en-lal [Juâle] 

Tchou-hi: [tj*ui] 

7-6.U Prefixes 

There is no glide formation between a prefix and the stem that 
follows it, as shown in the examples (33): 

(33) /mi/ mi-avril [miavril] 'middle of April' 

mi-hauteur [miotcer] 'mid-high' 

/sami/ semi-automatique [sœmiotomatik] 'semi automatic' 

semi-auxiliaire [sœmioksiljer] 'semi auxiliary' 

/kazi/ quasi-entité [kaziâtite] 'quasi entity' 

/demi/ demi-éteinte [dœmietst] 'half blown out' 

/si/ ci-annexé [sianekse] 'added as an appendix' 

/âti/ antiatomique [àtiatomik] 'anti atomic' 

antialcoolique [Stialkolik] 'anti alcoholic' 

/di/ diatomique [diatomik] 'diatomic' 

/bi/ biacide [biasid] 'diacid' 
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we analyze the change of high vowels at the "beginning of formatives and 
see their morphological variants. 

7.7-1 If a suffix "begins with a high vowel followed by a consonant, 
we observe that this vowel remains syllabic in all positions. This indi
cates that glide formation in French creates on-glides but not off-glides. 

(35) /#ism/ hero [ero] 'hero' 

/#ist/ épée [epe] 'sword' 

héroisme [eroism] 'heroism' 

épéiste [epeist] 'sword player' 

Actually very few suffixes beginning with a vowel + consonant are at
tached to stems ending with a vowel, unless this vowel is also a high 
vowel, in which case the vowel of the stem becomes nonsyllabic, e.g. 
words (17). The only exceptions are the suffixes #ism and #ist, which 
we have already shown to behave differently from the other suffixes. 

7.7.2 If a suffix begins with a high vowel followed by a second 
vowel, we expect this high vowel to be nonsyllabic in most positions, 
except when this would lead to clusters violating the glide constraints. 
If the initial vowel of the suffix is i, we also expect an intervocalic 
yod when this vowel remains syllabic' 

(36) /+ie/ a. cacao [kakao] 'cocoa' cacaoyer [kakaoje] 'cocoa tree' 

b. poire [pwar] 'pear' poirier [pwarje] 'pear tree' 

c. poivre [pwavr] 'pepper' poivrier [pwavrije] 'pepper 
tree' 

/+is/ a. Kafka [kafka] 'Kafka' Kafkaien [kafkajÊ] 'Kafkaian' 

b. Bismarck [bismark] Bismarckien [bismarkjs] 
'Bismarck' 'Bismarckian' 

c. Zoroastre [zoroastr] Zoroastrien [zoroastrijs] 
'Zoroaster' 'Zoroastrian' 

/+iô/ a. je crée [3œkre] 'I create' nous créions [nukrejo] 
'we created' 

b. je monte [3<Em5t] 'I climb' nous montions [numotjo] 
'we climbed' 

c. je montre [3œm5tr] 'I show' nous montrions [numotrijo] 
'we showed1 

Examples (36) show that the rule of formative-initial glide formation is 
formally identical to the rule of formative-final glide formation that 
we described in Section 7.3. 

7.7.3 ket us observe the phonetic forms of the following words 
which contain both formative-final and formative-initial high vowels: 

(37) /i/ (nous) sciions /si+i5/ > [sijo] '(we) sawed' 

/u/ (nous) louions /lu+i5/ > [lujo] '(we) rented' 

/y/ (nous) suions /sy+io/ > [syjo] '(we) sweated' 
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We can account for the fact that we obtain the phonetic forms sijo, lujo, 
syj5 and not, for instance, sjijo, lwijo, sxjijo in two different ways: 

(a) By observing that the rightmost high vowel becomes a glide, and by 
characterizing glide formation as a right-to-left process, i.e. as 
a phenomenon which applies first to the rightmost segment to which 
it is applicable. 

(b) By observing that the formative-initial high vowel becomes non-
syllabic, that is to say that glide formation within a formative 
takes place before glide formation between formatives. 

Another way to express the second alternative is to say that there are 
two glide formation rules (38) and (39)- Rule (38) describes glide 
formation within a formative and (39) glide formation between formatives. 

(38) Formative-level glide formation 

[+high] -* [-syllabic] / X [+syllabic] 

(39) Word-level glide formation 

[+high] •* [-syllabic] / X + [+syllabic] 

In both (38) and (39) X has the same restrictions as previously (rule 
10). We shall see later that the second solution rather than the first 
fully describes the phenomenon of glide formation. 

7.7.̂ + We have shown that the rule which converts yi to qi is ap
plicable to clusters in which y and i belong to different formatives, 
e.g. continuité /kotiny+ite/ > [kotinqite], incongruité /ëkogry+ite/ > 
[ekogrqite]. The phonetic forms of the words in (̂ 0) show that this 
phenomenon takes place after glide formation within formatives: 

(1+0) (nous) continuions [kotinyjo] '(we) continued' 

(nous) engluions [àglyjo] '(we) covered with glue1 

These phonetic forms are compatible with both (a) a right-to-left char
acterization of glide, formation and (b) a distinction between formative-
and word-level phonological processes. 

7.8 GEMINATE GLIDES 

7.8.1 The rules of glide formation allow the formulation of geminate 
glides (a) after stems ending with any of the sequences Vaael+w+u, 
vowel+i+i, vowel+Ji+y and followed by a vowel, and (b) after stems ending 
with the sequence vowel+j and followed by a suffix in i+vowel. 

Intervocalic glides in stems are all of recent introduction in 
French and their relative frequency is still very low: there does not 
exist any stem which would allow the case (a). Case (b), on the other 
hand, is very frequent; the resulting geminate is usually reduced to a 
single j as in (hi), except in conjugated verbs (imparfait and subjunctif) 
as in'(i+2): 
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(kl) /+ie/ groseille [grozsj] 'currant ("berry)' 

groseillier /g-rozsj+ie/ > /grozsj+je/ > [grozsje] 'currant 
(bush)' 

vanille [vanij] 'vanilla bean' 

vanillier /vanij+ie/ > /vanij+je/ > [vanije] 'vanilla tree' 

papaye [papaj] 'papaya (fruit)' 

papayier . /papaj+ie/ > /papaj+je/ > [papaje] 'papaya (tree) 

(1+2) /+iô/ (je) cueille [kœj] '(l) pick up' 

(nous) cueillions [kœJjS] '(we) picked up' 

(je m')habllle [abij] '(I) dress' 

(nous nous) habillions [abijjô] '(we) dressed' 

As it appears in these examples, the formative-level glide formation 
rule applies to prevocalic i even when it is preceded "by a glide; gem
inate jj appears in the verbal forms. A degemination rule such as (1+3) 
must be posited for the nonverbal forms: 

(1+3) Yod-degemination . 

• J > 0 / J _ 

7.8.2 It appears that yod degemination does not take place in 
verbal forms. As a result, different verbal forms are differentiated 
which otherwise would be homophonous: 

(1+1+) (nous) cueillons [kœjo] '(we) pick up' 

(nous) cueillions [kœjjô] '(we) picked up* 

(nous nous) habillons [abijô] '(we) get dressed' 

(nous nous) habillions [abijjo] '(we) got dressed' 

However, a principle of differentiation alone does not explain why de
gemination does not take place in verbal forms, since the ambiguity 
between the first and second person plural of the indicative present 
on the one hand, and the indicative imperfect or subjunctive present 
on the other hand, appears in many other verbal forms. Example (1+5) 
shows how diaeresis in verbs with a stem ending in i introduces ambi
guity. 

(1+5) (nous) scions /si+5/ > [sj5] (glide formation) '(we) saw' 

or > [sijo] (diaeresis•+• intervocalic yod) 

(nous) sciions /si+i5/ >[sijo] (glide formation '(we) sawed' 
on the second i) 

Examples (1+6) and (1+7) show how verbs ending with a cluster consonant + 
Ziqwid + i or guide + i are always homophonous in these tenses. 
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T.9 INTERNAL GLIDES 

In Sections 7-3 and 7.9 we have shown that high -vowels can be either 
nonsyllabic, when they precede another vowel and are not preceded "by a 
liquid-clusterj or syllabic in other positions. Glide formation is 
transparent in these cases because the same vowel appears either as 
syllabic or as nonsyllabic according to the morphological context. If a 
high vowel inside a formative is in a context in which its syllabicity 
is always conditioned, glide formation stops being transparent; for in
stance, the word sien [sje] 'his' can be "analyzed as /sis/ or /sjë/, the 
rules of glide formation giving in both cases the proper phonetic form. 
We shall show that most internal glides can also be analyzed as nonsyl
labic variants of high vowels; this time, however, our arguments will 
be distributional arguments rather than morphological arguments. 

7-9.1 If we restrict underlying internal glides to the context 
(U8), then occurrences of all other surface glides can be interpreted as 
nonsyllabic variants of high vowels according to the pattern observed 
with formative-initial and formative-final high vowels. 

{bQ) a. underlying w, q may appear only intervocalically 

b. underlying j may appear only postvocalically 

We must allow underlying glides in these positions because rules of 
glide formation cannot account for all the glides in words (k9) and (50): 

(U9) oui 

roui 

haï 

[wi] 

[rwi] 

[ai] 

'yes ' 

'maceration' 

'hated' 

houille 

rouille 

ail 

[uj] 

[ruj] 

[aj] 

* coal' 

1rust' 

'garlic' 

If all glides were underlying high vowels, oui and houille in (U9) would 
have the same underlying form /ui/, and in the same way, haï and ail in 
(U9), the same underlying form /ai/. Different underlying forms are 
necessary to account for the phonetic differences. We may, for instance. 

x(a) Warnant 1968, who describes a dialect with intervocalic yod after 
qi, also makes a distinction between essuyons [esqi-j5] and essuyions 
[esqij-jo]; (b) Damourette & Pichon 1911-1927, who describe a dialect 
with intervocalic yod, also add another yod in triions [t.rijjp] '(we) 
sorted', pliions [plijjo] '(we) folded'. Speakers of such dialects 
that-.iI have observed seem to distinguish, between the " imperfect and the 
subjunctive. 

(k6) (nous) trions /tri+5/ > [trijo] (intervocalic yod) '(we) sort' 

(nous) triions /tri+io/ > [trijo] (glide formation '(we) sorted' 
on the second i) 

(kj) (nous) essuyons /esqi+5/ > [esqijô] (intervocalic '(we) wipe' 
yod) 

(nous) essuyions /esqi+io/ > [esqijo] (glide forma- '(we) wiped' 
tion on the 
second i) 
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allow underlying postvocalic yods in the underlying representation of 
words with phonetic postvocalic yods: houille /uj/, rouille /ruj/, and 
ail /aj/. The same type of reasoning shows, that some intervocalic pho
netic glides must he analyzed as underlying glides: 

(50) kiwi [kiwi] 'kiwi' Siouah [sjua] (placèname) 

If all phonetic glides could he analyzed as underlying high vowels, the 
underlying forms for the words (50) would he /kiui/ and /siua/. We can
not define a natural rule of glide formation for intervocalic high vowels 
which would derive [sjua] from /siua/ without deriving *[kjui] from 
/kiui/. This leads us to analyze w in kiwi as'an underlying glide. 

We can derive [sjua] from underlying /siua/ "by application of rule 
(39) of glide formation, if we further assume that this rule applies 
from left-to-right. 

7.9.2 On the other hand, in an analysis of all internal glides as 
underlying glides, the distribution (51) of glides in stems "becomes com
plicated and duplicates most of the conditions which are already included 
in the rule of glide formation. Such an analysis must therefore he re
jected. 

(51) a. underlying j, w, u; may not appear initially "before a consonant. 

b. underlying w, u. may not appear finally or "before a consonant. 

c. underlying j, w, q may not appear after the cluster consonant + 
1 liquid or after a glide (except postvocalic yod). 

d. underlying u, y may not appear "before a vowel, except in en
vironment (c) excluding j, w, ^. . 

e. underlying i may never appear "before a vowel. 

f. Underlying y may never precede i even in the context (d) which 
allows y to precede a vowel. 

g. underlying w may follow a cluster consonant + liquid if it is 
followed "by a or e. 

7.9.3 Let us analyze the conditions (51) on the distrihutions of 
glides and see how this is accounted for "by the analysis where the condi
tions are restricted to (U8) and the rules of glide formation apply to 
the stems. Condition (51a) is a consequence of the syllahicity of high 
vowels "before consonants (high vowels can "become nonvocalic only when 
they precede a vowel). Condition (51h) is a consequence of the sylla
hicity of high vowels "before consonants. Conditions (51c) and (51d) 
describe the environment in which high vowels are syllahic or nonsyllabic: 

(52) j tiare [tjar] 'tiara1 

w fouet [fwe] 'whip' 

q duel [dqel] 'duel' 

(53) a. i brioche [brijoX] 'cake"1 

u brouette [bruet] 'wheelbarrow' 
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y bruant [bryl] '"bunting1 

"b. i Wyandotte [wijadot] 'Wyandotte hen' 

u Siouah [sjua] (name) 

y Yuan Kiang [jyâkjâg] 'Red River (Chinese name)' 

Condition (51e) is a consequence of intervocalic yod. 

(5*0 brioche /brio// > [brijoj] 'cake' 

Condition (51f) is a consequence of labial attvaotion (rule 15). 

(55) truie /tryi/ > [trqi] 'sow' 

We shall shov that condition (51g) can also "be accounted for indepen
dently. 

7.9.*+ Another argument in favor of an analysis of internal glides 
as high vowels instead of underlying glides is the fact that there are 
some cases where.these glides are syllabic: namely, in case of diaeresis 
(which we study later), of emphatic calls, and of reduplication. In em
phatic calls, monosyllabic words become disyllabic: the first syllable 
receives a high pitch and the second a low pitch; if a word does not 
contain any glide, the vowel is repeated twice; if the word contains a 
glide, the glide becomes syllabic: 

41 
(56) Yves [iv] emp. call [iiv] 

i + l 

Jules [3yl] emp. call [3yyl] 
41 

Louis [Iwi] emp. call [lui] 

Pierre [pjer] emp. call [pijer] 

In reduplicative formations, one syllable of a word can be reduplicated; 
in these reduplications, a glide may behave as an ordinary syllabic 
vowel1: 

(57) Edouard [edwar] redupl. Doudou [dudu] 

Louis [Iwi] redupl. Loulou [lulu] 

Thierry [tjeri] redupl. Titi [titi] 

7.9.5 The constraints {ho) imposed on underlying j w u, do not com
pletely determine the underlying forms of some formatives with glides 
which do not have syllabic variants. This is the case with examples 
(50), in which the glides can be analyzed indifferently as underlying 
vowels or glides: 

lCt. Morin 1972. 
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(58) cahier [kaje] 'notebook' 

ailleurs [ajœr] 'somevhere else' 

cahoua [kawa] 'coffee' . 

7.9.6 Glide formation appears to be neither a left-to-right nor a 
right-to-left process. We saw in Section 7.7 that the forms (37) show 
that either (a) glide formation is a right-to-left process or (b) there 
are two.glide formations, one at the formative level and one at the word 
level. The phonetic forms exhibited in (59) show that glide formation 
cannot be considered as a single rule, applying from right-to-left, 
since the sequences y+i5 and yi+5 become respectively yjo and qijo: 

(59) (je) sue [syj '(i) sweat' 

(nous) suions /sy+io/ > [syjo] '(we) sweated' 

(j')essuie /ssyi/ > [esq!] '(i) wipe' 

(nous) essuyons /ssyi+5/ > [ssqijo] '(we) wipe' 

Examples (59) show that the factor conditioning the proper phonetic form 
is the position of the formative boundary: in /sy+io/, glide formation 
applies first within the formative io > jo, thus preventing y from be
coming a glide; in /ssyi+5/, glide formation applies first within the 
formative /ssyi/ > /ssxji/, and intervocalic yod appears between i and 5. 

7.9.7 Examples (59) show that glide formation takes place in two 
steps: first within a formative and second between formatives, within 
words. This does not preclude, however, that each step of glide forma
tion be either a right-to-left or left-to-right process. The example of 
Siouah [sjua] seems to indicate that glide formation within stems is 
left-to-right. The examples (60) seem to contradict this hypothesis. 

1 Cited in Fouché 1959:215. 
2Cited in Warnant 1968:529- In this last case, this appears to be a case 
of imprecision in the French writing system. Postvocalic yod in French 
is usually spelled ill, unless the preceding vowel is an i, in which 
case it is reduced to 11, e.g. ailleurs [ajœr], trille [trij]. In the 
word Juillac, i may be interpreted either as belonging to the preceding 
vocalic group, hence [3yijak], or part of the spelling for yod, hence 
[3yjak]. This interpretation is suggested by the two possible phonetic 
forms of Juilly [3^iji] or [3yji], also cited in Warnant 1968:529. In 
this case the underlying form cannot be /3yii/ as we shall see that two 
consecutive i's do not give ji, e.g. annihiler [aniile]. 

(60) tuyau /tyio/ > [ttfijo] or [tyjo] 'hose' 

tuyère /tyisr/ > [tqijsr] or [tyjsr] 'exhaust pipe' 

gruyère /gryisr/ > [grqijsr] or [gryjsr] 'Swiss cheese' 

bruyère /bryisr/ > [brqijsr] or [bryjsr] 'heather' 

Tuyen-Quan /tyisnkan/ > [txjijsnkan] or [tyjsnkan] (town) 

Juillac2 /3yiak/ > [3qijak] or [3yjak] (town) 
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These examples are not conclusive, however, because they are very limited 
(list 60 is nearly exhaustive) and because other underlying forms are 
possible: for instance, tuyère /tyjer/ or /tyijer/.• Usually only one of 
the two pronunciations is found in one idiolect and not consistently the 
same type of pronunciation; for instance, one can find bruyère [bryjer] 
and tuyère [tqijer] in the same idiolect. Furthermore many other words 
such as (6l) have a ionique pronunciation qij. (However, all words con
taining the sequence yj have two alternate pronunciations yj and qij,' 
e.g. (60).) 

(61) cuillère [kqijer] 'spoon' 

écuyère [ekqijer] 'page' 

7-10 LABIAL DISSIMILATION 

When two consecutive high vowels are both rounded or unrounded, 
glide formation does not take place: 

(62) nouure /nu+yr/ > [nuyr] 'beginning of the formation of a fruit' 

lituus [lityys] 'augur's wand' 

annihiler [aniile] 'to annihilate' 

Piis1 [piis] (town) 

This leads us to analyze the glides found in the following words as 
being underlying glides: 

(63) Woolite [wulit] (registered trademark) : 

yiddish [jidi/] 'Yiddish' 

7.11 LABIAL ATTRACTION 

• In contrast with labial dissimilation, we observe that there is a 
strong tendency toward glide formation when the rounded high vowels y u 
precede the unrounded high vowel i. 

7.11.1 We observed previously that y becomes nonvocalic when it 
precedes i, even when it is preceded by a cluster consonant + liquid. 

{6k) truite [trqit] 'trout' truelle [tryel] 'trowel' 

bruit [brqi] 'noise' bruant [bryâ] 'bunting' 

We also note that diaeresis is always possible when q is followed by any 
vowel but i: 

(65) nuée [nqe] or [nye] 'clouds' nuit [nqi] but not *[nyi] 'night' 

puer [pqe] or [pye] 'to stink' puit [pqi] but not *[pyi] 'well' 

1Cited in Warnant 1968:588. 
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huer [qe] or [ye] 'to "boo' huis [qi] "but not *[yi] 'door' 

buée [bqe] or [bye] 'fog' buis [bqi] but not *[byi] 'box' 

lueur [lqœr] or [lyœr] 'lights' lui [lqi] but not *[lyi] 'him' 

Diaeresis of qi is impossible, even when it is preceded by the cluster 
consonant + liquid1-. 

{66) pluie [plqi] *[plyi] 'rain' 

bruit [brqi] *[bryi] 'noise' 

This indicates that the formation of q before i is not conditioned by the 
same factors which form q before other vowels and justifies our adopting 
a different rule to represent this formation: 

(67) y •> q / _ i 

7.11-2 Actually, labial attraction is not restricted to y, but can 
also be observed for u as well. However, in this case the number of words 
containing the sequence wi is, because of the historical development of 
French, much less important than the number of words containing the se
quence qi. We observe that u may become w before i even when it is pre
ceded by the cluster consonant + r, as in (68), but not when it is preceded 
by the cluster consonant + 1, as in (69): 

(68) écroui [ekrui] or [ekrwi] 'hard-hammered' 

Crouy [krui] or [krwi] (town) 

(69) ébloui [eblui] but not *[eblwi] 'blinded' 

Diaeresis is not possible when w is followed by i as is the case for q 
before i: 

(70) houer [we] or [ue] 'to plough' oui [wi] but not *[ui] 'yes' 

louer [Iwe] or [lue] 'to praise' louis2 [lwi] but not *'[lui] 
'gold coin' 

bouée [bwe] or [bue] 'buoy' bouiboui [bwibwi] 'joint' 

cambouis [kâbwi] 'old geese' 

mouise [mwiz, *muiz] 'trouble' 

jouer [3we] or [3ue] 'to play' Jouy(-en-Josas) 
[3wi, *3ui] (town). 

This indicates that, here again, the formation of the glide w before i is 
not conditioned by the same rule which forms w before other vowels. 

(71) u - •*• w / i 

lQn.e exception* however ̂.. for fluide, which" has ./both pronunciations (fly id] 
and...*[-fluid] .i'nmy„speech.."..". 

2The name Louis can be disyllabic, [lui], but with the characteristic 
intonation of emphatic calls. 
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Rules (67) and (71) are very similar; however, they have different levels 
of generality: rule (67) applies everywhere but rule (71) does not apply 
after a consonant + 1 cluster and is optional after a consonant + r clus
ter. 

7.II.3 Another phenomenon seems to "belong to the class of attrac
tion; namely, the transformation of o into w before s and a. This 
phenomenon is always optional in my speech. 

1After'the •article, e.g. une oasis /ynwazis/. ; 
^Appears only during fast speech in my own speech. However, I have ob
served these phonetic forms in deliberate speech. Also cited in Frei 
1922:105-

(72.) oa coasser [koase] or [kwase] 'to croak (frog)' 

oasis [oazis] or [wazisi]1 .'oasis' 

casoar [kazoar] or [kazwar] 'cassowary' 

Loanda [loâda] or [lwada] (town, Africa) 

Loango [loâgo] or [lwago] (town, Africa) 

os goéland [gosla] or [gwsll] 'seagull' 

goémon [goemo] or [gwsmo] 'seaweed' 
* 

Coëtquidan [koetkidâ] or [kwetkidâ] (town) 

coïncidence [koesidâs] or [kwësidas] 'coincidence' 

poète [poet] or [pwet]2 'poet' 

poème [poem] or [pwsm]^ 'poem' 

Noël [noel] or [nwel] 'Christmas' 

(73) oa croasser [kroase] or [krwase] 'to croak (crow)' 

Troade [troad] or [trwad] (town) 

Troarn [troarn] or [trwarn] (town) 

oe Groenland [grosnlàd] or [grwenlàd] 'Greenland' 

Citroën [sitroen] or [sitrwsn] (car make) 

troène - [trosn] or [trwen]2 'privet' 
In the two previous cases of labial attraction, the vowel becoming a glide 
and the following vowel have the same height; in this case o can be fol
lowed either by a vowel of the same height, e, or of lower height, a. 

7.11.^ Labial attraction takes place only when the first vowel is 
rounded: none of the characteristics of labial attraction are observed 
for the clusters iu or iy, where the two vowels in each cluster agree in 
height and have opposite roundness. 

(7M striure [strijyr] *[strjyr] 'striât ion* 

pliure [plijyr'1 *[pljyr] 'folding' 
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(75) liure [ljyr] or [lijyr] 'rope' 

In (7^) glide formation does not take place "before a cluster consonant + 
liquid and in (75) diaeresis is possible. The characteristics of labial 
attraction can be represented by the following rule: 

(76) +syllabic 
+labial 
ahigh 

-*• [-syllabic] / _ 
+syllabic 
-labial 
ahigh 

(a) 
•syllabic 
+labial 
+high 

represents either u or y and 
•syllabic 
-labial 
+high 

represents 
i. 

(b) 

7.12 DIAERESIS 

•syllabic 
•labial 
-high 

represents o and 
•syllabic 
-labial 
-high 

represents either 
s or a. 

In the previous chapter we mentioned*the possibility for glides pre
ceding a vowel to have an alternate syllabic pronunciation, that is, the 
possibility for diaeresis. We observed that diaeresis was not possible 
in the clusters qi and wi. It appears that in all other positions, di
aeresis is stylistically possible, although sometimes very contrived. 
This property is used in poetry, where the count of syllables is essen
tial.1 In this section, we shall investigate the environments which al
low diaeresis and those which do not. The distinction appears to be 
partly idiolectal, and here again".I will...follow...my..own—speech' habits. 

7.12.1 Diaeresis of j 

7.12.1.1 Diaeresis of j is impossible if it does not precede a 
formative boundary: 

(77) liez /li+e/ > [lje] or [lije] 'bind' 

riez /ri+e/ > [rje] or [rije] 'laugh' 

niez /ni+e/ > [nje] or [nije] 'deny' 

(78) lieu /li0/ > [1J0], not *[lij0] 'place' 

rien /rie/ > [rje], not *[rijê] 'nothing' 

niais /nie/ > [nje], not *[nije] 'idiot' 

7.12.1.2 Diaeresis of j takes place only after a liquid or after 
the nasal n.2 Compare for instance (77) and (79): 

^Grammont 1908:lU shows uses of fouet, miasme, opium as [.rue] and [fwe], 
[mijasm] and [mjasm], [opijom] and [opjom] where both the disyllabic 
and monosyllabic pronunciations are used by the same authors to fit the 
meter of their verse. 

2There are no instances of stem final i following m in a position where 
diaeresis could take place; miette [injet] 'crumbs' is no longer anal
yzed as the diminutive [mi+et] of mie [mi] 'noncrusty part of bread'. 
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(79) sciez /si+e/ > [sje], not *[sije] 'saw' 

fiez /fi+e/ > [fje], not *[fije] 'trust' 

skiez /ski+e/ > [skje], not *[skije] 'ski' 

7.12.1.3 Diaeresis is optional when r, 1, and n are sentence initial, 
as for instance, in the imperatives of (77) or the citation forms of (80): 

(80) liaison /li+sz5/ > [Ijezo] or [lijszo] 'binding' 

rieur /ri+œr/ > [rjœr] or [rijœr] 'laughter' 

7-12.1.U Diaeresis does not take place when r, 1, and n are preceded 
"by a vowel: 

(81) déliez-le /deli+e+la/ > [deljel0] 'untie him' 

mariez-vous /mari+e+vu/ > [marjevu] 'get married' 

reniez-tout /rsni+e+tu/ > [rœnjetu] 'renege everything' 

la liaison /la+li+szo/ > [laljez'o] 'the binding' 

ne riez pas /na+ri+e+pa/ > [nœrjepa] 'don't laugh' 

However, if the glide is in a syllable which receives contrastive intona
tion (particularly in sentence-final position), then diaeresis is still 
possible: 

hi 
(82) (faites attention) à la liaison [alaljezo] '(watch) the binding' 

'•.•;•'.•• *t 1 
(faites attention) aux lieurs [olijœr] '(watch) the tiers' 

(faites attention) aux rieurs [orijœr] '(watch) the laughers' 

1+ 1 
souriez [surije] 'smile (cheese)' 

2 1+1 2 2 4 1 
souriez-moi [surjemwa], but not *[surijemwa] 

' smile at me ' 

7.12.1.5 Diaeresis is obligatory when r or l1 are preceded by a 
consonant: 

(83) une liaison [ynlijezS] 'a binding' 

vous ne riez pas? [vunrijepa] 'you don't laugh?' 

This last case of diaeresis corresponds to the general constraint that 
yod does not appear after the clusterconsonant + liquid. 

7.12.2 Diaeresis of w and q 

*There are no occurrences of n in such positions. 
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T.12.2.1 As we observed previously, diaeresis of w and q: does not 
take place before i; this is the phenomenon of labial attraction. 

7.12.2.2 Diaeresis is very rare after fricatives (f v s z J" 3 ) . 

(8*0 fouet 

fuégien 

vouer 

souhait 

suer 

zouave 

chouette 

échouer 

jouer 

juin 

.fwe] 

;fue3Jè] 

Vwe] 

'. swe ] 

>ue] 

[zwav] 

;/wet] 

|e/we] 

!3wel 

'.V&1-' 

*[fue] 

*[fyesjê] 

*[vue] 

*[sus] 

*[sye] 

*[zuav] 

*[juet] 

*[e/ue] 

*[3ue] 

*[3ys] 

'whip' 

'Fuegian' 

'to devote' 

'wish' 

'to sweat'' 

'Zouave', also 

•howl' 

'to fail1 

'to play' 

'June.' 

'funny person' 

7.12.2.3 Diaeresis after the liquids r and 1 and the nasal n is 
optional when they are sentence-initial as in (85), does not take place 
when they are preceded by a vowel or an r as in (86), and is obligatory 
when they are preceded by a consonant as in (87). This situation is 
similar to the diaeresis of j after liquids and n; here, however, it 
does not appear to depend upon the presence of formative boundaries: 

(85) 

(86). 

(87) 

rouer 

Rouen 

ruer 

Rue il 

louer 

luette 

nouer 

nuage 

[rwe, rue] 

[rwâ, rua] 

[rue, rye] 

[rqej, rysj] 

[lwe, lue] 

[lust, lyet] 

[nwe, nue] 

[nu.a3, nya3] 

s'enrouer [s ârwe] 

allouer 

évaluer 

renouer 

[alwe] 

[évalue] 

[ rcenwe ] 

continuer [kotinqe] 

une nuée 

une luette 

vous ne louez pas ... 

'to beat up' 

(town) 

'to kick' 

(town) 

'to rent' 

'uvula' 

'to make a 

'cloud' 

*[sarue] 

*[alue] 

*[evalye] 

*[rœnue] 

*[kotinye] 

[ynnye] 

[ynlyst] 

[vunluepa... 

knot' 

'to get a hoarse voice' 

'to allocate' 

'to evaluate' 

'to resume' 

'to continue' 

'a cloud' 

'a uvula' 

] 'you don't rent ...' 
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T.12.2.U Diaeresis after the bilabials m p b is obligatory when 
they are initial, as in (88), or preceded by a consonant, as in (89). 
It does not normally take place when the bilabials are preceded by a 
vowel, as in (90). 

However one exception: mouette [mwet, muet] 'seagull', the only occur
rence of initial mu, mw. 

(89) transmuer [trâsmye] 

conspuer [kospye] 

(90) remuer [rœmqe] 

distribuer [distribue] 

'to transmute' 

'to spit upon' 

'to move' 

'to distribute' 

7.I2.2..5 After the dentals t and d, diaeresis appears less subject 
to generalization. Diaeresis does not normally take place when t and d 
are preceded by a vowel or an r, as in (91): 

(91) situer [sitqe] 'to situate' 

évertuer [évertue] 'to try' 

tatouer [tatwe] 'to tattoo' 

graduel [gradqel] 'gradual' 

amadouer [amadwe] 'to conciliate' 

There is no diaeresis of q after t, nor of w after t and d: 

(92) tuer [tue] 'to kill' 

ponctuer [poktqe] 'to punctuate' 

touer [twe] 'to tow' 

Diaeresis of q is obligatory after initial d: 

(93) duel [dyel] 'duel' 

duo [dyo] 'duo' 

duodénum [dyodenom] 'duodenum' 

7.12.2.6 If y and u are initial, there is usually diaeresis: 

(88) muet [mye] 'dumb' 

muer [mye] 'to mutate' 

puer [pye] .'to stink' 

bouée [bue] 'buoy' 

boueux [bu0] 'garbage collector' 

buée [bye] 'fog' 
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(9*0 huëz-le [yel0] '"boo him' 

houez-le [uel0] 'plough it' 

Hué * [ye] (town, Vietnam) 

This may also explain why ou [u] does not become w in sentences (27g). 

7.13 INITIAL GLIDES 

Initial glides are always followed by a vowel. We saw that in the 
words Woolite •[wulit] and yiddish [jidij*], the initial glides must he 
underlying glides. We observe two classes of'words with initial phonetic 
glides: a class (95) which behave like vowel-initial words and a class 
(96) which behave like consonant-initial words with respect to liaison 
and elision: 

(95) iodure [jodyr] 

oued [wsd] 

huissier [qisje] 

(96) yacht [jak] 

week-end [wiksnd] 

yiddish [jidij*] 

Woolite [wulit] 

'iodate' 

'wadi' 

'doorman' 

'yacht' 

'weekend' 

'Yiddish' 

(trademark) 

Liaison and elision take place before vowel-initial words and words such 
as (95) hut do not take place before consonant-initial words and words 
such as (96): 

(97) l'enfant [lâfa] 'the child' un enfant [snâfâ] 'a child' 

1'iodure [ljodyr] 'the iodate' un iodure [ënjddyr] 'an iodate' 

le garçon [lœgarso] 'the boy' un garçon [ëgarsô] 'a boy' 

le yacht [lœjak] 'the yacht' yn yacht [êjak] 'a yacht' 

This indicates1 that we must distinguish two types of initial phonetic 
glides: (a) glides which have an underlying high vowel and thus command 
liaison or elision, and (h) underlying glides, which behave like con
sonants. 

1.1k THE COMBINATION wa. 

7.1^.1 Sources for wa 

We have observed two sources for phonetic wa: (a) regular glide 
formation of u before a (for instance loua /lua/ > [lwa]) and (b) labial 
attraction of o before a (for instance coasser /koase/ > [kwase]). There 
exists a third type of combination wa which cannot be reduced to either 

1Position taken by Milner 19^7• 
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of these two sources. This wa in the standard spelling of French is 
written oi. It cannot he reduced to regular glide formation because 
this wa may appear after a cluster consonant + liquid: 

(98) trois . [trwa] 'three' troua [trua] 'pierced' 

cloitre [klwatr] 'cloister' cloua [klua] 'nailed' 

It cannot be reduced to either glide formation or labial attraction be
cause it is not susceptible to diaeresis: 

{99) loi [lwa] *[lua] 'law' loUa [lua] or [lwa] 'praised'-

roi [rwa] *[rua] 'king' roua [rua] or [rwa] 'beat' 

noix [nwa] *[nua] 'nut' noua [nua] or [nwa] 'knotted' 

bois [bwaj *[bua] .'wood' bouée [bue] or [bwe] 'buoy' 

(lOO) (ils) croissent [krwas] *[krsas] '(they) grow' 
(ils) croassent [kroas] or [krwas] '(they) croak' 

oiseux [waz0] *[oaz0] * 'useless' 

oasis [oazis] or [wazis] 'oasis' 

We refer to this wa as the 'inherent' wa. 

7.1^.2 Acoustic Properties 

Phonetic w may have different realizations. In a word such as 
méchoui [mejwi] 'roasted mutton', w corresponds to syllabic u, in choix 
[J*wa] 'choice', w corresponds to syllabic o, and in chouette [/wet] 
'owl', it has a sound intermediate between u and o.1 This appears to 
be a simple height assimilation to the following vowel, u occurring be
fore high vowels and o before low vowels. We observe, however, that 
this assimilation is not uniform, depending upon the source of w. 

If w is obtained through glide formation, the assimilation appears 
to be optional — thus loua is realized as [lua] or [loa] r-especially 
when the consonants preceding w allow diaeresis. In échoua [e/wa] 
'failed', where diaeresis is not possible, w always appears as o. 

If w is obtained through labial attraction, assimilation always 
takes place; for instance, w in bouiboui [bwibwi] 'joint' is always 
realized as u, not as o, and w in casoar [kazwar] 'cassowary' is always 
realized as o, not as u. 

The w in inherent wa always assimilates, i.e. it is always realized 
as o. In other words, inherent wa and wa obtained through labial attrac
tion are acoustically identical. . ; 

7.1^.3 Analysis of Inherent wa 

1Cf. Damourette & Pichon 1911-1927:190. 
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Inherent wa is distinct from wa obtained through glide formation 
and labial attraction. We could analyze it as being an underlying wa 
with the underlying glide w. This analysis, however, is not consistent 
with the properties of inherent wa with respect to liaison and elision, 
and with respect to glide formation: 

(101) l'oie 

*I have observed only one case when inherent wa undergoes diaeresis: 
this is when moi [mwa] '!' is used emphatically and also somewhat 

kl 
ironically, in which it becomes [moa], 

(101) l'oie [Iwa] 'the goose' 

l'oasis [lwazis] 'the oasis' 

la Wallone [lkwalon] 'the Walloon (fern.)' 

(102) (je) plie [pli] '(I) fold* plioir [plijwar] (instrument 
for folding) 

(j')appuie [apqi] *(l) press' appuyoir [apqijwar] (instrument 
for holding 
and pressing 
two plates 
together) 

Examples (101) show that inherent wa cannot be underlying wa; otherwise 
it would behave like Wallone /walon/ with'respect to elision. Inherent 
wa behaves more like underlying oa. Examples (102) confirm the fact that 
inherent wa cannot be underlying wa; if it were the case that the under
lying form of plioir were /pli+war/, we could not justify the existence 
of an intervocalic yod in [plijwar] since intervocalic yods do not appear 
between i and w, e.g. kiwi [kiwi]. 

Inherent wa behaves similarly to a vowel-initial cluster, and more 
particularly to oa: the two combinations have the same acoustic proper
ties and behave similarly in the same context, the only difference being 
that labial attraction is optional for oa. We shall analyze inherent wa 
as some underlying oa, where o is a vowel which must necessarily undergo 
labial attraction.1 In other words, oa is a notation to represent that 
inherent wa behaves similarly to other clusters oa, namely, that it be
gins with a vowel, is acoustically similar to oa, and furthermore, that 
it is always realized as the glide w, i.e. that it is constrained to 
undergo labial attraction. 

7.1U.U Consequence of this Constraint-

We can account for intervocalic yod- in words (102) if we analyze 
labial attraction as a process which takes place after yod-insertion. 
The derivation of plioir in that case can be represented as (103): 

(103) underlying form /pli + jar/ 

intervocalic yod /plij + oar/ 

labial attraction [plijwar] 
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We observed previously that glide formation takes place "before intervo
calic yod insertion- If we assume that the ordering of rules is transi
tive, the derivation of hypothetical /li+oar/ 'hinder' (from (je) lie 
[li] '(I) hind') is as follows: . 

(lOU) underlying form /li + oar/ 

glide formation /lj + oar/ 

labial attraction *[ljwar] 

The phonetic form *[ljwar] violates constraint (l), that two consecutive 
glides cannot follow a consonant, and is therefore not permissible. The 
suffix oar is not permissible after any root ending with a high vowel, 
unless this high vowel is in a context which does not allow its becoming 
a glide.1 Stems like /li/ 'bind' will take other suffixes, e.g. lieuse 
[lj0z] 'binder'. This is a clear case where the phonological constraints 
impose a constraint on word formation. 

Inherent wë, as in groin [grwë] 'snout', will be similarly analyzed, 
namely as oë. 

7-15 i BEFORE SCHWA 

7.15.1 In popular Parisian speech,2 we observe an optional yod 
after final i of the third person plural present form and of the subjunc
tive forms and after preconsonantal i of the future and conditional forms. 
Academic French allows only the forms of (105) and (106) without the yod. 

(105) (il) crie [kri] '(he) cries (present)' 
(ils) crient [kri] or [krij] '(they) cry (present)' 

(il) crie [kri] or [krij] '(he) cries (subjunctive)' 
(ils) crient [kri] or [krij] '(they) cry (subjunctive)' 

(il) criera [krira] or [krijra] '(he) will cry' 

(106) (il s')ennuie [ânul] '(he) is bored (present)' 
(ils s')ennuient [ànul] or [ânulj] '(they) are bored (present)' 

(107) (il) scie [si] '(he) saws (present or subjunctive)' 
(ils) scient [si] '(they) saw (present or subjunctive)' 

(il) sciera [si] '(he) will saw' 

We observe that yod appears after i only when it is in a context which 
blocks glide formation.3 One explanation for this phenomenon is the 

^The suffix oar is very productive in French. Juilland 19Ô5 cites more 
than l80 stems taking this suffix. 

2I describe here my personal speech. This has also been observed by 
Bauche 1929:37,115. 

3In some forms of Parisian speech, the constraint limiting yod to ap
pear only after i in a context which blocks glide formation seems to 
be relaxed: I have observed pronunciations such as ils rient jaune 
[irijson] 'they give a forced laugh', where j may also appear. 
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•analogical tendency'-. A verb such as crier /kri+e/ > [krije] is reana
lyzed as /krij+e/ on the model of briller /brij+e/ and ennuyer /anyi+e/ 
> [ânqije] is reanalyzed as /ânyij+e/ on the model of aiguiller /egyij+e/. 
This analysis, however, does not explain why the singular persons of the 
indicative never appear with the stem ending in j: 

(108) (je) crie, (tu) cries, (il) crie [kri], not *[krij] 

It seems better to regard this ending j as an-optional marker (a) of the 
plural for the third person of the indicative, (b) of the subjunctive, 
(c) of the future, and (d) of the conditional.1 

7.15.2 The yod appearing in these positions has all the character
istics of an intervocalic yod, except that it is not intervocalic. It 
appears only in those positions where intervocalic yods appear, namely 
when i is preceded by a. consonant + liquid cluster, as in (105)» or a 
glide, as in (106). It does not appear after i preceded by a single 
consonant, as in (107),.or after u or y, where there are never any in
tervocalic glides: 

(109) (je) joue [3U] '(I)-play' (je) jouerai [sure] *(l) shall play' 

(je) troue [tru] f(l) nail' (je) trouerai [trure] '(i) shall nail' 

This leads us to analyze this yod as a real intervocalic yod, where the 
vowel following i is subsequently deleted. In fact, this vowel appears 
in the first and second plural persons of the conditional conjugation of 
verbs with the stem-ending consonant + liquid + i: 

(110) conditional conjugation of créer 'to create' and crier 'to cry' 

(je) créerais [krere] (je) crierais [krire] or [krijre] 

(tu) créerais [krere] (tu) crierais [krire] or [krijre] 

(il) créerait [krere] (il) crierait [krire] or [krijre] 

(nous) crérions [krerjo] (nous) crierions [krirjo] or [krijœrjo] 

(vous) crériez [krerje] (vous) crieriez [krirje] or [krijœrje] 

(ils) créraient [krere] (ils) crieraient [krire] or [krijre] 

In the first and second persons of the plural a schwa is present. Schwa 
normally deletes when preceded by a vowel or a single consonant, except 
when this would create a forbidden cluster consonant + liquid + j (con
straint l). That is, if we analyze yod in (105) and (106) as intervo
calic yod resulting from the juxtaposition of /i + a/, we also account 
for the presence of schwa in [krijcerjS] and [krijœrje], since the schwa 
regularly deletes in all other positions. 

7.15.3 The schwa appears to be a plural marker, a subjunctive 
marker, as in (ils) crient /kri+s/, and to be part of the future and 

xCf. Frei 1929:188. 
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conditional markers /sr/, as in (ils) crieront /kri+ar+5/. This schwa 
must delete in two different places: (a) optionally "before glide forma
tion /krisro/ > (opt.) [kriro] or /kriar5/ (we refer to this deletion as 
sohwa deletion after vowel), and .(b) obligatorily after glide formation 
/kriar5/ > /krijsro/ > [krijro]. (we refer to this deletion as sohwa de
letion after consonant). In the derivation of verbs such as scierons 
/si+ar+5/, the schwa deletion after vowels must he obligatory. It would 
also appear that schwa deletion must take place before glide formation, 
since otherwise /si+sr+5/ would become *[sjœrô]. This conclusion, how
ever, is not necessary. Since there does not exist any instance of 
glide formation before a schwa, we could naturally assume that glide 
formation does not occur when a high vowel is followed by schwa. 

7.16 TRANSITIONAL YOD 

7.16.1 When a stem ends with a vowel and is followed by a suffix 
beginning with a vowel, a transitional consonant may be inserted. This 
transition may not always be predicted, even for a given word. For in
stance, the name of a fruit-bearing tree is obtained by adding the suf
fix +ie to the name of the fruit, e.g. pomme [pom] 'apple', pommier 
[pomje] 'apple tree'. When the name of the fruit ends with a vowel, 
the suffix may be added directly to the vowel, as in (ill), or the 
transitional consonant t may be inserted, as in (112). Note that some 
words, such as cacao, may belong to both groups of words. 

(113) (je) crée [kre] 

(tu) crées [kre] 

(il) crée [kre] 

(nous) créons [kreô] 

(vous) créez [kree] 

(ils) créent [kre] 

(je) nettoie [netwa] 

(tu) nettoies [nstwa] 

(il) nettoie [nstwa] 

(nous) nettoyons [netwajô] 

(vous) nettoyez [netwaje] 

(ils) nettoient [netwa] 

(ill) cacao [kakao] 'cocoa' cacaoyer [kakaoje] 'cocoa tree' 

rocou [roku] 'annatto1 racouier [rokuje] 'annatto tree' 

sagou [sagu] 'sago' sagouier [saguje] 'sago tree' 

(112) cacao [kakao] 'cocoa' cacaotier [kakaotje] 'cocoa tree' 

sagou [sagu] 'sago' sagoutier [sagutje] 'sago tree' 

abricot [abriko] 'apricot' abricotier [abrikotje] 'apricot tree' 

coco [koko] 'coconut' cocotier [kokotje] 'coconut tree' 

7.16.2 One of the characteristics of the French regular conjuga
tion is the permanence of the stem throughout the conjugation (with pos
sibly some phonological changes such as glide formation). The only 
exceptions are the so-called'verbs in -yer, where the stems have two 
variants. Compare the present conjugation of créer 'to create' and 
nettoyer 'to clean': 
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The variant [nstwaj] appears "before vowels and the variant [netwa] in 
all other places. The glide j appears as a transitional consonant when 
the following suffix begins with a vowel, as in [nstwaj5] and [nstwaje] 
There are exactly two classes of verbs of the first conjugation ending 
with a. vowel: (a) verbs whose steps end with a high vowel i u y or the 
vowel e, for which there are no transitional consonants, and (b) verbs 
whose stems end with oa or s, for which the transitional consonant is j.' 
This transitional glide j is never subject to diaeresis. 

7.1Ô.3 Verbs with a stem ending in s all have an alternate stem in 
which the transitional glide has become part of the stem, giving rise, 
therefore, to two competing forms. Observe for instance the two forms 
of balayer 'to sweep': 

1 

(llU) (je) balaie [bals] 

(tu) balaies [bals] 

(il) balaie [bals] 

(nous) balayons [balsjô] 

(vous) balayez [baleje] 

(ils) balaient [bals] 

(je) balaye [balsj] 

(tu) balayes [balsj] 

(il) balaye [balsj] 

(nous) balayons [balsjo] 

(vous) balayez [baleje] 

(ils) balayent [balsj] 

7.l6.!+ In academic French, verbs ending with oa have only one stem 
and conjugate according to paradigm (113). In popular Parisian French, 
we observe (a) that monosyllabic stems ending in oa tend also to have an 
alternate stem which incorporates the transitional yod, e.g. broyer stem 
/brpa/ or /broaj/ 'to crush', noyer stem /noa/ or /noaj/ 'to drown', and 
(b) that disyllabic stems ending in oa have the same forms as previously 
observed for the verb crier. Thus distinctions of the type (ll5): 

(115) (il) nettoie [nstwa] '(he) cleans' 

(ils) nettoient [nstwaj] '(they) clean' 

The contrast exhibited in (115) also indicates that the introduction of 
transitional yod takes place before schwa deletion after vowel. 

1This appears to be the approach suggested by Schane 1968:150, note 29. 
2This classification does not appear to be phonemically justified; in 
Southern French final s is normally e and, therefore, verbs ending 
with final e may belong to either class in this form of speech. 



CHAPTEE 8 

HISTORICAL PHONOLOGICAL GAPS 

There are many sequences of sounds which appear to "be permissible 
in French but which are not in the vocabulary because of historical de
velopment s and because they do not exist in the languages from which 
French has borrowed. .In this chapter, we study some of the recent words 
which appear to fill some of the historical gaps. As it will appear, 
these words can be neologisms, borrowed words, or acronyms. Proper 
names are more numerous than common names. 

8.1 RECENT WORDS 

8.1.1 Borrowed Words 

In this class of words we shall include neologisms, which for the 
most part are made from roots borrowed from Latin and Greek, e.g. ad
sorption [atsorpsjo] 'adsorption'. This class of Latin and Greek bor
rowings is by far the most numerous and accounts.for most of the con
sonant clusters in French: 

(l) adsorption [atsorpsjo] 'adsorption' 

sphère [sfsr] 'sphere' 

apte [aPt] 'apt' 

Without these borrowings, French would have evolved toward a structure 
of the type (C)V(CV)(C) with C being a consonant optionally followed 
by a liquid or by a glide and V a vowel optionally followed by a liquid. 

(2) Lat in 

aestas 

diurnum 

stabula 

advocatum 

> 

> 

> 

> 

été 

jour 

étable 

avoué 

[ete] 

[3ur] 

[etabl] 

[avwe] 

'summer' 

'day' 

'stable' 

'attorney' 

Recently French has been borrowing from English and has created 
some French neologisms from English roots: 

'jogging' (3) footing [futin] 

rugbyman [rygbiman] 'rugby player' 

speakerine [spikrin] 'female T.V. or radio announcer' 

footballeur [futbalœr] 'football player' 

shooter [J"ute] 'to shoot (a goal)' 

The pronunciation of borrowed words tends to follow three patterns: 
(a) a French version of the pronunciation in the original language, in-
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dependent of the spelling, (b) a spelling pronunciation of the "borrowed 
words, and (c) a combination of "both. Latin and Greek "borrowings tend 
to have a spelling pronunciation, e.g. words (h). Words "borrowed from 
spoken languages show the three tendencies, e.g. words (5). 

(h) 

(5) 

suggérer [syg3ere] 'to suggest' 

hymne [iinn] 'hymn' 

mnémonique [mnemonik] 'mnemonic' 

a. business [biznss] 'business' 

weekend [wikend] 'weekend' 

bluff [blcef] 'bluff 

club [klceb] 'club' 

b. outsider [utsider] 'outsider' 

compound [kSpund] .. 'compound (engine)' 

round [rund] . 'round (boxing)' 

sandwich [sadwij] 'sandwich' 

c. Wisconsin " [wiskSsin] 'Wisconsin' 

Los Angeles [losâ3sl, losâsles] 'Los Angeles' 

suspense [syspens] 'suspense' 

8.1.2 Acronyms 

The pronunciation of acronyms can be done (a) as a sequence of let
ters, (b) as a word itself. In the first case, the letters follow the 
traditional pronunciations [a, be, se, de, œ, ef, 3e, ...] although in 
some cases they may follow the modern pronunciation suggested by Littre 
196l [a, bœ, sœ, dœ, œ, fœ,gœ,...] and used in primary school for reading 
purposes. 

(6) a. T.S.F. [teesef] 'radio* 

H.L.M. [ajslem] 'high rise building' 

b. SNCF [esenseef, sœnœsœfœ] 'national Railroad' 

In the second case the spelling rules are used with some incertitude as 
to whether an intervocalic s should be voiceless or voiced, and whether 
a postvocalic or final n should be pronounced or should nasalize the 
preceding vowel. 

(7) NASA [naza, nasa] 'ÎTASA' 

OTAN [otâ, otan] 'NATO' 

ENSET [aset, enset] (school) 

The rules which determine whether an acronym is pronounced as a 
sequence of letters or as a word are not well established, e.g. (8). 
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(8) ONU [ony, osny] 'UNO' 

URSS [yrs, ysrssEs] 'USSR' 

As a general rule an acronym is pronounced as a word when it contains 
at least one vowel, is easy to pronounce, and would "be very long if pro
nounced as a sequence of letters. Compare: 

(9) SEITA [seta] R.A.U. [eray] 

FNEF [fnsf] RATP [sratepe] 

OSSU [osy] USA [yssa] 

8.2 FILLING OF HISTORICAL PHONOLOGICAL GAPS 

8.2.1 Distribution of g 

The historical development of French prevented œ from appearing in 
open stressed syllables. It is now found in this environment in syntac
tic constructions such as (10) or in abbreviations and acronyms such as 
(11). 

8.2.2 Distribution of z 

In the historical development of French, z could not occur initial
ly or after a consonant. Recent words have filled this gap. 

8.2.3 Nasalized Vowels 

The historical development of French caused all preconsonantal or 
word-final nasals to be deleted while, nasalizing the preceding vowel, if 
any. The subsequent deletion of schwas inside words caused clusters of 
oral vowel + nasal consonant to reappear in final and preconsonantal 
positions. 

(13) bon [bon] > [bo] 'good (masc.)' 

bonté [bonté] > [bote] 'goodness' 

bonne [bons] > [bon] 'good (fern.)' 

bonnement [bonaman] > [bonmâ] 'in a good way' 

hanneton [anaton] > [ant.5] 'June beetle' 

(10) Donne-moi-le [donmwalcb] 'give it to me' 

(11.) pre [prœ] abbreviation for premier 'first' 

SNCF [sœnœsœfœ] 'National Railroad' 

e . . [œj. Î (the. letter) e' (modern pronunciation) 

b [bœ] 2nd letter of the alphabet (modern pro-
:.; nunciation) 

(12) zoo [zoo] 'zoo' 

zan [zâ] 'licorice' 
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(b) clusters nasalized vowel + nasal consonant + vowel} now found 
in derived vords and formerly derived words : 

(l6) ennui [ânqi] '"boredom' 

enivrer [Inivre] 'to intoxicate* 

(c) clusters nasal vowel + oval vowel, now found in derived words 
and nouns : 

(IT) enhardir [âardir] 'to embolden' 

Panhard [pâar] (car make) 

(d) cluster nasalized vowel + z (because the n causing nasalization 
prevented voicing of s) now found in: 

(l8) onze [5z] 'eleven' 

bonze [boz] 'bonze* 

Not. all gaps due to this development, however, have been filled; 
for example, there is no instance of nasalized vowel + r + nasalized 
vowel in a single word, although this combination is found in syntactic 
expressions such as: 

To this type of preconsonantal and final cluster oval vowel + nasal 
consonant have been added numerous new words : 

(Ik) SROM [srom] 

'ENS I [snsi] 

INSEE [inse] 

CNAM [knam] 

chatterton [/atsrton] 'adhesive tape' 

amnésie [amnèzi] 'amnesia' 

The combined effect of nasalization and schwa deletion caused some 
gaps in the distribution of segments: 

(a) clusters oral vowel + nasdl consonant + consonant in final po
sition because of the absence of deletable schwas in tonic position; 
nowadays we find the following words which fill this gap: 

(15) week-end [wikend] 'weekend' 

binse [bins] 'disorder' 

clamse [klams] 'dies (slang)' 

Minsk [minsk] (geographical name) 

round [rund] 'round (boxing)' 

AGEMP [a3emp] 
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(19) en rang [àrâ] 'fall into place' 

8.2.4 Consonantal Extension and Clusters 

Most consecutive extensions and clusters are due to borrowing or 
recent creation: onset extensions, as in (20), liquid extensions after 
s and J", as in (21), and clusters, as in (22): 

(20) statue [staty] 'statue' 

svelte [svelt] 'slender' 

souscription [suskripsjô] 'subscription' 

schproute [Jprut] 'uproar' 

FSIF [fsif] 

(21) SROM [srom] 

schlass [Jlas] 'knife' 

slip [slip] 'underwear' 

(22) CNIT [knit] 

FNEF [fnef] 

pschent [psksnt] 'pschent' 



ÎOU 

AFNOR 

AFC 

AGEMP ; 

CNAM 

CNIT 

ENSET 

ENS I | 

ENSIAM 

FNEF 

FSIF 

HLM 

INSEE 

NASA 

ONERA 1 

O.N.U. | 

OSSU | 

OTAN | 

PMU | 

RATP | 

RAU ;..-"'-j 

SDECE | 

SEITA 

SIMCA | 

SMIG . | 

SNCF \| 

SNECMA 

SNES 

].afnor] 

"aefse] 

; assmp] 

[knam] 

|knit, sesnite] 

|âset, snset] 

|ensi] 

\ensjam] 

I'fnef] 

;fsif] 

'aj"slem] 

'inse] 

|naza, nasa] 

|onera] 

>sny, ony] 

osy] 

otl, otan] 

[pesmy] 

eratepe] 

sray] 

sdsk]-

|s£ta] 

[simka] 

smig] 

\ ssensesf, 
sœnœsœfœ] 

|snskma] 

•snes] 

Association Française de Normalisation 

Association France-Canada 

Association Générale des Etudiants en Médecine 
de Paris 

Conservatoire National des Arts et Métiers 

Centre National d'Information Technique 

Ecole Normale Supérieure de l'Enseignement 
Technique 

Ecole Nationale Supérieure d'Ingénieurs 

Ecole Nationale Supérieure d'Ingénieurs Arts 
et Métiers ' 

Fédération Nationale des Etudiants de France 

Fédération des Syndicats d'Initiative de France 

Habitation à Loyer Modéré 

Institut National de la Statistique et des-
Etudes Economiques 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches 
Aéronautique 

Organisation des Nations Unies 

Office du Sport Scolaire et Universitaire 

Organisation du Traité de l'Atlantique Nord 

Pari Mutuel Urbain 

Régie Autonome des Transports Parisiens 

République Arabe Unie 

Service de Documentation Extérieure et de 
Contre-Espionnage 

Société d'Exploitation Industrielle du Tabac et 
des Allumettes 

Société Industrielle de Moteurs et de Construc
tion Automobile 

Salaire Minimum Interprofessionnel Garanti 

Société Nationale des Chemins de fer Français 

Société Nationale d'Etudes de de Construction 
de Moteurs d'Avion 

Syndicat National de l'Enseignement Supérieur 

TABLE lU - LIST OF ACRONYMS 



APPENDIX 

COMPUTER IMPLEMENTATION 

9.1 INTRODUCTION 

This appendix is an annotated computer implementation of low—level 
French phonology restricted to rules which apply .within words and in
cludes both a redundancy grammar and a phonological grammar. The re
dundancy grammar contains a set of redundancy rules which allows the 
complete description of the segments of French'from a minimal represen
tation. The phonological grammar contains the rules described in the 
previous chapters. 

Expressions between double quotes are ignored by the computer pro
gram; this allows us to introduce notes and references within the gram
mar. All references to previous sections are preceded by the prefix CF. 
and enclosed within parentheses, e.g. '(CF. RULE 8, SEC. 2.4)' refers to 
Rule 8 in Section 2.k. 

9-2 REPRESENTATION 

The type limitations have led us to adopt the following represen
tations: 

Segments 

I 
y 
u 
EE 
OEE 
00 
EH 
OEH 
OH 
A 
EW 

for 
for 
for 
for 
for 
for 
for 
for 
for 
for 
for 

IPA i 
IPAy 
IPA u 
IPA e 
IPA 0 
IPA o 
IPA s 
IPA œ 
IPA o 
IPA a 
IPA a 

ON 
EN 
AN 
J 
YH 
W 
R 
L 

for 
for 
for 
for 
for 
for 
for 
for 

IPA 5 
IPA ê 
IPA a 
IPA i 
IPA u 
IPA w 
IPA r 
IPA 1 

OW for o 

I (or) 
RL for epenthetic or final release 

Diacritics 

p 
B 
M 
F 
V 
T 
D 
N 
S 
Z 
SH 
ZH 
GN 
K 
G 
NG 

for 
for 
for 
for 
for 
for 
for 
for 
for 
for 
for 
for 
for 
for 
for 
for 

IPA p 
IPA b 
IPA m 
IPA f 
IPA v 
IPA t 
IPA d 
IPA n 
IPA s 
IPA 2 
IPA X 
IPA 3 
IPAji. 
IPA k 
IPA g 
IPA 13 

: for length 
; for vertical rounding 
, for horizontal rounding 
< for voicelessness 

> for voice 
* for stress 
+ for fricativization 
J for palatalization 
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Archi-segments 

E represents a front unrounded mid vowel unmarked for height 
OE represents a front rounded mid vowel unmarked for height 
0 represents a "back mid vowel unmarked for height 

Boundaries 

# (or) WB for word boundary 
- (or) CB for compound word boundary 
+ (or) FB for formative "boundary 
. (or) SB for syllable boundary 

Abbreviations 

W for vowel 
CC for consonant 
LL for liquid 
SN for sonorant 
RC for released consonant 

9.3 RULE FORMAT 

A rule consists of three parts: an identification, a change, and 
a context, e.g. 

'RULE SCHDEL' . is an identification 
. '*EW >•>• *' is a change 
•.'/< 'WB 'CC _ >* is a context 

Identification 

All rules are identified by name. Rules are specified for local 
application, except when the identification contains the symbol AC, 
which indicates single application, or the symbol ACAC, which indicates 
left^-to-right iterative application. Rules are obligatory, except when 
the identification contains the symbol OP, which indicates optionality. 

Change 

When no symbol * appears in a change, the rule introduces the fea
tures on the right-hand side, of the arrow into the segments containing 
the features specified on the left-hand side of the arrow which are in 
the context of application of the rule. 

"When the right-hand side is the symbol *, the rule deletes'the seg
ments containing the features specified on the left-hand side of the 
arrow which are in the context of application of the rule. 

When the left-hand side of the arrow is the symbol *, the rule in
troduces the segment specified on the right-hand side of the arrow in 
the context specified in the rule. 
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Cont ext 

The context of a rule, including the conditions of application, 
must "be within angular, brackets. . 

A single quote symbol 'precedes each segment in the context. 

The symbol % matches any number of segments or boundaries. The 
symbol * matches one.segment or boundary. 

The context must match the entire string under derivation. If it 
need not match the initial segment, the variable symbol % must begin 
the context; if-it need not match the final segment, the variable 
symbol % must end the context. 

Choices are represented by parentheses, commas separating alter
nate elements, e.g. (A,B,C) represents a choice between A, B, and C. 

Options are represented by parentheses, e.g. the notation (A) in
dicates that A is optional. 

The notation 'O'CC means 'any number of consecutive segments CC', 
the notation 'l'CC, 'one or more consecutive segments CC1, etc. 

In conditions, the operators which permit the comparison of feature 
values are represented by VLT (less than), VLE (less than or equal to), 
VGT (greater than), and VGE (greater than or equal to). The operators 
which permit the comparison of segments are INCl (includes the segment) 
and NINC1 (does not include the segment). 

9.^ REDUNDANCY GRAMMAR 

See next page. 
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"••A********************** 
"* REDUNDANCY GRAMMAR *" 

PHONLEXICON 
VARIABLE 

I 
Y 
U 
E 
OE 
0 
EE 
OEE 
00 
EH; 
OEH 
OH 
A 
ON 
EN 
AN 
J 
YH 
W 
R 
L 
P 
B 
M 
F 
V 
T 
D 
N 
S 
Z 
SH 
ZH 
GN 
K 
G 
NG 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
=3 

=S 

= 
= 
= 
S 

= 
= 
=8 

= 
= 
= 
= 
=1 

= 
= 
= 
. = 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
S 

= 
=1 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

+SYLL 
+SYLL 
+SYLL 
+SYLL 
+SYLL 
+SYLL 
+SYLL 
+SYLL 
+SYLL 
+SYLL 
+SYLL 
+SYLL 
+SYLL 
+SYLL 
+SYLL 
+SYLL 
-SYLL 
-SYLL 
-SYLL 

-LABIAL 3LINGUAL 
+LABIAL 3LINGUAL 

4LINGUAL 
-LABIAL 3LINGUAL 
+LABIAL 3LINGUAL 

4LINGUAL 
-LABIAL 3LINGUAL 
+LABIAL 3LINGUAL 

4LINGUAL 
-LABIAL 3LINGUAL 
+LABIAL 3LINGUAL 

4LINGUAL 

4LINGUAL 
-LABIAL 3LINGUAL 

+SONOR 
+SONOR 
+SONOR 
+SONOR 
+SQNOR 

1LINGUAL 
1LINGUAL 
1LINGUAL 
1LINGUAL 
1LINGUAL 
2LINGUAL 
2LINGUAE 
3LINGUAL 
4LINGDAL 
4LINGDAL 
4LINGUAL 

-LABIAL 

-MID 
-MID 
-MID 
+MID 
+MID 
+MID 
+MID 
+MID 
+MID 
+MID 
+MID 
+MID 
-MID 
+MID 
+MID 
-MID 

+HIGHI, 
+HIGHI, 
+HIGHI, 

-NASAL1, 
-NASAL1, 
-NASALl, 

+HIGHI, 
H-HIGHl , 
+HIGHI, 
-HIGH -NASAL1, 
-HIGH -NASAL1, 
-HIGH -NASAL1, 
-HIGH -NASAL.I , 

* +NASALI, 
+NASALI, 
+NASAL1, 

3LINGUAL 3LINSTRI , 
+LABIAL 3LABSTR 3LINGUAL 3LINSTRI , 
+LABIAL 3LABSTR 4LINGUAL 3LINSTRI, 

2LINSTR -LATl 
2LINSTR +LATI 

1LABSTR +TENSE -NASAL1, 
1LABSTR -TENSE -NASAL 1 , 
1LABSTR +NASAL1, 
2LABSTR +TENSEI, 
2LABSTR -TENSE 1 , 

1LINSTR 
1LINSTR 
1LINSTR 
2LINSTR -SONOR 
2LINSTR -SONOR 
2LINSTR -SONOR 
2LINSTR -SONOR 
1LINSTR . 
1LINSTR 
1LINSTR 
1LINSTR 

+TENSE -NASAL1, 
-TENSE -NASAL1, 

+NASALI, 
+TENSEI ', 
-TENSEi, 
+TENSEI, 
-TENSE 1 , 

+NASALI, 
+TENSE -NASAL 1 , 
-TENSE -NASAL 1 , 

+NASALI. 
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PHONUNIT 
1=1, Y=Y, U=U, EE=EE, OE=OE, 00=00, EH=EH, OEH=OEH, OH=OH, E=E, OE=OE, 
0=0, A=A, 
EN=EN, 0N=ON, AN=AN, 
YH=YH, J=J, W=W, R=R, L=L, 
P=P, B=B, M=M, F=F, V=V, T=T, D=D, N=N, S=S, Z=Z, SH=SH, ZH=ZH, GN=GN, 
K=K, G=G, NG=NG. 

DIACRITIC 
* = . 11STRESSI . 

$ENDLEX 

TRANSFORMATIONS 

IMPLICIT AACC I. 

"REDUNDANCY RULES" 
RULE 
RULE 
RULE 
RULE 
RULE 
RULE 
RULE 
RULE 
RULE 
RULE 
RULE 
RULE 
RULE 
RULE 
RULE 
RULE 
RULE 
RULE 

REDVOW. 
REDLABV. 
HIGHVOW. 
NASALVOW. 
BAÇKYOW. 
LOWVOW. 
STRICT!-. 
STRICT2. 
REDSTOP. 
REDLABF. 
REDFR-
REDAPP. 
REDBAKAP^ 
ROUND. 
REDOBN. 
LIQUART1. 
LIQUART2. 
PALRND1. 

l+SYLLl => l+SONOR 3LINSTR +VOICEI. 
I+SYLL +LABIALI => 13LABSTRI. 
l+HIGHl => l-NASALl. 
I+SYLL +NASALI => l-HIGHl. 
1+SYLL 4LINGUALI = > 1+LABIALI. 
1-HIGH -MID 1 = > I-LABIAL1 . 
1(ALPHA)LINSTRl => 1(ALPHA)STRICT1. 
1(ALPHA)LABSTRl => 1(ALPHA)STRICT +LABIALI. 
IISTRICT (ALPHA)NASAL1 => 1-SYLL (ALPHA)SONORl . 
I2LABSTRI => 1-SONORl. 
I2STRICTI => l-SYLLl. 
I3STRICTI => l+SONORl. 
I3STRICT +LABIALI => 13LABSTRl. 
I+SYLL 3LABSTR (ALPHA)LINGUALI => 1(ALPHA-2)ROUND1. 
1-SONORl => l-SYLLl. 
L => IlLINGUALl. 
R => I4LINGUALI.• 
l-SONOR 2LINGUAL 2LINSTRI => 1+LABIAL 3LABSTRI . 

CP I. 

$END $MAIN FTRIN TRAN 
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9.5 EXAMPLES OF REDUNDANCY DERIVATIONS 

Ù 
l+LABIAL -NASAL +SONOR 3LINSTR 3LABSTR +VOICE 3STRICT 2ROUNDI 

00 
l+LABIAL -NASAL +SONÛR 3LINSTR 3LABSTR +VOICE 3STRICT 2ROUNDI 

AN 
I-LABIAL -HIGH +SONOR 3LINSTR +VOICE 3STRICTI 

YH • 
I3STRIGT +ROUNDI 

R 
l-SYLL 4LINGUAL 2STRICTI 

T 
l-SYLL -SONOR lSTRICTl 

ZH 
l-SYLL 2STRICTI 

GN 
I-SYLL +SONOR lSTRICTl 

M 
l-SYLL +LABIAL +SONOR lSTRICTl 

9.6 PHONOLOGICAL GRAMMAR 

H * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * " 

"* PHONOLOGICAL GRAMMAR *" 

*************** 

"* LEXICON *" 

PHONLEXICON 
VARIABLE 

"VOWELS 

I = l+SYLL +SONOR -LABIAL 3LINGUAL 3LINSTR 3STRICT -NASAL 
-MID +HIGH +VOICEI, 

Y - l+SYLL +SONOR +LABIAL 3LABSTR 3LINGUAL 3LINSTR 3STRICT -NASAL 
-MID +HIGH +VOICE IROUNDl, 

U = l+SYLL +SONOR +LABIAL 3LABSTR 4LINGUAL 3LINSTR 3STRICT -NASAL 
-MID +HIGH +VOICE 2ROUNDI, 

E = l+SYLL +SONOR -LABIAL 3LINGUAL 3LINSTR 3STRICT -NASAL 
+MID +VOICEI, 
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OE = l+SYLL +SONOR +LABIAL 3LABSTR 3LINGUAL 3LINSTR 3STRICT -NASAL 
+MID +HIGH +VOICE lRQUNDl, 

0 = l+SYLL +SONOR +LABIAL 3LABSTR 4LINGUAL 3LINSTR 3STRICT -NASAL 
+MID +VOICE 2ROUND!, 

EE = l+SYLL +SONOR -LABIAL 3LINGUAL 3LINSTR 3STRICT -NASAL 
+MID +HIGH +VOICEI, 

OEH = l+SYLL +SONOR +LABIAL 3LABSTR 3LINGUAL 3LINSTR 3STRICT -NASAL 
+MID +HIGH +VOICE lROUNDl, 

00 = l+SYLL +SONOR +LABIAL 3LABSTR 4LINGUAL 3LINSTR 3STRICT -NASAL 
+MID +HIGH +VOICE 2R0UNDI, 

EH = l+SYLL +S0NOR -LABIAL' 3LINGUAL 3LINSTR 3STRICT -NASAL 
+MID -HIGH +VOICEI, • . . 

OEE = I+SYLL +SON0R +LABIAL 3LABSTR 3LINGUAL 3LINSTR 3STRICT -NASAL 
+MID -HIGH +VOICE lROUNDl, 

OH = l+SYLL +SONOR +LABIAL 3LABSTR 4LINGUAL 3LINSTR 3STRICT -NASAL 
+MID -HIGH +VOIGE 2ROUNDI, 

A = I+SYLL +SONOR -LABIAL 3LINSTR 3STRICT -NASAL 
-MID -HIGH +VOICEI, 

EN = l+SYLL +SONOR -LABIAL 3LINGUAL 3LINSTR 3STRICT +NASAL 
+MID -HIGH +VOICEI, 

ON = l+SYLL +SONOR +LABIAL 3LABSTR 4LINGUAL 3LINSTR 3STRICT +NASAL 
+MID -HIGH +VOICE 2R0UNDI, 

AN = l+SYLL +SONOR -LABIAL 3LINSTR 3STRICT +NASAL 
-MID -HIGH +VOICEI, 

EW = l+SYLL +SONOR +LABIAL 3LABSTR 3LINGUAL 3LINSTR 3STRICT -NASAL 
+MID +HIGH +VOICE 1R0UND DELI, 

OW = l+SYLL +SONOR +LABIAL 3LABSTR 4LINGUAL 3LINSTR 3STRICT -NASAL 
+MID +VOICE 2ROUND GLIDEI, 

"GLIDES AND LIQUIDS " 
"+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++" 
J -= I-SYLL +SONOR-LABIAL 3LINGUAL 3LINSTR 3STRICTI , 
YH = I-SYLL +SONOR +LABIAL 3LABSTR 3LINGUAL 3LINSTR 3STRICTI, 
W = I-SYLL +SON0R +LABIAL 3LABSTR 4LINGUAL 3LINSTR 3STRICTI, 
R = I-SYLL +SONOR 4LINGUAL 2LINSTR 2STRICT -LATl, 
L = I-SYLL +SONOR 1LINGUAL 2LINSTR 2STRICT +LATI, 

"OBSTRUENTS 
"+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++" 
P = I-SYLL -SONOR +LABIAL 1LABSTR 1STRICT -NASAL +TENSEI, 
B = I-SYLL -SONOR +LABIAL 1LABSTR 1STRICT -NASAL -TENSEI, 
M = l-SYLL+SONOR +LABIAL 1LABSTR 1STRICT +NASALI, 
F = I-SYLL -SONOR +LABIAL 2LABSTR 2STRICT -NASAL +TENSEI, 
V = I-SYLL -SONOR +LABIAL 2LABSTR 2STRICT -NASAL -TENSEI, 
T = I-SYLL -SONOR 1LINGUAL 1LINSTR 1STRICT -NASAL +TENSEI, 
D = I-SYLL -SONOR lLINGUAL 1LINSTR 1STRICT -NASAL -TENSEI, 
N = I-SYLL -SONOR lLINGUAL 1LINSTR 1STRICT -NASALI, 
S = I-SYLL -SONOR lLINGUAL 2LINSTR 2STRICT -NASAL +TENSEI, 
2 = I-SYLL -SONOR lLINGUAL 2LINSTR 2STRICT -NASAL -TENSEI, 
SH =1-SYLL -SONOR +LABIAL 3LABSTR 2LINGUAL 2LINSTR 2STRICT -NASAL 

+TENSE 1R0UNDI, 
ZH = I-SYLL -SONOR +LABIAL 3LABSTR 2LINGUAL 2LINSTR 2STRICT -NASAL 

-TENSE lROUNDl, 
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GN = I-SYLL +SONOR 3LINGUAL 1LINSTR ISTRICT +NASALI, 
K =1-SYLL -SONOR 4LÏNGUAL 1LINSTR ISTRICT -NASAL +TENSEI, 
G = I-SYLL -SONOR 4LINGUAL 1LINSTR ISTRICT -NASAL -TENSEI, 
NG = I-SYLL +SONOR 4LINGUAL 1LINSTR ISTRICT +NASALI, 

"ABBREVIATIONS 

RL = I3STRICT +TRANSI, 
W = l+SYLLl, . 
CC = i-SYLLl, 
LL = I-SYLL +SONOR 2LINSTRI , -
SN = I+SONORI, 
RC = I+RELI , 

"BOUNDARIES " 
"+++-H-+++++++++++++++++++++++4^++4^+++-M^+++++++++++++++++++ 
SB = l+SBOUNDl, 
WB = IlBOUNDl, 
CB = I2BOUNDI, 
FB = I3BOUNDI. 

PHONUNIT 

"SYMBOLS USED FOR OUTPUT " 

1=1, Y=Y, U=U, EE=EE, OEE=OEE, 00=00, EH=EH, OEH=OEH, OH=OH, E=E, 
0E=OE, 0=0, A=A, 
EN=EN, 0N=0N, AN=AN, 
YH=YH, J=J, W=W, R=R, L=L, 
P=P, B=B, M=M, F=F, V=V, T=T, D=D, N=N, S=S, Z=Z, SH=SH, ZH=ZH, GN=GN, 
K=K, G=G, NG=NG, 
YH+ = I-SYLL +SONOR +LABIAL 3LABSTR 3LINGUAL 2LINSTR 2STRICT IROUNDi, 
J+ = I-SYLL +SONOR -LABIAL 3LINGUAL 2LINSTR 2STRICTI, 
KJ = I-SYLL -SONOR +TENSE 3LINGUAL 1LINSTR ISTRICT -NASALI , 
GJ = I-SYLL -SONOR -TENSE 3LINGUAL 1LINSTR ISTRICT -NASALI, 
I '••'•••- RL, 
# =• WB, - = CB, + = FB, . = SB. 

DIACRITIC 
: = l+LONGl, 

= llROUNDl, 
, = I2R0UNDI, 
< = I-VOICE I/ 
> = I+VOICEI, 
* = I1STRESSI. 
$ENDLEX 

"* RULES *" 

"SCHWA DELETION 
" SCHWAS DELETE IN DIFFERENT CONTEXTS, E.G. LA CHEMISE 
"/LA SH M I Z/ 'THE SHIRT', UNE CHEMISE /Y N SH OEE M I Z/ 'A SHIRT'." 
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"SCHWA DELETION HAS BEEN INCLUDED IN THIS GRAMMAR AS AN OPTIONAL RULE " 
"TO ALLOW DERIVATIONS SUCH AS : CHEVEU /SH OEE V OE/, /SH F OE/, OR " 
"/SH YH OE/ 'HAIR'. " 
"++++++++++++++^M-+++++++4H-+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
RULE SCHDEL OP . EW => * /< *WB *CC _ %>. 
"++4^+++-H-+++++++++++++++++4^4H-+4H-++++++++++++++4^+4H-+ 

"STRESS PLACEMENT " 
THIS RULE ADDS A STRESS ON THE LAST SYLLABLE OF A WORD (CF. SEC" 

"2.1). . " 

RULE STRESS AC- W => llSTRESSl /<% 'O'CC *WB >. 

"GLIDE FORMATION " 
" RULES GLIDEF1 AND GLIDEF2 TRANSFORM A HIGH VOWEL INTO THE COR- " 
"RESPONDING GLIDE, E.G., ENNUI /AN N Y 1/ > /AN N YH 1/ 'BOREDOM'. " 
"THE TWO RULES ARE NEARLY IDENTICAL: RULE" GLIDEF2, BUT NOT RULE 
"GLIDEF1, APPLIES TO HIGH VOWELS FOLLOWED BY A FORMATIVE BOUNDARY (CF." 
"RULES 38 AND 39, SEC. 7.7).. * " 
" THE CONDITIONS A, B, AND C ALLOW ONLY SOME CONSONANTS OR CLUS- " 
"TERS OF CONSONANTS TO PRECEDE A. VOWEL UNDERGOING GLIDE FORMATION. " 
"CONDITION A INSURES THAT THE TWO PRECEDING UNITS TO BE CHECKED, IF " 
"ANY, ARE IN FACT SEGMENTS, AND NOT BOUNDARIES. CONDITION B INSURES " 
"THAT THE PRECEDING SEGMENT IS NOT A GLIDE, E.G., ENNUYER " 
"/AN N YH I + E/ > */AN N YH J E/ 'TO BORE', UNLESS IT IS A POSTVOCAL-" 
"IC GLIDE, E.G., CUEILLIEZ /K OEH J + I E/ > /K OEH J J E/ '(YOU) CUT " 
" (PAST) ' . CONDITION C INSURES THAT THE PRECEDING TWO SEGMENTS ARE NOT" 
"A CONSONANT FOLLOWED BY A LIQUID, E.G., CLOUER /K L U + E/ > 
"*/K L W E/ 'TO NAIL1. CONDITION D INSURES THAT THE FIRST VOWEL OF A " 
"GROUP OF TWO CONSECUTIVE HIGH VOWELS WITH IDENTICAL LABIALITY DOES " 
"NOT BECOME A GLIDE, E.G., NOUURE /N U + Y R/ > */N W Y R/ 'KNOTTING'" 
"(CF. SEC. 7.10). 
"+^++++++++++-MH-++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++HH-+4HH-+++" 
RULE GLIDEFl ACAC. I+HIGH -MID +SYLLI => l-SYLLl 

A'WB ((% 2*) 1*) (*FB) 3_4'W %, WHERE 
"A" 1 NINC1 I(ALPHA)BOUNDI £ 2 NINC1 I(BETA)BOUNDI 
"B" £ (1 NINC1 l-SYLL +SONOR 3LINSTRI I 2 INC1 l-SYLLl) 
"C" £ (1 NINC1 l-SYLL +SONOR 2LINSTRI I 2 NINC1 l-SYLLl) 
"D" £ (4 NINC1 I-MID +HIGH (GAMMA)LABIALI 

I 3 NINCl I(GAMMA)LABIALI ) >. 
RULE GLIDEF2 ACAC. I+HIGH -MID +SYLLI => l-SYLLl 

/<*WB ((% 2*) 1*) CFB) 3_ 'FB 4'W %, WHERE 
"A" 1 NINC1 I(ALPHA)BOUNDI £ 2 NINC1 I(BETA)BOUNDI 
"B" £ (1 NINC1 I-SYLL +SONOR 3LINSTRI I 2 INC1 l-SYLLl) 
"C" £ (1 NINC1 l-SYLL +SONOR 2LINSTRI I 2 NINC1 l-SYLLl) 
"D" £ (4 NINCl I-MID +HIGH (GAMMA)LABIALI 

13 NINC1 I(GAMMA)LABIALI ) >. 
"+++++++• 
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"ERASING OF FORMATIVE BOUNDARIES " 
" THE RULES FOLLOWING RULE ERASFB DO NOT DEPEND ON THE POSITION OF" 
"FORMATIVE BOUNDARIES. 
"++HH^+++++++++++++++HH-4^++4^++++++++++++++++++++++++++^ 
RULE ERASFB. FB => * . 

"INTERVOCALIC YOD " 
À YOD IS INTRODUCED BETWEEN A VOWEL I FOLLOWED BY ANY OTHER 

"VOWEL BUT I, E.G. CRIER /K R I + E/ > /K R I J E/ 'TO SHOUT', " 
"ANNIHILER /A N I I L E/ > */A N I J I L E/ 'TO ANNIHILATE* (CF. SEC. " 
"7.5 AND 7.10). 
"++HH-++++++++++++++++HH-+++++++++++++++4H-++++++++++++++H^++ 
RULE INTYOD. * => J /<%• 'I _ l'W %, 

WHERE 1 NINC1 I-LABIAL 3LINGUAL -MID +HIGHI>. 
" ++-H-++++++++++++++++-H-4-++++++++++++++4--I' I- h+++++++++++-H-+-f+++++++++++++" 

"LABIAL ATTRACTION " 
" THE VOWEL Y IS ALWAYS NONSYLLABIC BEFORE I (CF. SEC. 7.11, AND " 
"RULE 15, SEC. 7.3). * 

THE VOWEL OW IS CONSTRAINED TO BE NONSYLLABIC BEFORE A AND E 
"(CF. SEC. 7.14). 

THE VOWEL 0 IS SOMETIMES NONSYLLABIC BEFORE A AND E (CF. SEC. 
"7.11). 

NOTE THAT LABIAL ATTRACTION MUST TAKE PLACE AFTER INTERVOCALIC " 
"YOD INTRODUCTION, E.G. PLIOIR /P L I .+ OW A R/ > /P L I J W A R/ 
"'FOLDING KNIFE', AND AFTER GLIDE FORMATION, E.G. TUIONS /T Y + I ON/ " 
"> */T YH I J ON/ '(WE) KILLED'. THIS ORDERING PREVENTS /G R Y I E R/" 
"FROM BEING THE UNDERLYING FORM FOR GRUYERE (PRONOUNCED " 
"/G R YH I J EH R/ OR /G R Y J EH R/), SINCE I NECESSARILY BECOMES 
"NONSYLLABIC BEFORE LABIAL ATTRACTION TAKES PLACE. " 
"++++-H-++++++++++++ I I •}• ¥+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++" 
RULE LABAT1. Y => l-SYLLl /<% _ 'I %>. 
RULE LABAT2. OW => l-SYLLl /<% _ 'I+SYLL -LABIAL -HIGHI %>. 
RULE LABAT3 OP. 

0 => l-SYLLl /<% _ 'l+SYLL -LABIAL -HIGHl %>. 
"++++++++++++++++++++++4~H-++++++++++-(-K+++++++++++++++++ 

"YOD DEGEMINATION 
" IN NONVERBAL FORMS, A CLUSTER OF TWO CONSECUTIVE YODS REDUCES TO" 
"A SINGLE YOD, E.G. GROSEILLIER /G R O.-Z E J + I E/ > " 
"/G R 0 Z E J J E/ > /G R 0 Z E J E/ 'CURRANT TREE* (CF. RULE 43, SEC." 
"7.8). 
"+++4-f-++++++++++++++4^++++++++++++++H-H-+++4^++HH-++++++++++ 
RULE YODDEG. J => * /<1*<% 'J _ % > , WHERE 1 NINC1 l+V! >. 
"++++4^++++++++++++-H-++++++4H-+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++" 

"FRICATIVIZATION OF GLIDES 
RULE FRIYODl DESCRIBES THE FRICATIVIZATION OF YOD BEFORE A CON- " 

"SONANT AND IN FINAL POSITION, E.G. FEUILLETER /F OOE J+ T EE/ 'TO 
"BROWSE', BOUILLOIRE /B U J+ W A R/ 'KETTLE', FEUILLE /F OEE J+/ 
"'LEAVE'. 
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" RULE FRIY0D2 DESCRIBES THE FRICATIVIZATION OF YOD AFTER A " 
"TENSE CONSONANT OR A FRICATIVIZED GLIDE, E.G. PIED /P J+ EE/ " 
"'FOOT', CUEILLIEZ /K OEE J+ J+ EE/ '(YOU) CUT (PAST)' (CF. RULE " 
"23, SEC. 5.4). 
"+++++++++++++++++++++++++++HH^+++++++++4H-+^ 
RULE FRIYODl. J => i2LINSTR 2STRICTI ./<% _ (*CC, 'WB) %>. 
RULE FRIYOD2. J => I2LINSTR 2STRICTI 

/<% ('l+TENSEl, 'I+SONOR 2LINSTRI ) _%>• 
"++++++++++4^+++++++++++++++++++++++++++-H-++++++++++++++++++ 

"NASALIZATION OF SONORANTS " 
" SONORANTS ARE NASALIZED WHEN THEY ARE BETWEEN TWO NASAL SEG- " 
"MENTS, E.G. THE L IN BRANLANT /B R AN L AN/ 'SHAKING' IS NASALIZED" 
"(CF. SEC. 5,5). . » 
"+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ i 11++++++++++++ I- >• 11-1 I ++++++++++++++++++" 
RULE NASSON. i-SYLL +SONORI => I+NASALI 

/<% 'l+NASALl __ *l+NASALl %>. 
"+++++++++++4H-+++++++4^++-H-+-H^++++++++++++++4H-++++++++++ 

"EPENTHETIC RELEASE * " 
RULE EPREL1 DESCRIBES THE INTRODUCTION OF AN EPENTHETIC RE- " 

"LEASE BETWEEN A VELAR STOP AND AN ADJACENT STOP IN WORD-INITIAL " 
"POSITION, E.G. GNOU-/G N U/ 'GNU'. " 

RULE EPREL2 DESCRIBES THE INTRODUCTION OF AN EPENTHETIC RE- " 
"LEASE BETWEEN A TENSE VELAR STOP AND AN ADJACENT STOP IN POST- " 
"TONIC POSITION, E.G. ACTE /A K I T 1/ 'ACT' (CF. WORDS 26 AND 29, " 
"SEC 4.2). 

RULE EPREL1. * => RL /< 'WB 'I4LINGUAL lLINSTRi _ 'llSTRICTl %>. 
RULE EPREL2. * => RL /<% 'llSTRESSi 'O'SN 

'I4LINGUAL 1LINSTR +TENSEI _ '11STRICTI % >. 
"+++++++++++++++++++++++++++4-H-+++++++-H-+++++++++++++++++++++++++++" 

"FINAL RELEASE 
A FINAL CONSONANT RECEIVES A FINAL RELEASE WHEN IT IS PRË-

"CEDED BY A SEGMENT WITH A SMALLER LEVEL OF STRICTURE, E.G. POTE " 
"/P OH T 1/ 'PAL', PORTE /P OH R T 1/ 'DOOR', POSTE /P OH S T 1/ " 
"'POST' (CF. WORDS 7, SEC. 4.2). 
" RULE FINREL2 HAS BEEN ADDED BECAUSE A RELEASE ALSO APPEARS " 
"WHEN A SPIRANT IS PRECEDED BY A LIQUID, E.G. LARVE /L A R V I/ 
"'LARVA'. THIS RULE WOULD BE UNNECESSARY IF WE COULD SPECIFY THE " 
"ACOUSTIC STRICTURE OF LIQUIDS AS SLIGHTLY SMALLER THAN THE STRIC- " 
"TURE OF SPIRANTS, E.G. LEVEL OF STRICTURE 2.3 FOR LIQUIDS AND 2 
"FOR SPIRANTS (THE STRICTURE LEVEL 2 ADOPTED IN THE LEXICON FOR 
"SPIRANTS AND LIQUIDS IS A CLASSIFICATORY LEVEL, THE ACOUSTIC LEVEL" 
"MAY VARY FROM THE CLASSIFICATORY LEVEL). RULE FINREL2 MUST BE " 
"ANALYZED AS A VARIANT OF RULE FINRELl. 
" RULE FINREL3 ACCOUNTS FOR THE NONRELEASE OF VELAR NASALS, 
"E.G. SMOKING /S M O K I NG/ 'DINNER JACKET' (CF. WORDS 22, SEC. 
"4.2). 

RULE FINREL4 ACCOUNTS FOR THE OPTIONAL NONRELEASE OF LAX 
"STOPS WHEN THEY ARE PRECEDED BY A NASALIZED VOWEL. THIS NONRE-
"LEASE CONDITIONS THE EVENTUAL WEAKENING OF THESE CONSONANTS, E.G. " 
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"MONDE /M ON D/ > /M ON N/ 'PEOPLE' (CF. WORDS 44, SEC. 4.2). 
''++++++++++++++++^H-++++++++++++++4H-++++++++++++++++++ 
RULE FINRELl. * => RL /<% ' I (ALPHA) STRICT I ' I -SYLL (BETA) STRICTI __ 

'WB, WHERE ALPHA VGE BETA >. 
RULE FINREL2. RL => * /<% ' I-SONOR 2STRICTI * I+SONOR 2STRICTI __ %>. 
RULE FINREL3. RL => * /<% 'NG _ %>. 
RULE FINREL4 OP. RL => * /<% ' +SYLL +NASAL ' 1STRICT -TENSE __ %>. 
1,++++++++++++HH-++4HH-++++++++++++++H^+++++++++++++++-M-+ 

"A-FRONTING " 
" THIS RULE DESCRIBES THE FRONTING OF A BEFORE A FINAL OR " 
"PRECONSONANTAL L (CF. SEC. 6.5). " " 

RULE AFRONT. A => 13LINGUALI /<% __ 'L ('RL, 'CC) %>. 
"-H"H"i-++++++++-H"H' HI +++++-H-+++++-H-f++++-f+++++++++++++++++++++++-H-+" 

"LINGUAL ASSIMILATION " 
" THIS RULE DESCRIBES THE ANTICIPATORY MOVEMENT OF THE TONGUE " 
"DURING THE UTTERANCE OF A LABIAL CONSONANT (CF. RULE 2, SEC. 5.1)." 
"++++++++++++++++++++++++++++^++4^++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++" 
RULE LINASS. I(ALPHA) LABSTRl => I(BETA)LINGUAL 3LINSTRI /<% _ 

1 I (BETA)LINGUAL 3LINSTRI %, WHERE ALPHA VLE 2 >. 
'*^++++++++++++++-H-^++4H-++++++++4H-++++++++++++++++^++++++++++++++'^ 

"V-RELAXATION " 
THIS RULE DESCRIBES THE RELAXATION OF V INTO A GLIDE WHEN IT " 

"FOLLOWS A WORD-INITIAL SH, E.G. CHEVET /SH OEE V EH/ OR /SH YH EH/" 
"'BEDSIDE'. V-RELAXATION DOES NOT TAKE PLACE WHEN SH IS NOT WORD- " 
"INITIAL, E.G. ACHEVER /A SH OEE V EE/, */A SH YH EE/ 'TO FINISH' '* 
"(CF. RULE 4, SEC. 5.1). 

RULE VRELAX OP. V = I+SONOR 3LABSTR 3STRICT -.TENSEI 
/< 'WB 'SH _ %>. 

"++++++++++++4H-++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

"LAX-TENSE ASSIMILATION 
" RULE LAX1 DESCRIBES THE ASSIMILATION OF A LABIAL FRICATIVE TO" 
"AN ADJACENT LINGUAL FRICATIVE, E.G. CHEVÊT /SH OEE V EH/ > 
"/SH F EH/ 'BEDSIDE', FAISONS /F OEE Z ON/ > /V Z ON/ '(WE) DO'. 
" RULE LAX2 DESCRIBES THE OPTIONAL ASSIMILATION OF A LINGUAL 
"FRICATIVE TO A FOLLOWING CONSONANT, E.G. SVELTE /S V EH L T/ OR '* 
"/Z V EH L T/ 'SLENDER'. " 
" RULE LAX3 DESCRIBES THE OPTIONAL LAX-TENSE ASSIMILATION OF A " 
"STOP TO A FOLLOWING STOP, E.G. OBTUS /OH B T Y/ OR /OH P T Y/ 
"'OBTUSE', ANECDOTE /A N EH K D OH T/ OR /AN EH G D OH T/ 
"'ANECDOTE' (CF. SEC. 5.6). M 

RULE LAX1. I-SONOR +LABIAL 2LABSTRI => I (ALPHA)TENSE I 
/<% ('l-SONOR 2LABSTR (ALPHA)TENSE I __ % , 

__ 'l-SONOR 2LABSTR (ALPHA)TENSE I ) %>. 
RULE LAX2 OP. l-SONOR 2LINSTR +TENSEI = I-TENSEI 

/<% __ ' l-TENSEl %>. 
RULE LAX3 OP. l-SONOR lSTRICTl => I (ALPHA)TENSE I 

/<% _ ' I (ALPHA)TENSE I %>. 
"4-h++++H-H++++++++H^++++++-H-+++4~f+4^+++++++++++++4H-+++++++++^ 
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"VOICING OF OBSTRUENTS 
VCOBNl INDICATES THAT OBSTRUENTS ARE NORMALLY VOICELESS WHEN " 

"TENSE AND VOICED WHEN LAX, E.G. DETTE /D> EH T</ 'DEBT'. 
VCOBN2 INDICATES THAT AN-OBSTRUENT ASSIMILATES TO THE NEXT r 

"CONSECUTIVE OBSTRUENT WITH RESPECT TO VOICING, E.G. SVELTE '' 
"/S> V> EH L T</ 'SLIM'. 
" VCOBN3 INDICATES THAT IN INITIAL POSITION, TENSE SIBILANTS " 
"MAY REMAIN VOICELESS, E.G. SVELTE /S< V> EH L T</ (CF. SEC. 5.6). ' 
" +++++++++++++++++++-HHH-+4H-+++++++++++++++++HH--++++++++++4H-+++-4~HH-++ ' 
RULE VCOBNl. 
RULE VCOBN2. 

RULE VCOBN3 OP. 

I-SONOR (ALPHA)TENSE I => I (-ALPHA)VOICE I 
I-SONOR! => I(ALPHA)VOICE! 
/<% _ 'I-SONOR (ALPHA)VOICE I %>. 
I-SONOR +TENSEI => I-VOICEI /< 'WB *>. 

"VOICING OF SONORANTS " 
VCSN1 INDICATES THAT SONORANTS ARE NORMALLY VOICED. 

" VCSN2 INDICATES THAT SONORANTS ASSIMILATE TO A PRECEDING OB- " 
"STRUENT WITH RESPECT TO VOICING. " 

VCSN3 INDICATES THAT L AFTER P OR F IS AN EXCEPTION'TO RULE " 
"VCSN2 (CF. SEC. 5.6). 

RULE VCSN1. SN => l+VOICEl. 
RULE VCSN2. I-SYLL +SONOR! => I (ALPHA)VOICE ! 

/<% M-SONOR (ALPHA) VOICE I _ % > • 
RULE VCSN3. L => l+VOICEl /<% 'I+LABIAL -SONOR +TENSEI __ %>. 

•(-+++++++++++++++++++++++++++• 

"SYLLABIFICATION 
THE DIVISION OF WORDS INTO SYLLABLES IS NOT NECESSARILY 

"UNIQUE, E.G. THE WORD ESPERER 'TO HOPE' BEING ANALYZABLE AS 
"/EE'. S P EE . R EE/ OR /EH S . P EE . R EE/. IN THIS GRAMMAR, " 
"WE ADOPT THE MOST FREQUENT PATTERN OF DIVISION. 
" RULE RELEAS1 SPECIFIES THAT A CONSONANT IS RELEASED WHEN IT " 
"IS FOLLOWED BY A SEGMENT WITH A SMALLER LEVEL OF STRICTURE, E.G. " 
"THE CONSONANT T IN THE WORD TEMPS /T AN/ 'WEATHER' IS RELEASED. " 

RULE RELEAS2 SPECIFIES THAT A SIBILANT IS RELEASED BEFORE A " 
"LIQUID, E.G. THE CONSONANT V IN VRAI /V R EH/ 'TRUE'. RULE 
"RELEAS3 SPECIFIES THAT A GLIDE IS RELEASED BEFORE A VOWEL, E.G. 
"THE GLIDE J IN YACHT /J A K/ 'YACHT'. THESE TWO RULES WOULD BE 
"UNNECESSARY IF WE COULD SPECIFY THE ACOUSTIC LEVEL OF STRICTURE, " 
"THE LEVEL OF LIQUID STRICTURE BEING SLIGHTLY SMALLER THAN THE 
"LEVEL OF SIBILANT STRICTURE, AND-THE LEVEL OF VOWEL STRICTURE THAN" 
"THE LEVEL OF GLIDE STRICTURE, E.G. 2 FOR SIBILANTS, 2.3 FOR " 
"LIQUIDS, 2.7 FOR GLIDES, AND 3 FOR VOWELS. (WE REPEAT THAT THE " 
"LEVELS USED IN THIS ANALYSIS ARE CLASSIFICATORY, NOT ACOUSTIC.) 

RULE RELS SPECIFIES THAT A STOP MAY BE UNRELEASED BEFORE A 
"SIBILANT, E.G. THE STOP P IN THE WORD CAPSULE /K A P S Y L/ 'CAP- " 
"SULE1 MAY BE UNRELEASED. THIS ACCOUNTS FOR THE FACT THAT STOPS 
"MAY BE OPTIONALLY WEAKENED BEFORE SIBILANTS (CF. WORDS 40, SECTION" 
"4.2) . 
" RULE SYLLABI SPECIFIES THAT BOTH INITIAL AND FINAL WORD BOUN-" 
"DARIES ARE ALSO SYLLABIC BOUNDARIES. 
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RULE SYLLAB2 SPECIFIES THAT, INSIDE A WORD, THE SYLLABLE " 
"BOUNDARY PALLS BEFORE THE FIRST OF A SERIES OF RELEASED CONSONANTS" 
"PRECEDING A VOWEL, OR BETWEEN TWO VOWELS. THIS PROCESS COULD BE " 
"DESCRIBED AS AN ITERATIVE APPLICATION OF THE RULE: " 
" * => SB /<% 'W % _ 'O'RC. 'W %>. " 
"(THIS FORMAT, HOWEVER, IS NOT ALLOWED IN THE TESTER.) " 
"EXAMPLES OF SYLLABLE DIVISION ARE: 
"PARLER /P A R . L E/ 'TO SPEAK' 
"PARLERA /P A. R L . R A/ ' (HE) WILL SPEAK' 
"COPNEDBEEF /K OH R N D . B I F/ 'CORNED BEEF' " 
"DETROIT /D E . T R W A/ 'STRAIGHT' * 
"CAPSULE /K A . P S Y L/ OR /K A P . S 'Y L/ 'CAPSULE' " 

RULE RELEAS1. I-SYLL (ALPHA)STRICT I => RC 
/<%•_ 'I(BETA)STRICTI %, WHERE BETA VGT ALPHA >. 

RULE RELEAS2. I-SONOR 2STRICT1 ==> RC /<% __ ' I+SONOR 2STRICTI % >. 
RULE RELEAS3. I-SYLL 3STRICTI => RC /<% _ 'W % >. 
RULE RELS OP. I1$TRICT +RELI => l-.RELl/<% _ ' I -SONOR 2LINSTRI % >. 
RULE SYLLABI. WB => SB /< (% _, __ %) >. 
RULE SYLLAB2. * => SB 

/<% 'W, ( 'W, ( '.O'CC ' UREL -SYLLt) ' RC * 0 ' RC ) 'W %>. 

"ROUNDING " 
" RULE ROUNDl ACCOUNTS FOR THE ROUNDING OF THE GLIDES W AND YH. " 

RULE ROUND? DESCRIBES THE ROUNDING ASSIMILATION OF CONSONANTS" 
"TO A FOLLOWING APPROXIMANT IN THE SAME SYLLABLE. 

RULE ROUND3 DESCRIBES THE ROUNDING ASSIMILATION OF CONSONANTS" 
"TO A PRECEDING VOWEL IN THE SAME SYLLABLE, WITH THE EXCEPTION OF " 
"WORD-FINAL CONSONANTS (CF. RULES 11 AND 12, SEC. 5.2). 
" RULE PALRND2 DESCRIBES THE ROUNDING OF ALL CONSONANTS ADJA- " 
"CENT TO A PALATAL SIBILANT SH OR ZH INITIALLY IN A SYLLABLE (CF. " 
"RULE 17, SEC. 5.2). 

RULE ROUNDl. I-SYLL +SONOR 3LABSTR (ALPHA)LINGUALI => 
I ( ALPHA-2). ROUND I . 

RULE ROUND2. I-SYLL iROUNDl ••=>. I (BETA) ROUNDl 
/<% 'SB 'O'CC _ 'O'CC 'I3LINSTR (BETAlROUNDl %>. 

RULE ROUND3. I -SYLL -iROUNDI =>. I (BETA) ROUNDl 
/<% ' I3LINSTR (BETA) ROUNDl 'O'CC _ 'O'CC ('SB, ' CC 'WB ). %>. 

RULE PALRND2. l-SYLLl =>. I 2ROUNDI 
/<% (''SB •'• I -SONOR 2LINGUAL 2LINSTRI _, 

'SB _ 'I-SONOR 2LINGUAL 2LINSTRI) %>. 
"++++++++++++++++4^+++++++++++++4H-++++++++++++++++HH-++++++++++ 

"LENGTHENING "' 
RULE LENGTH1 INDICATES THAT VOWELS ARE LONG IN FINAL SYLLA- " 

"BLES WHEN THEY PPECEDE /R, V, Z, ZH/ OR THE CLUSTER /VR/, E.G. 
"SEVE /S EH: V/ 'SAP' (CF. RULE 16, SEC. 6.3). 
" RULE LENGTH2 INDICATES THAT NASALIZED VOWELS ARE LONG IN FI- " 
"NAL CLOSED SYLLABLES, E.G. CONTE /K ON: T/ 'TALE' (CF. RULE 20, 
"SEC. 6.3). 
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" RULE LENGTHS SPECIFIES THAT HIGH MID VOWELS ARE LONG IN FINAL" 
"CLOSED SYLLABLES, E.G. FAUTE /F 00: T/ 'MISTAKE' (CF. RULE 22, 
"SEC. 6.3) . 

RULE LENGTH1 l+SYLLl => l+LONGl 
/<% _ ( * R, 'I2STRICT -TENSE -SONORl ('R)) 'WB>. 

RULE LENGTH2. I+SYLL +NASALI => 1+LONGl /<% _ 'l'CC 'WB>. 
RULE LENGTH3. I+SYLL +MID +HIGHI => l+LONGl /<% __ 'l'CC 'WB>. 
"+++++++++++++++++:f+++++4H-+++++++++^ 

"MIDVOWELS 
IN THE ASSIGNMENT OF HEIGHT FOR MID VOWELS WE FOLLOW THE FOL-" 

"LOWING PRINCIPLES: (A) IN CLOSED SYLLABLES, MID VOWELS ARE LOW " 
"(RULE CLSSYL), (B) -IN OPEN WORD-FINAL SYLLABLES, MID VOWELS ARE 
"HIGH (RULE OPNSYL), AND (C) IN OPEN NON-WORD-FINAL SYLLABLES, MID " 
"VOWELS HARMONIZE WITH THE VOWEL IN THE FOLLOWING SYLLABLE (RULE " 
"VOWHARM) .;•''..•'• >-
" THESE CONVENTIONS ARE OVERRIDDEN WHEN A VOWEL IS ALREADY 
"MARKED FOR HEIGHT ( E CAN ONLY BE MARKED IN WORD-FINAL SYLLABLES, " 
"OE IN CLOSED WORD-FINAL SYLLABLES, O ÏN CLOSED WORD-FINAL AND PEN-" 
"ULTIMATE SYLLABLES (CF. SEC. 6.6 TO 6.9)). . 
" SCHWA MAY HARMONIZE WITH OH (RULE SCHARMl) OR WITH OEE (RULE " 
"SCHARM2). " 
" RULE OCENTR DESCRIBES THE OPTIONAL CENTRALIZATION OF OH WHEN " 
"IT IS NEITHER PRECEDED BY A VELAR STOP (FIRST RESTRICTION) NOR 
"FOLLOWED BY R IN THE SAME SYLLABLE (SECOND RESTRICTION). 

RULE CLSSYL.- I+MID -.HIGH I ==> I-HIGH I /<% _ 'l'CC "SB %>. 
RULE OPNSYL. ' I+MID -iHIGH I => l+HIGHl /<% _ * t (ALPHA) BOUND I %>. 
RULE VOWHAR. I+MID -.HIGH -.DELl => I (ALPHA)HIGHl 

/<% _ 'SB 'O'CC ' I (ALPHA)HIGH I %>. 
RULE SCHARMl OP. EW => I4LINGUALI /<% _ ' SB 'O'CC 'OH %>. 
RULE SCHARM2 OP. EW => l+HIGHl /<% _ 'SB 'O'CC 'OEE %>. 
RULE OCENTR OP. OH => I 3LINGUALI /<% 'SB (% 1*) _ (2* %) 'SB %, 

WHERE 1 NINC1 I4LINGUAL lLINSTRl 
£ 2 NINC1 l+SONOR 2LINSTR -LATl >. 

"+++++-H-++++-H-+++++++++++++++-H-++^+++++++++++++-H-+++++^++++++++++" 

"VELAR PALATALIZATION 
VELAR STOPS ARE PALATALIZED BEFORE FRONT VOWELS (CF. RULE 5, " 

"SEC. 5.1). 

RULE VELPAL. 11LINSTR 4LINGUALi => I (ALPHA) LINGUALl 
/<% _ 'I(ALPHA)LINGUAL 3LINSTRI %>. 

"++++++++H^+-H-+++4^++++-H-++++-H-++4-l-++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

"R-ADHERENCE 
" LABIAL STOPS ARE VÉLARIZED BETWEEN R'S (CF. RULE 7, SEC. 5.1)." 

RULE RADH. I lLABSTRl => 12LINSTR 4LINGUALI /<% 'R_ 'R 'SB %>. 
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"STOP WEAKENING " 
" AN UNRELEASED STOP IS WEAKENED TO THE CORRESPONDING NASAL " 
"WHEN IT FOLLOWS A NASALIZED VOWEL, E.G. REDEMPTION 
"/R EH D AN P S J ON/ OR /R EH D AN M S J ON/ 'REDEMPTION' (CF. 
"WORDS 32 TO 4.0, SEC. 4.2). 
" A LAX STOP IS WEAKENED BEFORE A NASAL STOP WHEN IT IS PRE- " 
"CEDED BY A NASALIZED VOWEL (NOT INCLUDED IN THIS IMPLEMENTATION). " 

RULE STPWKN. 11 STRICT -.RELl => I+NASAL +SONOR -.TENSE I 
/<% 'l+SYLL +NASALI ____ %>. 

"NASALIZATION OF STOPS 
THE STOP D IS NASALIZED WHEN IT IS IN WORD-INITIAL POSITION " 

"AND FOLLOWED BY A NASAL STOP, E.G. DEMAIN /D OEE M E N / , /DM EN/," 
"OR /N M EN/ 'TOMORROW'' (CF. WORDS 28, SEC. 5.5). •«* 
"++++++++++++4^-+++++4H-++++4^++++++++++++++++++++++4H-++++^ 
RULE NASSTOP OP. D => I+NASAL +SONOR -iTENSEl 

/<% 'SB _ 'l-SYLL +NASALI %>. 

"VELARIZATION OF GN 
RULE VELNl DESCRIBES THE VELARIZATION OF NONRELEASED PALATAL " 

"NASALS GN. " 
" RULE VELN2 DESCRIBES- THE VELARIZATION OF GN BEFORE R AND W " 
"(CF. WORDS 20 AND 21, SEC. 4.2). " 

RULE VELNl. I 3LINGUAL 1LINSTR +NASAL -.RELl => I4LINGUALI. 
RULE VELN2. I 3LINGUAL 1LINSTR +NASALI => 14LINGUALI 

/<% _ 'l-SYLL 4LINGUALI %>. 
"++^++^++++4H-++++-H-++++++++++HH-++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++" 

"GLIDE RELEASE OF GN 
" RULE GLIDRLN DESCRIBES THE INTRODUCTION OF A YOD AFTER PRE- " 
"VOCALIC AND FINAL GN'S (CF. RULE 18, SEC. 4.2). 
,,++++++++++H^++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++" 
RULE GLIDRLN. * => J /<% 'GN _ 1'I3STRICT! %, ; 

WHERE 1 NINC1 l-SYLL +SONORI >. 
'•++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++n 

"NASAL PALATALIZATION 
RULE PALAT DESCRIBES THE PALATALIZATION OF THE DENTAL NASAL N" 

"BEFORE A YOD (CF. WORDS 15, SEC. 4.2). 

BULE PALAT. N => I 3LINGUALI /<% __ 1 ' J %, WHERE 1 NINC1 I 3LABSTRI >. 
"+H^+++4-f++++++++4-f++++++++++++++4-+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++^ 

"CLEAN-UP " 
THIS RULE ERASES FEATURES WHICH ARE NOT RELEVANT TO THE PHO- " 

"NETIC REPRESENTATION: HEIGHT FEATURES IN GLIDES, DIACRITIC FEA- tt 

"TURES SUCH AS GLIDE. " 

RULE CLEAN1. l-SYLL I => I-.HIGH -iMID -.GLIDE I . 
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CP @(N, V, A) I. 
$END $MAIN FTRIN TRAN. 

9.7 EXAMPLES OF PHONOLOGICAL DERIVATIONS 

ENNUYER 
UNDERLYING 
1 V 

'TO BORE'-
FORM 
2 

. 3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

# 
AN 
N 
Y 
I 
+ 
E 
# 

# AN N Y I + E # 

RULES WHICH HAVE BEEN APPLIED 
1 2 STRESS" 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 

PHONETIC FORM 
1 V 

# 

2 # 
4 N; > 
5 YH; > 
10 J> 
9 # 

2 
3 
11 
4 
5 
6 
12 
10 
8 
9 

AN . 

# 
AN 

N;> 
YH; > 
I 

J> 
EE* 
# 

N; > YH 

l+SBOUNDl 
l+RELl 
1-NASAL +REL 
i+RELl 
l+SBOUNDl 

3 
5 
6 
29 
32 
34 
36 
37 
38 
39 
46 
59 

;> I 

1 

GLIDEF1 
ERASFB 
INTYOD 
VCSON1 
RELEAS1 
RELEAS3 
SYLLABI 
SYLLAB2 
ROUND1 
ROUND2 
OPNSYL 
CLEAN1 

. J> EE* # 

i- ' 
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GRADUIONS 
UNDERLYING 
1 V 

* (WE) 
FORM 

2 # 
3 G 
4 R 
5 A 
6 D 
7 Y 

. 8 + 
9 I 
10 ON 
11 # 

GRADUATED* 

# G R A D Y + I O N * 

RULES WHICH HAVE APPLIED 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 

HONETIC FORM 
1 V 2 

3 
4 
5 
12 
6 
7 
13 
9 
10 

2 
3 
5 

. 26 
29 
30 
32 
34 
36 
37 
39 
59 

# 
G> 
R> 
A 
. 
D;> 
Y 
. 
j;->. 

ON* 

STRESS 
GLIDEF1 
ERASFB 
VCOBN1 
VCSONl 
VCSON2 
RELEAS1 
RELEAS3 
SYLLABI 
SYLLAB2 
ROUND2-
CLEAN1 

1 1 # 

# G> R> A . D;> Y . J , > ON* # 

2 # 
3 G> 
4 R> 
6 D;> 
9 J,> 
11 # 

l+SBOUNDl 
l+RELl 
l+RELl 
l+REL! 
1-NASAL +REL 
l+SBOUNDl 
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PLIOIR 'FOLDING KNIFE' 
UNDERLYING 
1 N 

7 0 

RULES. 

# P 

FORM 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

. 8 
9 

10 

L I 
1 GLIDE 1 

WHICH 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

# 
P 
L 
I 
+ 
0 
A 
R 
# 

+ 0 A 
1' ' 

R # 

HAVE APPLIED 

PHONETIC FORM 
1 N 

2 # 
3 P> 
4 L> 
11 J+, 
7 W,3 
9 R> 
10 # 

# P< 

2 
3 
4 
5 
13 
11 
.7 
8 
9 
12 
10 

L> 

2 
5 
6 
3 
11 
16 
26 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
34 
36 
37 
38 
39 
59 

# 
P< 
L> 
I 

J+,> 
W,> 
A* 
R> 
1 
# 

STRESS 
ERASFB 
INTYOD 
LABAT2 
FRIYOD1 
FINREL1 
VCOBN1 
VCOBN3 
VCSON1 
VCSON2 
VCSON3 
RELEAS1 
RÈLEAS3 
SYLLABI 
SYLLAB2 
ROUND1 
ROUND2 
CLEAN1 

I . J+,> w,> ; 
l+SBOUNDl 
J+RELI 
I+RELI 

> I+RELI 
• 1-NASAL +REL 

l+RELl 
l+SBOUNDI 

1 
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BAIGNOIRE 
UNDERLYING 
1 N 

# B 

1 BATHTUB 
FORM 

2 # 
3 B 
4 E 
5 GN 
6 0 
7 A 
8 R 
9 # 

E GN 0 A 
6 0 1 GLIDE1 

RULES WHICH HAVE 
• 1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
IS 

PHONETIC FORM 
1 N 

# B) 

2 # 
3 B) 

• 

R #• 

APPLIED 
2 
8 
16 
21 
26 
29 
32 
34 
36 
37 
38 
39 
47 
56 
59 

> 

4 EH 
11 . 
5 NG,> 
6 W, 
7 A* 

"8 R) 
10 1 
9 # 

• EH '. 

> 

• 

NG, 

2 #. l+SBOUNDl 

STRESS 
LABAT2 
FINREL1 
LINASS 
VCOBN1 
VCSON1 
RELEAS1 
RELEAS3 
SYLLABI 
SYLLAB2 
ROUNDl 
ROUND2 
VOWHAR 
VELN2 
CLEAN1 

> W,> A* R> 

3 B> I3LINGUAL 3LINSTR +RELI 
5 NG,> l+RELl 
6 W,> 1-•NASAL 
8 R> l+RELl 

+RELI 

9 # l+SBOUNDl 

k 
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SMOKING 
UNDERLYING 
1 N 

1DINNER 
FORM 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

# 
S 
M 
0 
K 
I 
NG 
# 

# S M O K I N G # 

RULES WHICH HAVE APPLIED 

1 N 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

C FORM 
2 
3 
4 
5 
11 
6 
7 
8 
9 

# 
S, 
•M, 

2 
16 
18 
21 
26 
28 
29 
30 
32 
36 
37 
39 
47 
51 
59 

,< 
,< 

00 
, 
KJ< 
I" k 

NG> 
# 

STRESS 
FINREL1 
FINREL3 
LINASS 
VC0BN1 
VC0BN3 
VCS0N1 
VCS0N2 
RELEAS1 
SYLLABI 
SYLLAB2 
R0UND2 
VOWHAR 
VELPAL 
CLEAN1 

# S,< M,< 00 . KJ< I* NG> # 

2 # l+SBOUNDl 
4 M, I4LINGUAL 3LINSTR +RELI 
6 KJ l+RELl 
9 # l+SBOUNDl 
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IMPACT 'IMPACT' 
UNDERLYING 
1 N 

FORM 
2 # 
3 EN 
4 P 
5 A 
6 K 
7 T 
8 # 

" # EN P A K T # 

ROLES WHICH HAVE APPLIED 

1 N 

# EN 

2 # 1+SBOUNDl 
4 P< 1+RELl 
6 K< l+RELl 
7 T< l+RELl 
8 # l+SBOUNDl 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

: FORM 
2 
3 
11 
4 
5 
6 
9 
7 
10 
8 

2 
15 
16 
26 
29 
32 
36 
37 
59 

# 
EN 
• • • 
P< 
A* 
K< 
1 
T< 
1 
# 

P< A* K< 

STRESS 
EPREL2 
FINREL1 
VCOBN1 
VCSONl 
RELEAS1 
SYLLABI 
SYLLAB2 
CLEAN1 

1 T< 1 # 
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PROMPT 'QUICK' 
UNDERLYING FORM 

1 A 2 # 
3 P 
4 R 
5 ON 
6 P 
7 T 
.8 # 

# P R ON P T # 

RULES WHICH HAVE APPLIED 
1 2 STRESS 
2 16 FINREL1 
3 25 LAX3 
4 26 VCOBN1 
5 27 VCOBN2 
6 28 VCOBN3 
7 29 VCSON1 
8 30 VCSON2 
9 32 RELEAS1 
10 36 SYLLABI 
11 39 ROUND2 
12 40 ROUND3 
13 53 STPWKN 
14 59 CLEAN1 

PHONETIC FORM 
1 A 2 # 

3 P,< 
4 R, < 
5 ON* 
6 M,< 
7 T< 
9 I 
8 # 

# P,< R,< ON* M,< T< I # 

2 # 
3 P,< 
4 R, < 
7 T< 
8 # . 

1+SBOUND 
1+RELI 
l+RELl 
l+RELl 
1+SBOUND 
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REDEMPTION 
UNDERLYING FORM 
1 N 

•REDEMPTION' 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 

# 
R 
E 
D 
AN 
P 
S 
I 
ON 
# 

# R E D A N P S I 0 N # 

RULES WHICH HAVE APPLIED 

H( 
1 

2 
3 
5 
8 
9 
.1 

DNET: 
N 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 

2 
3 
25 
26 
27 
29 
30 
32 
34 
35 
36 
37 
39 
47 
53 
59 

IC FORM 
2 # 
3 R> 
4 EH 
12 . 
5 D> 
6 AN 
7 M< 
13 . 
8 S, < 
9 J,< 

10 ON* 
11 # 

STRESS 
GLIDEF1 
LAX3 
VC0BN1 
VCOBN2 
VCSON1 
VCS0N2 
RELEAS1 
RELEAS3 
RELS 
SYLLABI 
SYLLAB2 
ROUND2 
VOWHAR 
STPWKN 
CLEAN1 

# R> EH . D> AN M< . S,< . 

# 
R> 
D> 
s,< 
J,< 
# 

-'': 

: 

l+SBOUNDl 
I+RELI 
l+RELl 
l+RELl 
1 -NASAL .+RELI. 
l+SBOUNDl 

ON* # 
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CHEVAL 'HORSE' 
UNDERLYING FORM 
1 N 

# SH OEH 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
•8 

: v 

4 OEH iDELl 

RULES WHICH 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

# 
SH 
OEH 
V 
A 
L 
# 

A 

HAVE 

PHONETIC FORM 
1 2 

3 
5 
6 
7 
9 
8 

# 

L # 

APPLIED 
1 
2 
16 
20 
21 
22 
26 
28 
29 
30 
32 
34 
36 
38 
59 

SH< 
YH;< 
A* 
L> 
1 
# 

SCHDEL 
STRESS 
FINREL1 
AFRONT 
LINASS 
VRELAX 
VCOBN1 
VCOBN3 
VCSON1 
VCSON2 
RELEAS1 
RELEAS3 
SYLLABI 
ROUND1 
CLEAN1 

# SH< YH;< A* L> I 

2 # l+SBOUNDl 
3 SH< l+RELl 
5 YH;< I-NASAL +RELI 
7 L> l+RELl 
8 # l+SBOUNDl 
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ESPERER 
UNDERLYING 
1 V 

'TO HOPE' 
FORM 

2 # 
3 E 
4 S 
5 P 
6 E 
7 R 

. 8 E 
9 # 

# E S P E R E # 

RULES WHICH HAVE APPLIED 

HON! 
1 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 

2TIC FORM 
2 
3 
4 
10 
5 
6 
11 
7 
8 
9 

# 

2 
21 
26 
27 
29 
32 
36 
37 
45 
46 
47 
59 

EH 
S< 
• . 
P< 
EE 
. .. 
R; > 
EE* 
# 

STRESS 
LINASS 
VCOBN1 
VCOBN2 
VCSON1 
RELEAS1 
SYLLABI 
SYLLAB2 
CLSSYL 
OPNSYL 
VOWHAR 
CLEAN1 

# EH S< . P< EE . R> EE* # 

2 # l+SBOUNDl 
5 P< 13 LINGUAL 3 LINSTR +RELI 
7 R> l+RELl 
9 # l+SBOUNDl 
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